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Christian enterprise and aclieverent;
and the New Testament policy and rule for
their consecration to Christian use. There

were discovered latent abilities in money,

mind and spirit in our denomination, for
immeasurable enlargement on all ‘denominational enterprises gnd our Christian inshould be addressed to the Agent, and all communica terests—if we only knew our strength. Exona designed for publication should be uadrasted fo
ample: one brother lays down fifteen dolthe Editor.
lars for only the Quarterly. A thousand
TeRMS," For one year, $3,00; or i paid strictly’ in
others could do the same, and for other
advance, $2,50.
specialties proportionally—if they knew
a
in Canada and the other British Prov.
be charged20 cents a Jon in addition to their strength.
Yes, if they knew.! The
@ postage to the
the pica of the paper, to prepay
practical stint in these matters, with us, is
not so much from stinginess, nor from lack
of love to the Christian cause, as from igLUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.
'. All letters on business, remittances of money; &c*
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and forwarding Tanoys. +
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be accompanied With the
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Rift in the Cloud.
nd

—

Br

‘80 dreary and dark,” were our words that day,
Again and again repeated;
As the hours wore on, and the tall old clock
. Told them, and their duties completed.

‘+ Such a dismal day”—for.the clouds were dark,
And the rain, in its wearisome falling,
Dripped an answer in tears to the desolate cry
Of the blast through the roof-trees calling.

Not a glimpse of blue—not a gleam of gold
In the arch above us bending;
:
Only the clouds in their drapings of gray,

In darkhess upon us stealing,

| norance of the ability we have for giving to
it. As Hoop, most pathetic muse
ing philanthropy! says:

of pity-

‘“ Evil is wrought by want of thought

As well as want of heart.”

Ten thousands of our brethren
holding

from

our

churches,

:

are withministers,

into the tent. Ninetyheavenly visitants should dwell! He whom [Scestn EY
we call Lord and Master tells in plainest two people are within the range of my little
words how this earthly paper is - transmut- view, just about the door of the umbrella.
able to heavenly gold, and these vicious Mary has been helping me. She-has heard
vermin turned ont and God’s angels brought ail the boys in the alphabet and spelling,
and marked each one. Sheis much pleased
in.
Let us have more examples, a thousand with the responsibility,—does all her writto one, knowing our -strength like that ing in Bengali, which comes easier to her
Now they have all gone
told by pastor R. C. of one of the brethren than English.
of his church. Of tens of thousands of our away a few rods to sing. The singing alOh, dear,
churches,men and women, may we exclaim ways makes a prominent part.
in respect to their pecuniary ability for the whata din! a great deal more noise than
It is impossible to write.
Christian cause, O, that they knew their music!
Sat., 9th.

strength!

Boodhoo's school has been the

is very

sisters

and

neigh-

read well too.

Sonarton’s

school was- a

wit)

a

on our way tothe Santal jungle to examine

denouncing

age,—bringing to
time [seed field”

which is God’s garden,—hardly [produces a

nobler spectacle than that of a man {who,
to a giant faculty of thought and action, adding a superlative genius for speech, leads
a great people’onward by glance of eye,
a silly F. W. Baptist may be always harp- and word of lip, and eloquent] exposition
ing upon whatF. W. Baptists have done, of principle and policy. Such a spectacle
the glory of their record, &o., but he who was presented by Mr. ‘Gladsfone in the
walks with God and beholds ‘the glory of British House of Commons arlast Monday,

to

think and say ot the glories of his Saviour,
that he will be little inclined to glory in despisable self, or inany church organization

——A regiment of Universalists,

Wadhington

WASHINGTON, D. C., April7, 1869.

This matter, so far as his or his wife’s relations
are concerned, has been carried so far as to draw

out an allusion to it from Senator Morton during
the discussion of the tenure-of-office bill. The
latest illustration of this remembrance of those
who have conferred

personal

favor upon

him is

the appointment of Postmaster at Memphis,
Tenn. Several gentlemen were here contending
for the prize, backed up by more or less influence.

But after

awhile there

came

forward an

old gentleman who asked for the office on the
ground that he informed Gen. Grant of an in-

a brigade

tended attempt to surprise and capture him by
Forrest’s cavalry, while campaigning in the vi-

ed by Beélzebub in. person, .cannot do so

cinity of Memphis; and he got it at once.

much injury to the church and are not so
much to be feared, ie
in times of
not return void.” - Sweet assurance! ‘‘He revival, as a few hypocritical and falsewho runs may read”and‘“The wayfaring man hearted professors. These are Satan’s bodythough a fool need not err therein.” What ‘guard, and when great perils threaten his
a privilege for Christians at home to send kingdom he will enterinto them as he did
their “tenth.” Just now Mr. B. said*‘There’ into Judas, and woe to those who lack wis-

I have

heard one of the disappointed candidates com-™
him for this action, saying that ‘a man who -

does not remember his friends won’t have
many.”
;
Another principle seems to be that of recognition of repentant rebels to a certain extent. The
nomination of Longstreet was a prominent in-

stance of this.

Many of the senators were hard-

ly prepared for this, and his nomination excited
considerable discussion, but was finally confirmn-

‘ed, and was, I doubt. not, a wise act under the
circumstances. While the great mass of appointments ought to, be, and will be, given to loyal

men, it is wise to hold out some inducement to
rebels to forego their hostility to"the government and

heartily engage

reconciliation

in the work of peace,

and reconstruction.

Longstreet

has done this steadily since the close of the war,

and thereby incurred the hatred of the unreconciled rebels, and nobody would have been more
rejoiced than they at his rejection.
¥tis pretty

gafe not to do what your ‘eriemies desire you to
do.
—
The colored man will also be-recognized. Joubert, a colored man of Louisiana is nominated assessor of internal revenue for his district, and:
Wilder, a former slave, is to” bé Postmaster at
the capital of South Carolina. ‘Two colored men

are nominated for magistrates in this city.

Dur-

ing the week past, Lieutenant Governor Dunn
of Louisiana, a full-blooded negro, has been a
frequent visitor to both halls of Congress, and
been cordially received by many senators and
representatives, and he was also cordially received by the President atthe
White House.
Truly the colored race is
rising,” and will re- _
ceive proper consideration at the- hands of Gen:
Grant.
Nevertheless the larger shareuf Presi-’
dential patronage will be distributed in the usual
manner, that is, upon the recommendation of
members of Congress.
While Gen. Grant will
undoubtedly make mistakes, the general drift of
his action in distributing office has been comprehensive and wise.
One other matter connected with the President’s personal habits will be of interest to the
Christian men and women of the country, and
that is; his observance of the Sabbath.
On that
day the White House is closed to visitors, and
the General and his family are found in their
place at church.
The General is a trustee of the
Methodist Metropolitan church of Washjngton,
and takes much interest in its welfare.
The bill amending the tenure-of-office act has
been signed by the President, and the hopes of
all who wished for a quarrel between him and
Congress have been blasted.
It was a little uncertain, for a while, whether he would sign it or
not, owing to the different interpretations put
upon the bill by the Senate and House, but he
concluded finally so to do.
The Pacific Railroad question is before the
Senate and a good deal of feeling is manifested by
‘the friends of the eastern and western ends respectively.
The proposition now pending is, to
allow ‘the President of the U. S. to determine
where the point of junction shall bé, in accord:
ance with the legal rights of both roads; bnt this
proposition is opposed
by the friends of the
western company.
The majority of the senators

are of opinion

that the Central

Pacific have im-

properly obtained the last subsidy given them by
Johngon’s administration, and that the map filed
for the purpose ofr obtaining
the subsidy is
worthless for all practical purposes, but it is
doubtful whether the friends of the Central Pacific (western company) will permit a vote to be
reached,or indeed whether any more important

measures will
sion.

be perfectd]

at the

present ses-

The Senate has caught
the fashion of Retrenchment, and some sixty employees, old and
young, have been discharged.
Some of their

places will doubtless be filled again, but Senator

|

Cragin, the Chairman
of the Committee
on
Contingent Expenses of the Senate, is very confident that he can reduce the expenses of the
k nate from fifty to ono hundred thousand dolrs per annum, if the Senate will stand by and

support the'Committee

in its proposed reforms.

Senator Sprague is still upon the war-path,
He insists that his recent speeches were not inspired by wine, nor are they the
uct of a

grazed brain, but are the words of

h and so-

berness. And if anybody, supposing
erwise,
should assail him, he proposes in refurn * to

move upon their works immediately” with
whatever powers he possesses. He proposes to
print his speeches in pamphlet form and distrib.
ute them broadcast over the country,

There is an effort being made here to get u a
war fever against Spain and in favor of the
bans. But the end of the session is too near at
hand for the fever tp have much of a run, and no
great danger need be apprehended from it.
fad
w.

v

Sa

Correspondence.

The official machinery seems to be infgood order, and well oiled, and the work of rotation proceeds apace. Every day brings to the Senate a
long
list of new ‘appointees, and every night the
appointees or the more numerous dis-appointees,
get their faces homeward rejoicing or ‘sorrowing
as the case may be. The principles that seem to
have guided appointments thus far,as gathered
from the appointments themselves, are these :
' First, Grant remembers his personal friends.

of Atheists and a legion of devils, command-

went home—missed it, and went back fot it, schools, We started at three o'clock and
—gone! Never recovered.
He was able have come eight miles.» Three earts and
to
lose
it.
It
was
a
wound
to
his feelings, «quite a number of our native folks are in
“There's a riftin the cloud,”called a gladsome voice,
But company. Joseph has the goat, Thomas
And the words had a setting of sweetness,
~~ ashe thought it a wound to his estate.
insigted is a sight.” I looked out -at the tent-dbor, dom to withstand their wiles. A post-morThat rounded the jubilant tidings she spake
‘those years since have healed it. Possibly Perkins the dogs, &c. Madhu Das
tem examination of our deceased churches
To the fullest grace of completeness.
on
driving
one
of
the
carts,
making
and saw in front of Raju's school-house,
the scar remains in his feelings, of which
** A riftin the cloud”—and it spread as we gazed,
would show that nine tenths of these deaths
the
schools
all
prostrate
on
the
ground
Singh the Santal driver,get down and w.
he might be coascious for a moment ifs
Till the west was a marvel of glory,
were caused by such satanic Christians.
while
Poondere
is
offering
prayer
in
Santal.
In
passing
over
a
shaky
little
bridge
<he
Where the broken clouds in the sunlight gleained,
attention were called to it, but not even the
The greatest hindrances to the gospel are
tipped over the cart, and the contents of They are just going to their homes.
Pauses bright in the golden-writ story..
scar can be found on his estate.
to be found in the church. Woe to such;
hisload were rolled out on the ground in
‘* A rift in the cloud”—the words crept back
A little before sunset, most lovely weather
I don’t presume to say these men would
#¢it
had been better for them had they nevThrough many an after-time thinking,
*| the dark.
Our driver had to take the lan- though cold.
We feel as much difference
have saved their hundreds from loss, "by
And a sweeter meaning lent them grace,
tern-backto them, and help load again while between the hot and cold weather here as er been born !”
Its truth to their loveliness linking.
pic-pocket and thief, if they had given as
we stopped. This made us late, but we at at home, though there is never frost. If ——We turn to the history of the past and
And I thought when hours were dark with fears,
many hundredths of them to the Christian
last arrived -here safe and sound, but rather anybody ever should
Or draped with a mantle of sorrow,
send us anything, see men becoming converts to Christianity
cause,
though
there
is
a
providence
over
How a word of cheer is ‘ a rift in the clouds,”
tired. We sleep in the cart.
(which of course we don’t expect), but if even while gazing upon the burning stake
the smallest, as over the largest interests;
Fair type of a bright to-morrow.
to start. they should, light woolens of any kind, are and the more terrible tortures of martyred
but it is likely so much less would have : Morning, sunrise, just ready
A whisper of love—a smile that is sweet—
have
stood up
under this most the things we should most like, and the na- Christians, with the probability, yea, cergone to the robber and thief, and certain We
A-deed that is sympathy’s token—
and friendly
tamarind tree, tives the same.
Little aids that give to our weakness strength,
tainty that such profession would subject
that it would have been
treasure laid up handsome
So. the power of tem
on is broken.
‘while
Jeseph
White
read
in Santal
Sunday 10th.
A company of Santals them te.the same cruel fate, and then we
|
-in
heaven,”
instead
of
much
more
in
the
These are * rifts in the clouds,” and they come to
about the new birth, ther we sung a came to worship at the calling of Raju’s ask, what must be the condemnation of sinhands of the felons.
our lives
hymn
in Bengali beginning with ‘Everlast- drum, and Poondere preached tothem. The ners of this ‘favored age who neglect the
Amid woes and stern lessons of duty;
A habit of keeping sll that is aoyilred
Amid wearisome labors and hopes that are vain,
ing
Jesus
Lord of all, in thy great name let two Bengali preachers, Simeon (not the gospel though assured that its acceptance
while such an economy is necessary, beAs perfected glimpses of beauty.
every
nation
and every soul sing joyful printer) and Madhudas have gone a few would cost them neither suffering nor loss.
comes, as other habits, a ‘¢ second nature,”
~ Christian Register.
praises.”
Then
Mr. B.. prayed, and now, milesto a large market, and we have just
N\
when the acquisition has become such that
such an economy is no longer necessary sitting on the roots of this.gver-shadowing had a 8. 8S.” Now all our work is done that
Oratory Vin
Vindicated.
“If they Knew their Strength!” or fitting. It is an ignorance of the attain- tree,these lines are scratched. All are ready we can do here. We are to start early tort
;
:
for
a
start.
We
have
a
hard
day’s
work
in
morrow
for
the
Silda
district,
going
back
a
‘| ed-ability for acting by a different economy.
Peter Bayne, ina8 Tester | a recent numThese words came to my memory at read- A minister told me of his pastoral visit to prospect; for we soon leave the road, but good deal of the way we came. Oh, how
ber of the Waichman ant b efector, thus
ing R. C's. communication in«the Star of
blessed
be
God,
every-thing
is
sweet
and
much
of
happiness
we
have
enjoyed
here,
an aged man, who, by industry, high talent
speaks of Mr.
Gladstone's great speech
a recent issue. It was many years ago I
and rigidly parsimonious economy, had ac- happy. We gladly ‘‘suffer toil and pain” though a neuralgic face and aching teeth on the
disestablishment
of
the Irish
heard them spoken—of horses. It was on
for
these
dear
souls
and
everything
is
manhave stuck to us closely.
quired great wealth. He was educated for
church, as illustrative of the untenableness
_ the occasion of one of the rare demonstrana
to
our
taste.
:
the Christian ministry, but, determining- to
Jan. 12th. Allnightlong a great din has
tions of their insubordination, when the anOne o'clock P. M.
A ‘few experiences been goingon. Rattle rattle, slam slam, of Mr. Carlyle’s position in reference to
be rich, he turngd to anotlier profession
oratory :
:
imal tosses the presumptuous rider from
‘which promised attainment to that end. He we have truly had since we left our last ‘bang bang, went the kettle-drums and othhis back, as the’ man would shun an annoy- said to his pastor: ‘‘ I have been a poor night's shelter. Madhudas managed to upThe day before yesterday, in presence of
er instruments of noise, mixed up with the
ing insect; or, heedless of rein and bit, ca- man, and am now called a rich man; if I set another garry while going down a steep
an overflowing House of Commons and of
shouts and cries ofa confusion of voices.
densely packed galleries, Mr. Gladstone
teers in his own speed and course, strewing might live my life oven again, I would ‘sidling pitch which led into a carl (creek),
The poor Jackals had no chance to give
unfolded his scheme for the disestablishthe way behind with prostrate driver and choose to live and die the poor man.” And but with aid he soon got things righted up.
their serenades, or, if they performed, noshivered carriage. Ife they knew their in further conversation he said, ‘I have We have come through three carls ; the last
ment and disendowment of the Irish church.
body heard. Our ‘‘ambrglla” was pitched
strength they would not submit to the .eqn- spent my days
His speech occupied three hours in delivwas
deep
and
the
ascent
so
steep
that
the
.
by the road-side under a tree, in a village
ery, and was one of the master pieces of legtrolof man,” the inductive observer said of
four bullocks fell back once into the water,—
called
Sartparty,
quite
a
large
place.
This,
“In dropping buckets
the horse kind generally. The words and
and then came the rice-fields and gul- the 12th of Jan., is the first diy of the Hin- islative eloquence which not only attest indiInto empty wells and drawing rothing up.”
vidual powers of the highest order and inlogic, as recalled from the long ago by R.
lies.
Well, we are here now, ten miles, and doo new year, and a general carouse and
augurate momentous changes in national
(’s communication, had for their subject,
In the same hour came an itinerant grind- six farther to go to-night, to Mussuna. worshiping of family gods is observed.
affairs, but ard anoble practical vindicainstead of herses, men.
His gccount of the er, bearing his bench with its stone and This is a pretty little mango grove. Mr.
generous gift of fifteen dollars to help the emery wheel. The rich man said, ‘ Yes, B. threw himself an the grass under 3 tree fp There were nine schools examined here, tion of eloquence itself as the instrument of
publication of the Quarterly was a demon- ‘you may grind my razor,” and was reach- pretty tired, and all the folks have thrown and fourteen at Gurbata, making twenty- government in free States. Among the
stration of liberality in the giver for which ing it tothe grinder; when he retracted it themselves down here, there, and anywhere, three. Now, the most of Bogery district is half-truths of Mr. Carlyle’s later writings
thousands Have ability without knowing it. for a moment as he said, ‘“ But I will give too tired to dress the game that Mr. B. shot done, and the plan is to go to Silda by the none comes oftener to the surface than an
And thy are held in from the exercise of you but four cents for it,” two cents and a for them by the way, three birds and eleven way of home, stopping cne day to see to impassioned and scornful denunciation of
such ‘manly and Christian beneficence by quarter short of the New England four- bats, besides walking the whole way and things. But this arrangement may in part oratory; and truly, when one thinks how
the bit and reins of a narrow perception and pence, the artisan’s customary price. Didn't helping the carts, so that he has really a fail, for the discipline that has been expect- much evil has often been done by foolish
ed for some time past, has come in the shape,
penurious economy in directions of this know his ability to pay the poor toiler the right to be tired.
words ; how much force that might have
of netiralgia in the face and chills for the
been concentrated into resultful action has
kind, more from ignorance of their ability full price. So the poor man ground the
Mussuna, Friday morning, 8th. We ar- last three days, so that another trip with the
been wasted in eloquent wind; how many
than indifference to Christian interests, or rich man’s razor for the four cents received ;
rived at this place sooner than we expected. umbrella May be forbidden by. the Doctor.
fallacies have fluttered up and spread ‘their
from avarice of selfish gains and hoardings. and the rich man ground the face of the
If it should be so, it will indeed be a great gauzy wings upon the popular gale, and
Aptly R. C. designates three classes; one poor man for two and a quarter cents kept. As we came on to the plain we saw a long
disappointment. After we got here yester-. dropped dews of bale, not of blessing, upon
file
of
Santal
boys
coming
in
from
thé
junof large heart and shallow purse; another, I have heard of the rich man’s death. It is
gles, with Chenebas, their teacher, at their day afternoon, Mr. B. and the native preach- nations, nothing but rhetorical art and soof small heart and deep purse; the third, likely the poor traveling grinder is at rest
ers,went out into the streets to preach, after
norous impudence preventing them from
of both largeness of heart and depth of from his labors. It is not likely he had a head. Each boy was armed witha stick,
which we all went to see a sugar-cane manwhich
we
found
they
had
brought
as
a
prescollapsing and sinking inte their native
purse,exemplified in the brother who gives, less fitting burial for the two and a quarter
ufactory,and the baboo gave us three bottles mire, one is apt to think that the ¢¢ Harpoent to burn, also a lot of buffalo’s milk, We
through him, fifteen dollars for the Quarter- cents short for that brief work, nor that the
found our little umbrella tent (we have just of sugar-cane sap, just as it was pressed
crates-stentor” of Chelsea, the seer who
ly, and whose liberality we may presume rich man's heirs are perceptibly or essengold he other) so out of order that it could out, a great deal swedter than maple sap.
preaches silence in cannon-volleys, has
is proportional towards many another spe- tially happier by the same amount retained
S. P. B.
only be half spread, and in that way we oc- Evening. Home, all safe.
some justification for his contempt.
But
cial object of kindred beneficence.
for division among them. The question .of
\
cupied it, but now a blacksmith has been
when
we
summon
from
the
blooming-time
This affords an occasion for explanation moment is, How stands the account for
and it has been put right. It will
of democracy in the past, a Pericles, nourChips.
wanting to divulge itself these three months. Eternal judgment! Alas, for the sécond called
be a very great protection,however, any
not
—
—
ishing hissoul on knowledge silently acquirIn the Star of Nov. 18, “ A Record Revie | Sos in the habit of theft! Don’t know way, being but one thickness and that all
ed
in the depths of his privacy, making seits strength.
——Martha and Mary répresent two classes
ed,” heads a generous notice, by the edi
full of pin-holes made by little things called
a correspondent's change from favoring “a
The newspapers bring stories of mice’s
in the churches,
The one is careful and vere thought and reflection'the true busifishes. Itis under quite a good mango tree,
policy for the publication of one paper only nests, found in bottoms of drawers and
troubled about many things pertaining to ness of his life, yet coming forward to address
for our connection, as urged in an earlier nooks of garrets, revealing the mystery of and we shall spend the sunny part of the the service of tables, as though the highest his countrymen in the tones of an eloquence
day in Raju's school-house. This is a love:
communication, to favor for three papers,
missing Treasury #onds and notes, mutilat- ly plain, dotted with trees and skirted by service to ba rendered was in the ministry of never preWously paralleled, and, during a
carnal things, and looks-only to the exter- long career, receiving from them the confiadvocated in a later one. To explain that ed and mixed to spit the purposes of mice native houses and jungles.
dence, the loyalty, the obedience of intelnal necessities of the church ; and so numercharge: The earlier communication was without respect to any economy of men.
Examinations commence in a few min- ous is this class that in nearly all our large ligent freemen; or when we behold a
based on the recognition of our ability as This is hard, or seems hard to the losers,
developed\jn our actual practice, as though though it proves them able to provide even utes. The Santals are standing all round convocations the most noticeable feature is Gladstone, with nothing originally to comthat were the standard by which our econo- such nests for mice though it may be they while M. and I are outside waiting. Lots the activities of the table servers. \ The oth- meénd him except his capacity, his character
my for expenditure and accomplishment knew not themselves able to have laid up of dirty, naked, matted-haired children gaze er, a very small minority, however? regard and his eloquence, gradually acquiring the
must
planned
be
‘the hidden -spiritual life as of the utmost first place in the estimation of his countryand regulated. Didn't a tithe or hundredth of the value as ‘‘treas- at us with wide-open eyes.
Evening.
Four schools have
been consequence, and they would have every- men, maturing his great legislative measknow our strength, our strength pecuniary, ure in heaven.” And better this appropriaour strength intellecgnal, our strength mor- tion by the house-mice, than to have the examined, and passed inite well, though thing subordinate to the’ development of ures with éare as exactas that of the most
boys improve
faster
than their this. Like Mary, they prefer to be at the secret autocratic conclave, and stating them
al and spiritual. T
t ourselves limited mice and other vermin of care, avarice, the
We are gradually requiring feet of Jesus and in communion with him. toa greatrepresentative assembly with a simto such measures as mémwe and resources penurousness and fear make their nest of teachers.
for accepted can- And what doubtless seemed strange to plicity of diction, a felicjty of arrangement,
already developed would sustain, these, the bonds and notes in the owner's hair, brain, better qualifications
Oh, friends in such dis- didates, and the schools are in the same Martha, Christ signified that he was better a luminous order and perspicuity which
bit and reins for our course.
The later or very heart!
communication came from recognition of tress, put away this kind of treasure that proportion rising in character. -This beauti- pleased with Mary's attention to spiritual | make it a delight to listen to him; then we
larger ability than that, a waking up to the lodges such annoyances and torments where plain is swarming with Santals. I have just things than with her zeal in the service of perceive that here; as in several other infacts of our available means and resources heavenly treasures should be deposited and
bstances, Mr. Carlyle’s vehemence has narcome from Raju’s school-house, and have tables. ,
And worfdered if brightness would come withthe
dawn,
Much of beauty, now cloud-veiled, revealing.

progress from age to
maturity flower in this

aught pertaining to our weak selves, is a
very sure symptom of spiritual unsoundness.
Some families glory in their high blood,
others in their wealth.
Some Christians
glory in their individual goodness, or greatness, or past archievements. A weak-minded Methodist will glory in Methodism, while

at a great rate, [the crucified One, will have so much

seemed to understand it. ‘They

in

unnatural;

very nice one,too. He and Raju are brothers and belong to a rather wealthy family. which at best has its glories tarnished with
They appear out, at these anniversary ex- many human imperfections.
«He that gles
aminations, in very nice clothes, and cut | rieth let him glory ini the Lord.”
quite a dash ameng the rest. Raju wears When we “speak of old fashioned piety.
on these occasions, a gay cBlored cap with a
we do not mean that we should have the old
long tassel. They are really very nice men
fashioned lantern, but the old fashioned
and keep very nice schools and have a good light ;—the holy, spiritual light whlch reninfluence.
One teacher, off in the heart of
dered the fathers so influential in leading
the jungle, sent-an excuse, saying that the men to God. We have seen a few persons
parents of his boys were not willing they swinging old fashioned lanterns and boldly
should come on account of the bears and condemning every thing of a different mold.
hyenas. It is interesting to see how frightBut, alas! the light of a Saviour’s living
ened the poor boys are, some of them trem- presence was wanting. In this dark world
“ble, and many of them it is plain enough,
the Lord has permitted his children to use
are not able to do themselves credit. ‘Congregational, Methodist, Baptist and
Leaving their homes and coming before the many other lanterns, but none of these are
Sahib and men, for examination, is the of value only as they contain the grace of
great event of the year to them. The teach- God and reveal the living presence of Christ.

If brothers,

they

schools and publications, in evil to them- their testimony,” and by their ‘ prayer of
selves and others, and to the Christian" faith!” What? The hosts of unbelief, false
cause, from thoughtless ignorance of their philosophers, worldly and spiritual deluability to give. I asked a man for help to sions, would sink, under the strokes of the
a Christian mission, hoping he would give two-edged sword, downto the abyss of oba dollar or two, He did not think himself livion. The night-hags of care, avarice
able. Now see how ignorant he was of and fear would be tossed from their bosoms,”
and in the liberty and power ofthe Word and
| his ability. A few days after, in a crowd,
a pic-pocket took a hundred and thirty dol- Spirit they would speed on in the way of sallars out of his pocket, andhe was able to vation. And one of the means to the-knowl«
part with it in that way. Why not in re- edge of our moral and spiritual, is knowlality as able to have given that whole sum edge of our pecuniary, strength.
GREY.
to the Christian cause? Yet he didn’t know
‘|
a
| his ability to give a hundredth pat of it.
ers appear well, and still continue the habit
« If he had only known his strength !”
[ Mission Work.
of daily prayer.
Another man I asked for the same cause,
The holy and mysterious leaven of God’s
in hope he would give five dollars. He
JOURNAL OF EVERY
DAY THINGS.
yord
is silently working through these solididn’t think himself able to give anything.
tary jungles. Itisthe word of eternal life,
Jan.
4,
1869.
‘Here
we
are
for
the
night,
See how able he was: A week or two after,
by the road side under some tamarind trees, and God himself has declared that ‘It shall

making payment in a grocery, he laid" his
pocket-book on the counter, forgot it, and

know

children!

and

that,

15.

the hateful abuse, he ‘has overlooked the
for, fallen human nature is more inclined to magnificent afl salutary use of eloquence.
glory in itself.
Boasting or glorying iff | The truth is, that civilization, in its islow
This we

best one to-day.

bors knew their strength for converting,
strengthening, sanctifying brothers, sisters
and neighbors! If ministers, if all Christians knew their strength by ‘‘ the word of

The boys rattled through

rowed his view, and

re ‘‘He that Elarieth let him glory in the

Lord.”

And if so-of the pecuniary, much more
of the moral and spiritual ability. If the
father and mother knew their strength by
example, instruction and prayer for their

the Primary Geography

Number

or sal arovres

-

Communications. |

* The King’s Testimony.
es

filled the whole,

intelligent apprehension

o————

Two classes of interpreters

A

present their

respective opinions as to the time of'the es-

My

lowing prophecy :— The

ers ofqwise

men

and

the

money

of

obedience

fore been turned from, or a complete turning, a revolution ; and to convert (here the
Greek Hebrew
words
are
scarcely so

as to the tid®, which, though it may be
somewhat obscure to us, was doubtless quite

2.

are

sword;

ested,

has

the following

determined upon thy

remain the

they

is,

weeks

and upon

lasting righteousness, and’to seal up the
visionand prophecy, and to annoint themo st

holy.” Duan 9:24. Inthe following verses
this general statement is rendered more
definite :—* Know therefore and understand,
that from the going forth of the eomm:ind-

form of composi-

tion is written in another; when Greek is
turned into English, and poetry into prose,
a conversion is a changing on all sides, so
_ to speak, the prefix giving intensity and
completeness to the signification; it is a

ment to restore and to build Jerusalem, unto the Messiah, the Prince, shall be seven

weeks, and three-score and two woeks.”
That is, there shall be 433 days. By allow-

turning entirely round, or a change thay.
makes the possible, actual asin the matter ing each

day to signify a year, as is customary with comiirentators, there must be
433 years from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem, to the birth of the Mes<iah.
Every

of property realized, "or that ‘makes the
promise and token a substantial, palpable
reality, as when paper currency is convert-

ed into gold.
perience,

In the sphere of religions ex-

conversion

means,

therefore,

student of the

a

change so great asto be'tily looked japon
as a moral revolution, a ue

Babylon,

Cyrus,

ing, of volition; or, as it is put philosophi-

all

these parts of our complex moral being.
“This is, it seems, the trae theory of conver-

pose all changed; is

is mind,

and

pur-

heart,

and

ment of this prediction

in

the first chapter

saith Cyrus, King

me -all the kingdoms

earth;

of the

of

given

and

me to build him a house
which is in Judea.”
This

was issued,

is the beginning of a thorough and radical
change, affecting the whole man, going
down to the very roots of our being and the
It is, as it appears, upon this view of con|

relation .to

sin,

turning

from it avith feelings averseto its practice,
and a newborn love for holiness and God.

Faith is reliance upon God for pardon
spiritaal

life,

the

reception

from

and

him

of

peace aiid power through our Lord Jesus
Christ. The change of mind and heart do
not take place without faith in Christ ;and the

change of mind and heart through faith
carrigs with ita quickening of the power
to will ant to do according to God's: good
pleasure.

The words of Peter, “Repent and be converted”

, give prominence

to repentance,

or

the change and turning of the mind. The
words of our Lord, *“ Ba converted and be-

come as little childrén,” **Ye must be born

again,” give prominence to regeneration

or

* the change and turning of the heart.
The
words of Paul, ¢¢ For the good 1 would that
I do not, and the evil I would not that I
do,

. . . . O wretehed

man that
[ am; who

shall deliver me from this body

of death?

change is expressed when Paul says, ‘‘ God

of scholars;

for

if these

off.” In thisthere are 434 days, equal to so
many years. According ta Mr. Usher the

think aright.

mind,”—that

is, so that we

‘And the whole change is rep-

resentedin its unity

and

entireness

when

Paul says, “If any man be in Christ he is a
new creature,” a new creation; “old things

-

remind us of the

the

apostles

patience of Job,

woul®

or faith-

fulness of Abrakam, to strengthen our faith
and hope.
The teachings of Jesus abound

with warnings or illustrations drawn

from

past events, or taken from the most familiar

occurrences of every day life. So
of God is thoroughly furnished
good work, and with illustrations
truth.
I may here, perhaps, as well
place, say a word on the delivery

mon.

You

training

bave hid the

in

your

the man
to every
of every
.
as in any
of a ser-

advantage

academical

or

of

college

course but not with pariicular reference
the workin which youare now about

engage or are already engaged.

to
to

But train-

ing in the schools, sometimes,
Wilts a
stiffness in manner, that is repulsive to most

men.

Do not affect an oratorical or pomp-

ous manner of delivery.

With the

works

on pulpit eloquence before you, it may
seem impertinent for mego make any suggestions, but I cannot refrain from

»be calm and self-possessed.
bury.
rapid

and

saying.

Do not be in a

Do not commenceon a too loud or
strain.

Tt will exhaust your strength

fatigue

your

hearers.

Save

your

strength for the more important parts of
yoursermon.
Tf you would be eloquent,
labor to be master of your subject, and en-

ter fully into its importance and spirit.
Speak out of a full heart, in a natural way,
and you will not fail to be impressive.

sure and ** stop when you

Be

aredone.”

Itis

much better to leave off unexpectedly, than,
to proiong your appeals till your own heart

is cold, aud your hearers disgusted.
:
i
R.N.

0

are fulfilling,

re-

veal the glorious things to come, than
to confine his researches to skull bones
and fossil remains of the past, especially,
as Jehovah has ‘prefaced the hook of
prophecy with ‘Blessed ishe that read¢th and they that hear the words of this

prophecy.”
his

I love. the image of Christ in

dear

though

children

wherever

found,

even

sometimes partially enveloped in

error, but can have no sympathy with that
delusion which

denies fo man

an immortal

spirit, degrades him to the realm of the
brutes, and -asserts that Jesus Christ came
and suffered, and died; merely to renovate,
remodel, and save just a few tons of edrth-

ly matter,

such

as

has no

preéminence

above that which chews the cud with the ox,
wallows with the swine, and dies with the

dog.
Wn. Miller was
certainly mistaken;

doubtless sincere, yet
but a large part of the

errors into which his followers ran, cannot
claim parentage of him, for he openly con-

belly

summoned

relates this dream to the king who had forgotten it, and gives the following iuterpretation ofit. “Thou, O, king, art this head
of gold.
And after thee shmll arise another
kingdom inferior to thee, and another third

his

brings ‘the soul into submission

"will, is indispensable to salvation.
our moral

welfare, yet are

to

All

given

for our profit and should be carefully
studied.
One of the gravest faults of modern Ad-

A. D. 560.
The 1290 years. of Dan. and the 1260
days of Rev. may be supposed to date atthe
same point of prophetic recognition of the
reign of Papal Rome. Anti-Christ was the
growth

of several

ceitturies,

really;

and.

while it may be difficultto détermine the
particular year which

commences

his 1260

year’s domination, yet no time appekis more

er,

A.D. 550 which

added

to

1260

mike

A. D. 1810. Bat
it may be asked, Did aught
occur

inthe year

1810 to

mark

the

end

of

the 1260 years and papal tyranny over kings?
The following brief extracts from the Life

of the Great Napoleon may answer,
In matterg of dispute between the pope
and Napoleon, the pope perpetually spoke
of his jurisdiction, and of his ‘supremacy
over terrestrial powers;

“because” said he,

‘heaven

is ahove

spirit

matter.”

“The pope, as well as the people

earth,

of Rome, entertained
poleon

was

superior

an opinion

afraidl of the

to

that Na-

thunders

of the

church, To dissipate this silly idea, he of
dered a corps of 6000 men to enter Rome
under pretext of proceeding to Naples.

The

in this
power,

resolved to separate those attributes forever, and no longer permit the pope to be a

temporal sovereign.
TUM

ef the

The SENATUS CONSUL-

17th of Feh., 1810, annexed the

states of Rome to the French empire, and
thus settled the dispute for that tim¥.”
So marked an ending of the 1260 years of
papal domination may be looked for in vain
by any particular events of the two last
‘centuries.

Prior

to this,

kings

had

been

but

asa Christian

ye.

Why not, in car-

g¢hos-

en for your shepherd under Christ.” The
custom prevails in many churches, and at‘tention

is

called

to

it

in a word

com-

shall be strong as iron. . And inthe days
of these kings (kingdoms) shall the God of

essential

heaven set up a kingdom which shall never
be destroyed ; and the kingdom shall not be
left to other people, but it shall break in
pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and
it shall stand forever.”

ion.
How glaring this absurdity!
«He
that fears God and works righteousness,”
whether he believes Christ will come this

The learned

Jew could

easily

these four great kingdoms,
of one

hand,

and

count

onthe

know assuredly

off

fingers
that

he

was living during the existence of the fourth.
But the testimony of Christ is of more value

than that

of the

most learned.

These

fulfilled
; the kingdom

long ages be-

of God is at hand.”

The conclusion is inevitable, that the

king-

vain.to look for the second appearing of the
king, until -all has been accomplished that
has been spoken concerning this kingdom.
Among the things spoken of concerning it

isthe following, in which the kingdom

is

symbolized by a stone ;—¢Thou sawest till

saved

except

such as

be

embraced

that opin-

year, next year, or a thousand years hence,
will be saved.
Ts it so important for the

faithful servant in the field to know the exact hour of the dinner or supper call, that
he cannot otherwise expect the promised
penny?
But while we would carefully

of the ‘summer threshing-floors;

is of its sharpness

shorn,—

But think it van be bone.

We wind our life about another life —
We ho'd it eloser, dearer than our 0 ¥n,—

Anonit faints and falls in deadly strife,
Leaviog

us sivnned, and gricken, and alone;

But ah! we do not dieAvitti'those w

mourn ;—

curing in Danfel and

hasnot

been

struck

Revelation.

Who

with the remarkable

precision of the numbers

given to Danie]

Whatever views we may
|

entertain of the
4

he

given out, retiring
-

returning

Behold, we live throueh all thinge,—famine, thirst,
»

be sick and rived, and faint; and worn ;—
Lo! all things can be borne.

:

— God

Words.

There are fur worse dangers to be appreherded in the matter of pulpit oratory than
familinr
illustrations
and
pluin-spoken

much

less

excusable,

heads
of a con:

than

fault, and

firing

point

blank
into’ their consciences,
even
if at
gome slight risk of falling into the coarse
and grotesque,
Rowland Hill (who certain-

said, <I don’t like those mighty fine preachers,

who

so

p ‘riods that

stience ”

beattifully

they

round

off all their

roll off the

sinner’s cou-

¢ When I preach,” said

“1 sink myself deeply

down: ]

Luther,

regard nei-

ther doctors nor masters, of whom there are
in the

church

above

forty; but

on

being

have

sinned

almost

as

lasted

three hours and a-half; and it is added
that, when one of his hearers asked him, in
what must have been a polite irony, whether
he was not tired, he replied, ‘* Yes—of

I have

3

Labor.

Dr. Waylaud says :** After leaving college I

take the concluding paragraphs only :

the

divines

Alder.on,

Personal

Blackwood's Magazine has avery enter.
taining article on old time preaching.
We

Eaglish, . Firing over

orthodox

to tle judical dictum

standing so long.”

Pulpits in Old Times.

gregation is a fur more common

object.
to Baron

brated Spital sermons is said to have

On soul and body,~bat we cannot die,
we

wot

atributed

an

entered upon the study of medic na.

siting alone one day
physician with whom
plain man,

Iwas

in the office of the
I studied, when a

evidently from

the country, en-

tered to procure some medical advice. After we -had sat some time in silence or in
conversation upor indifferent suljects, without any introduction he turned io me and
asked :
* What is the difference between . hope
and expectation ?’

’

:

‘I wus taken by surprise and gave him
such an answer as occurredto. me, he
said.

:

ii

* We may hope for a thing when we
have nodefinite ground on which our hope
rests and while ye are making

secure it, as we

hope for

no effort to

fair weather or

rain. When we expect
a thing, we at least believethat we have some solid ground on which our expectgtion rests, and we, of.
than two thQusand.”. It is hardly too much course, make efforts necessary to secure it,
to say that t»edhirds of every sermon that
[ suppose every man
hopes to be saved at
is preached is practically unintelligible tod
last, whatever may be his life, or how much
an audience of working wen. * Neither the he may neglect the
great salvaion. A
words, nor the ideas, nor the formation ot
the sentences are what they are accustomed man, however, never expects to enter heaven unless he has some solid reason on
to.
luis quite true thut such audiences hy

eye

dren,

to the maltitude of Young people, chiland

servants,

of whom

there are more

no mens object to fine language, if it be
sonorou-ly delivered jand there are plenty
of stories current as to the imposing effect
of a sounding polysyliable, or even a +orap

of Latin

upon ignorant hearers.

‘But if the

who have listened 10 preachers outside
pale know thatthe Dissenting pulpit is

her
not

which

his expectations

entiype;

the

oroament

is coarser,

the

meta-

phors Jess chaste; but the fastidious polish
of the university graduateis not repidced.
as one might be led to hope, by the homely
simplicity of an uneducated apostle.
There
is more declamation, but hardly so much
oommon sense; and often. the only difference in the

matter of

hard

words

is,

that

the preacher of the conventicle is not quite
80 nice, as Mrs. Malaprop, in bis *¢ derange-

ment of epi'aphs. Hard words are often
worse than unintelligible, to an ignorant
hearer; he makes

a guess at their meaning

he realized.’

He then made a brief application of the
sul jeet to me personally, and shortly afterward left the office,
1 have never seen him
since—I never knew his name; but 1 never
think of him without gratitude andlove.
If ever [ shall be so happy asto enter the
Fates of the New Jerusalem, [ know that I
shall meet him there, snd shall thank bim

in better lingunage than I can now command, for bis Christian care for a thoughtloss stranger.
1 ean remember no sermon

that made so deep an impression
mind as this brief conversation. ¥

- Baptize,

a whit more free from the faults of an inflated style and ** genteel” voesbalary.
The

line Japguage of such orators is of a differ-}

may

on my

or Immerse.

To render the Greek baptizoby baptize,
say the Baptist translators, is not to translate the word, but to transfer it, and there-

fore

they

substitute

the word immérse.

This argument and substitution a writer in
the Advance objects to for the reasons following :

;

Such a transference

into

:

the English

is

common, as is seen in the case of the words :.

amen, angel, Christ, deacon, devil, evan.
gelist, parable, pentecost, psalm, rabbi, Sabvath and synagogue.

Would

A Watchman

indication

Fallen.

&

Rev.

C. IL Richardson died

in

Canaan,

April 25, 1868. He was born February 17,
1787. He was a preacher of the gospel some
thirty-five years in Wilmot, Danbury,

ton,

and

was

ordained

Graf:

other places in the vicinity.
in

1832,

His

Ie

last sickness

it were; feasts of sermons—two,
three, or
even four preachers succeeding each other

in the pulpit—perhaps in Welsh and English alternately.
The young
man
who
immediately preceeded Sammy had taken as

his text, ‘* He

that believeth

not

shall

be

damned ;” but ** begged pardo
of hisn”
audience for the strong language he was using.
Sammy got up after him, and read the same
text.

** Brethren,”

said

he

in

Welsh-English, *‘ our young
been fery foine to-night, and

I am

not fery foive, and I awg

his

there be any

friend
has
very polite.

not polite;

but I will preach a little
bit of godypel to you
—*¢ He that believeth not shall be) tamned”
:
—and I begs no pardons,”
The length of a sermon is a’ ver fertile
subject, in the present d 1y, of -discMitent

and remonstrance.
Tastes and opinions
have always differed, and the preachers

own

views upon this

point

be in exact correspondence
his congregation.
Sermons

se€m

to huve

God were aimed

dtour

guilty

selves, but

through the efficacy of a Saviour's merits,
we are enabled to teel that .there are now
no threatenings against Jus, and that all the

prgeious promises of God: are oir eternal
possession,

'

T=

A

where is the scholar, whose reputation has
got beyond his native county, that will say,
that in the familiar Greek word used every
day for centuries among the Greeks for the
the familiar act of dipping, there is any such

idea as christening P—Journal

The

Moral
—

honest

may

Men.

——

There are men who have a sense of superior and sometimes of supreme excel-

lence.

All

the

preaching

seems

only to make them

There

are

pleased

and

men

who

sit

in

the

pity other

world

folks,

quiescent,

and

smiling to hear the denuunci-

ations of the law, and who think, as they
listen, ¢ These
sinners are being faithfully dealt with.”
Men
there are who,

when

the tfuth is brought home

to them,

not and even; for the moment, pierces the cov-

with those of
in early times

been comparatively = short.

ering of their intense seli-esteem, feel, ** It
is probably in the ‘way of professional duty
that

the minister does it; he thinks that he

Some 6f'those extant by the Latin fathers ought to do it; and as I am a reputable
would not occupy, as they stand, more than

ten minutes or a quarter of an

hour;

man in the congregation, I ought not to
take. offense. Ie says these things to me,
because he has to say them to me in order to

say them to dther people.» Isimply take
my share for the benefit of other folks.”

Are there not men who git in this congregation who have had this insane vanity, this

inordinate conceit, “which seems. to have
been wrought in tho very fiber of their being?
They look upon all arguments and appeals
with

a kind

of speculative interest; but

it

never reaches to the core of matters, and
never brings them down on their knees
before

God, and causes them to say,

* God

be merciful to me a sinner!” They have
been lifted up by joy, they have been’
melted by pity, they have been pleased
and instructed by arguments, they have
known various experiences, they have had

various emotions in their soul; but none

of these things

have led them to feel,

am, from the crown

**1

of my head to the

of my foot, sinful ; I am bruised and need not wonder at the rise of the practice sole
sick;
I am needy; my case is desperate:
of scraping with the feet amon Sythe .un- and nothing
can Mo me out of my troubdergraduate
ortion of the au i nee, by le but the infinite love and sovereign powwhich, with

their eyes

1

whole attention fixedYa on and
tiie
ntly
the appare
preache
r, the

contrived without detection
sigeif! the
impatience.
An hour—measured
y the
glass—eeems to have been held the legitiHo

er of God.”

Thatimpression

in their life.

men

who never wipe their lips; who

whose
hands

And

they never

‘had

yet, these are

men

shoes are never soiled, and whose
are never uncleanly,
They are
an

eg

/

=
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largely in the matter of prolixity as the
Puritans.
Barrow was Buiotiege for the
length of his sermons; one of his cele-

This, also, can be borne,

was very short but very painful, being af- of Bede's consist of only a very few many
lines.
guard against such error, we would not flicted with heart disease, still ho was re- Therefore we are
not safe in resting upon
fail to declare the whole counsel of God,
markably submissive and patient, willing such data for their actual duration when
nor to fully explore every department of to wait until his change should come,
For delivered, since it is plain that in many
kis word ; for ‘All Scripture is given by in- two years before his death, he was a great cases what has come down to us are merely
outlines or notes upon which the preacher
gpiration of God and is profitable,” &c.
‘sufferer on account of a fall which made worked, or shott-hitid memoranda
for there
were short-hand writers even in those early
In the study of the prophecies, good men him a cripple for the rest of his days.
He leaves an aged widow with whom he times) taken down on the spot, and dressed
arrive at different conclusions. There is a
and corrected afterwsrds.
sermons,
has
lived sixty years and .an adopted daugh- as a rule,
general expectation of a millennium, and
were the product of the postsuch expectations are mainly grounded on ter to mourn his departure. He has been Reformation, and especially of the Puritan
Rev. 20. Some understand that chapter to a reader of the Star for some forty years. times, when jr eacning usarped a soverpromise-a literal resurrection of the right- Thus our aged ministers are one by one eignty over all devotional exercises.
Yet
of the earlier divines were lengthy
eous, and the personal reign of,Christ with yielding to the call—*‘ Come up higher; ” some
nough, especially university preachers.
them on the earth a thousand years; while and where are the young men to take the
ishop Alcock
preached “a good and
Com.
others give to these terms a spiritual sig- field?
pleasant sermon” at St. Mary's, Camb idge,
nr
which lasted from one o'clock until half
nification. I do not intend here to discuss
the correctness of either view, but pass to a
~We once were lost sinners and justly past three, It such was anything like the
consideration of the prophetic numbers
oc- felt that all JuoRessible threatenings of ordinary length of a university sermon, one

and the ‘sinh, and the desolations of Jerusalem ?

wind carried them away, that no place was

it for its excellence as hn

to

mend

would

when

gain, in substituting in the New Testament
iruly for amen, messenger for angel and
apostle, anointed one for Christ; attendant
bas a story of. ne who was sent, for deacon, slanderer for devil, preacher of ~
kings. If the foregoing thoughts shall lead Mr..Hood
for suddenly to a cottage, where he found a good news for evangelist, similitude for
anyto more carefully study the word of
man is ged. Well, ‘uy Ricnd. said the “parable, filtieth day for pentecost, hymn for
| God I will be satisfied.
HERMON.
astor, ‘© what induced you to sefid for me?” psalm, my master for rahhi, rest-day for
The patient, who was rather deaf, appealed Sabbath, or meeting-bhouse for synagogue?
to his wite. “What do he say ?”
There is no valid objection to the transfer
+ He
Our. Pastor,
says,” shouted the woman—**" what the of a Greek word into Eoglish, provided the
——
deuce did you send for him for p»
English word fairly represents the original,
"Paul in writing to Timothy told him to
Plain-speaking is desirable, a: aTinatter In all the cases which the Advance adduces,
of
good
r1aste as well as of edification, in thé Eoglish word is a fair representative of
count those worthy of double honor who
rule well in the church and especially the pulpit. There, of all places, affectation, the meaning of the Greek. But in the case
or the savor
of
raises a sneer of baptizo itis tot fairly rendered by thé Engthose who labor in word and deetrine. of angry disgust; affectation,
whereas an honest home- lish baptize. Ift we turn to Webster we
This instruction obeyed, will procure a re- liness will -ut the aorst but eall forth a tind the definition of the English baptize thus
spectful and deferential bearing toward our harmless smile. A Welsh Calvinistic min- given: *“To administer the savrument of
church officers and especially towards a ister, well known in his day as ** Sammy baptism to: to christen.” Now Baptists
Breeze,”
called upon to preach amongst say: Ifthe English word baptize means to
pastor as the highest officer in the church ; others at was
one of those periodical gatherings christen, then it perverts the Greek baptizo
not only as Nosy
common courtesy, popular amongst the Welsh, which are, as for there is no *‘christen” in it; and,

of the respect und affection due our spiritual
guides and instructors.
;
N.

that none

pain

froma the context, any
the guess is not
the mere slaves and tools of the pgople; always a happy one. tT.
clergyman
subsgquently the pope has Leen the tool of. can hardly be too carla Bh hi respect.

ventists was the notion that beliefin Christ's
to salvation,

the

emperor caused it to be insinuated tHat he pulpit trumpet isto call to the real battle
would not be impeded in his temporal af- of hte, it must at Jeast utter an “intelligible
soun i. Sermons, even more than prayers
fairs by any spiritual obstacles.”
‘and catechism, must be in the * vulear
*‘The emperor then informed the pope, tongue,” it they are to have any practical
that, unless his holiness would adhere to the effect on the masses. It has been one of
federative treaty of the powers of Italy with- the laments over the Church of England
in two months, Napoleon would consider that she is ¢¢ dying of geotility ;” but those
Charlemagne’s grant as null, and would
| confiscate the patrimony of St. Peter.”

!

asked to give his opinion, *‘Twenty-minutes
—with a- leaning to the side ot m: rey.”
And an American eritic.who bad certainly
never heard of the Ebglish judge's verdict,
came to a similar conclusion—** If a preacher can't stiike ile in twenty minutes, he's
either got on an uncommon bad Jocation, or
he’s boring with the wrong tool.”
Highly

probable, than about the mide of the sixth ‘ly did not bimselt sin on the side of overcentury, when the first pope came into pow- refinement) was right enough when he

second coming at a designated fime, was so

w

nN

into office

kingdom of brass; and the fourth kingdom

So pichnges i the ripe maturity ‘and per- pieces together, and’ became like the chaff, touching the coming and cutting off of Mes,

entered

a proper respect for the ohe you have

Daniel being

his

were of iron and clay, and brake them to
pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the
brass, the silver, and the gold broken to

by the grace
of God in
of life.—7. a.

the first pope,

lation to

of silver,

demned No-soulism and kindred errors.
' The faith which accepts Christ as Sav-

that

then

church History informs us that Gregory the

at Bibury in Gloucestershire, who,

would

Wea seek roma small ercape,~we weep and pray,—
" But when the blow fall-, then our hearts are still,
Not

1885 less 1335 make 550 as the date of the prophetic recognition of’ Anti Christ.
Jones
Great,

proposi-

church after the text was

our way,
approaching ill,

Though

1885,

days

preacher, is said to have done, the

to take his
glass elsewhere

“Yet to our sense the bitter pangs reveal
That still, a though the trembling flesh be torn,
can be borne.

less 215—1885 A. D. as the end of the period.
Now supposing the 1335 years of Dan.,
viz,

preaching

good time for the fibal blessing.
Modern
| congregations are well content with half the
Whose edge seem, gear ching tov the quivering life;
hour-gluss measure ; a good many, indeed,

Bereavement, pain; ull grief and misery,
All woe snd sorrow; Life inflicts its worst

point,

great

We gh ink and shudder at the surgeon's knife—
Each nerve recoiling from the cruel steel,

400 to the Christian era puke 415 B. C. 2300
to end at the same

in the

found that bis minister had taken to turn
his hour-glass, used regularly to leave

“OF soul
ov body brings our end more nigh.
Death chooses his own time: till that is worn,
hS
All evils may be borne. -

rusalem, 400 years I. C.

Fifteen years from this vision to Cyrus,and

length

tion was not always favorably received.
Mr. Fosbrooke tells us of a country squire

How much the-heart may bear. and vet not break!
How much the flesh may suffer. and not die!’
I question muchit any psin or ache
ik

0

other revealed truths hold a more distant re-

were

oand turning, in its initial stage, of which smote the image upon his feet that

change

in “the third year of king Belshazzar.” Josephus informs us that this Belshazzar had
reigned sevegteen years when he was slain
by Cyrus; Phat in the first year ot Cyrus
went forth the commandment to rebuild Je-

and part of clay.

arms

our whole moral nature, of thought, feeling and will inrelation to sin and in relaof this

This,says Dan., was

trifled with by absurd arguments
mixture of spiritual and temporal

’

and which

that particular vision,

“The emperor no longer willing to be

Prophecies.

‘Endurance.

this period? As there was no other date
This, also,
hinted at, we should naturaliy conclude that }
‘We see a sorrow rising in
the 2300 years -commenced with the day of
And tiy to fl « from the

iour, and

breast and

that a stone was cut out without hands,

ing

claim notice.
Almost entirely ignorant of
the varied calculations of different persons

and thighs were of brass, his legs and feet
were of iron,” his feet and toes part of iron

are passed away, behold all things are become new.”
So that conversionis the

tionto God; just as sanctification in its

-to

rying out this idea, speak,of him as your
pastor when you have
ion to speak of
him in a public many
us making the
proper distinttion \b
n him and the
laity. This would both indicate and béget

hath not given us the spirit of fear but of dom of God was established during the time
power," —that is, 80 that we can will aright ; of Chrisi’s sejourn upon the earth. But if
t¢ of love,"—that is, so that we feel aright; the. kingdom be already established, it is
“of a sound

soul, and

thus encour-

been fulfilled,

attention

fore he was born ; and he said, “The time is

the three-fold

aged his own

David

thy the

give prominence to the quickening and

And

experience of others.

It certainly is more commendable in the
minister of Jesus Christ to study the wonderful prophecies of scripture, which have

prophecies had been uttered

ergizing of the $will.

or

536 years B. C. According to the table
prepared by Mr. Thurman, it was just 483
years before Carist. ~ This is a matter wor-

I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord,”
en-

or even

encouragement

—f

redemption is framed. - There is provision
‘wall was dedicated 445 years B.C. ; accord* in the gospel for the renewal of our whole
ing to Mr. Thurman there were but 434
nature and being. It is upon this view of
years,'and a fraction between the dedicaconversion that the preaching of our Lord
tion of the wall and the death of Christ.
and his apostles seems to have been fashionTaking either of these chronologies, it
ed.
Their cry was, ‘Repent, be born
is evident that the time forthe appearance
again, believe and-receive power from on
of Christ had been fulfilled. But among the
High.” They spoke of repentance toward
God, of regeneration by the Holy Ghost, of things that were to be done was the annointing of the most Eoly. .faith in the Locd Jesus Christ as necessary
3. There is yet another prophecy relatto salvation.
Now repentance toward God
ing to the time of the establishment of
is a change of mind in relation to sin, turnChrist's kingdom ; found in the second chaping from it with bitter regrets, and thinking
ter of Daniel.
Nebuchadaezzer, king of
of it agan cwil and a wrong against God
Babylon, had a wonderful dream ; he saw a
and our better nature.
Regeneration is a
great image, whose head was of gold, his
change of heart in

of others,

pray that ye enter not into temptation.” Often
in scripture, we are admonished by the results of sin in others to shun their example.
Often are we encouraged to hope by the

preparedby Archbish User

even in troublous times; and after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut

very springs of our action and life.

your

be. drawn from

The experience

accor ling to the

days are fulfil'ed with accuracy we may infer that other days similarly employed will
be fulfilled with equal ageuracy..
Daniel farther Jimits the time,—‘‘The
street shall be built again, and the wall,

It

of divine

and shall per-

hath

chronology

another principle, are animated by another

economy

author-

Persia, the Lord God of heaven

proclamation

about, a revolution,
jn its initial stage, of
our nature and life, so that we act upon

version that the. whole

“This

hath charged
at Jerusalem,

‘will all renewed; it is a complete turning

spirit and informed with another power.

Heis Thy shepherd,

of his book.

sion. It isngt a different way of thioking
only, that would be a partial turning;it is
not a different way of feeling only, that aiso
would be a partial turning ; itis not a d ffer~-ent way of acting only, that also would be
a partial change; it is all three gogether and
feeling,

and

form all my pleasure; even saying to Jerasalem, Thou shalt be buil:; and to the temple: Thy foundation shall be laid.” Is. 44,
24, 28. [Ezra makes a record of the fulfili-

cally, of intellect, of sensibility, of will.
Conversion means a change affecting all

It is thought,

restore them to Judea,

ize them to rebuild their'ciry.
*Thaus saith
the Lord, thy Redeemer, ©. . that saith of

moral natare is hike himselt complex not
simple, - Itis made up of thought, of feel-

at once”

in

the days of Christ, must have known that
Isaish had de<iznated the man: who should
deliver the Jews from their captivity, in

sFor-

these {usclions of the individual man,

sacred scriptures, living

but’

warning, and lift your peopleto a holier
trustin Christ, or to a more careful observance of the Saviour's injunction,‘ Watch and

prediction

people

to preach,

your own, may suggest

!

Daniel

are

which you deliver.
In these illustrations
many of your hearers will be greatly inter-

thy holy city, to finish transgression, and to
make:an end of sins, and to-make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in ever-

same ; a8 when what has been expressed in
one Janguage is expressed ip another, what

in one

of the

intelligible to the Jews: —Seventy

and qnality of a thing. ~ For example, a
version is a changing in which the meaning

has been written

edge

looked for shiloh ;—that

Christ.

intense in signification as the Latin equivalent) is tochange so as to alter the value

and quality of what is changed

at the

very naturally

Dear

scripture doctrine, or of Christian duty, by
"whi ‘h youmay explain or enforce the truth

scepter shall not

but they are also in themselves very often
most apt and expressive signs of great, liv
ing realities.
Couversion
(Epistrophe)
means turning toward that which has be-

11.

the volume of nature open. before you.
History, Biography, Science and every occupation of man may afford illustrations of

ter departing from their own kindred ; and
governors sent from Rome to. exact their

fools,”

hension, hor of too little impoitance

upon these times and numbers, I would of-_
ter the following solution of these matters: |
In Dan. 8:13, the question is asked, ‘How

Oe

illustrations of trath, may

depart from Judah, nor a Tnw-giver from
between his feet until Shiloh come: and uato bim .shall the gathering of the people
be.” ‘Gen. 49: 10.
When, thérefore, the Jews saw the scep-

there may be a good deal of light in words.
They are sometimes, no doubt, *¢ the coun*-

Letters. No.

the doctrine you

as a wild supernatur-

an. evangelical’ and
scriptural point of
view ?
The precise signification ‘of the word itself may help us not a little in our reply.
There is often a good deal of perplexity, but

moreor less rejation to its dawn, they may | -

Sox i—As 1 have already stat | Fong P-&o The-answerwas
aito 2300 days,
ed, you are to bring out from the storethen shall the sanctuary be cleansed.” Ave
house of divine truth, (the word of God,) we in doubt touching the commencement of

that went before him, ‘declared that the
kingdom of heaven was at hand ;.and now
al excitems=nt;, as a divine rapture or inJesus says, The time is fulfilled.”
We will
wrought agony of mind, as a new character
or a new spirit of life. * What, Tet us ask,
give our attention to the time referred to.
however, is the: ideal of conversion from
1. Jacob blessing his sons, utters the folceremony,

Father’s

Cr

oguition of it, and specially in order to our tablishment of the kingdom of God. The
rs o—kingdom as
-EVE-40-Hi-it-proper-plreeamony the-onds one-hotds—that—€hrist—
yet, the other, that he established
his kingand aims we seek in the work of the Lr.
Conversion means different things according dom immediately after his resurrection. The
to the point of view ot him whd speaksof testimony of the king himself ought to be
it. Itis regarded as an ecclesiastical or sufficient to establish the point, His herald,
sacerdotal

for his secS.D. C.

is at hand.” Mark 1:14, 15.

of what is

‘intended by conversion is necdssary generally in order to the true enforcement and recrrp

Thus until the

mate

after the Reformation ; and if the preacher
{invited his audience
to *‘ another glass,”ag
Daniel Burgess, a lengthy Non-comformist

in the kingdom of not be counted too mysterious for compre-

Jesus Christit is vain to look
ond appearing.

pel of the kingdom of God, and saying, The
time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of lieaven

An

earth.”

whole earth is a

Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gos-

of Conversion. .

RE

found for them; and the stone that smote
the image became a great mountain and numbers given in Dan. and Rev, to have

!

“Now after that John was putin prison;

~2F
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TR

But oh! for the other.life! For
this life.
we are to this 1 ite what seed-corn is to]
Corn that may be very
next summer.
not
may y,
good for horses foort toda
to sprout and come up andmake new
fod for. the. summer that is following.

‘question

be

Allow me to ask you one

before “we

part;

How

do

For- Sale.

you

°

treat my Master?” Thisled ultimately to
the Sopyersion of the lady and her household.

We now have for salé at this office :

1: One

Varieties.

And the character that may be good for soci-

re

lp

were

The

di

—

at the usual

others?

Ev

This meeting was

held at the usual hour,

place.

As the

ed,it was not crowded.

preacher ex-

Looking around,

e saw that Bro. A. was not there. This
brother had not given directions about an
early supper, and in consequence stayed at
home.
5
Bro. B. wasnot there. He was "a little
tired in the ankles,

and

the

his hearers as much

vexed

tion.

Payson's

©

enlarged

a friend

her ha-band reached the house of prayer.
Bro. 1. was present, also. He is always
here. He believes in aconsi-tent Chris
tian life.

He does not get upon

the

moun-

tain, and show, at the top of bis voice,
“Glory "and then before noon sink down
to the bottom of the valley, and disappear
from sight.
;
And there were several others
ere,—
"all sejourners and pilgrims, seeking a bet-

ter country, even

a heavenly one.

Some

remit the amount of postage
in
tion to the price. The postage

TerMS.—Single

of the Myrtle,

There

are

no

thin

congregations,

through

this

wilderness,

how

often

mv

heart goes up, and longs to be at home!
Yes not my will, bat the Lord's. be done
I am willingto labor and

shall be

—

suffer, if atJast I

permitted to sit down

with Abra-

ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom
~~
of heaven.”
:

“Jerusalem, my happy home,”

. was sung, another prayer offered, and then

the little group crossed the threshold of the

church, and went home.

Dear

reader,

were vou

at the. prayer-

meeting on the last rainy Thursday night,

or did you stay at home to enjoy yourselt?
Is it your calculation to stay at home amd
enjoy yourselt

always
P— Western Christian

Advocate.

Duties

be Chosen?

——

—

°

ries, sailed for India, some ladies, in. conversation,
expressed disgust with their

decision to throw away
the heathen.

lives

It wasremarked,

it their duty.”
duwy.”

theic

** But I would nat feel it my

as

we

choose,

but

We

that

may

anecdote

preaches a sermon that .eannot be gainsayed.
People manage to believe about
as they try to.
The fact is a terrinle one
for any but prayerful and teachable souls.

Wha dares to trust himself with himself P—

Advancg.

:

will

There is a great deal of cant and nonsense
talked about: sectarianizm.
It is often imagined that, if a man is fond of his church,

he is a sectarian.

is sectarian

better

it he

You

likes

might suy

his own

a man

house and

than any other in the

same

street.
The man I call sectarian is the man
who is not contented with the blessings of
pumber-one in the street, but who is always

throwing

stones or mud

who is not content with
family,

bat

who

talks

at number

his own

Farm,

and

gossips

about

another man’s family,
Give me the man
who has honest, earnest conviction about
bis own church, and I extend to him the
right hand
and do all

other en

from ull c'a<ses of persons in town

®* FOR

can

for

their

church.—Norman

a

V

/

Payson

once,

when

traveling. hav-

“ing ocension to call on adudy when
«he and
some of her “friends w
sitting dow to
ten she would have him stay, and 1reated
bim very hospitably.” When he leit.he said,
“
Madame, you have treated me with much

kindness

and

hospitality, for which I sin-

solicit-:

Catarrh
disease;

by the
» COTT'S
ferent

=~

the

or

in

.

tends
these

Esq., on

er

the

stream

into

tue

running

{rom

of
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CURE
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of the complaint.
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mn
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CONSUMPTION

SEEDS,

CAN

BE CURED

By a timely resort to this standard remedv, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the
proprietors.
Prepared by SETH,W. FOWLE & 8X, BosSTON,

and sold by dealers generally.
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than useless,
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disease advances cautiously, until pain in the chest,
Iungs, or vowels, startles him: he hacks and coughs;
has dyspepsia, has liver complaint, wants to take a
b ood purifier, or cod liver oil.
Bosh | The foul
ulcer in the head. cannot be reached by such nostrums.
le becomes nervous, his voice is harsh and
uanatural, feels di~heartened, memory loses her power, judgement her seat,gloowmy forbodings hang overhead; nundreds, or thousands seek a Yope,a iver, or
a razor, and cut the miserable thread otf life. The
world luoks on and wouders that a man surround: d
by all the charms and opulence that gold cun give,
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E deliberately chouse a quiet grave ; others
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some big rounding charlatan, having such a string
of promotions trom Europe that they actually bewilder and dazzle their victim, who at once vomes
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There is on the premises, a good two-story
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Hampton Lastitution.
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recovery from féver and other acute diseases is often
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
prevented by the general prostration and weakness
SHOULD BE CHECKED. IP ALLOWED
which follow, and in consequence of which the paTO CONTINUE,
tient dies. In such cases the VEGETABLE ToNIC, in
f
Irritation
of the Lungs, a perdoses of a teaspoonful. frequently administered,
. manent Throat Affection, or
often succeeds in stimulating the languid and feeble
; an
Incturable Lung
Discase
powers, and gradually restoring to health and vigor,
1s OFTEN THE RESULT.
The following cise in which a PRECIOUS LIFE WAS
SAVED, illustrates thie.
A young lady had long
oo" Por Bfpwn's Bronchial Troches,
been confined to her bed, and had become too weak
OLD
Having a direct influence to the
to turn herself upon it—it was said that she was dyJ
parts, give immediate relief.
ing of consnmption—in reality she was dyingof | For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive and
weakness; the physician
bad ceased to give her any
Throat Diseases.
medicine, he said she was too weak too bear-its-opTROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS,
eration; but her-friends were persuaded to try the
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that many diseases depend
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will be specially provided for, and will find their own
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SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H,

worthy of the utmost confidence. It is A PURELY
VEGETABLE COMPOUND, and, being a STRENGTHENING MEDICINE, isof real value in a variety of

us for the Myrtle.

HEARTHs» HOME.

no

stayings at home to plot schemes or cast
accounts.
There the music swells from
untiring lips forever and ever.”
*‘ There they who go ia never go out any
more.
Blessed land!
While struggling

copy,

first number in April.
ed.

_ This Register has a blank page tor memoranda for each month; also a fine cut of
the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the
country.
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This medicine, thus introduced to the. public for
the first time, has been tried in hundreds‘of cases
during

all
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arrangements to keep conetantly for Sale. full as.
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** Forever here my rest shall be ;”—
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‘There are no rainy
in heaven, dear brethren and sissaid he. “The clouds never come to
darke\the Sun— the glorious Sun of Righteou-ness~The damp vapors never ascend
80 high as the d me of the New Jerusalem.
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cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
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“There is a land of pure deligh”’—
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and much
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old-time melodies were sung,—
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first of April. It is printed on paper of a
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« No,” was the answer.
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BIBLE

and
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for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

+ «Well, I am sorry to see you lymg
here oa your back.”
“Do you not know what God puts us on
our hacks for ?”* said Dr. P., smiling.
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I wouLp not give much for your religion
over him that the damp air and wet walking unless it can be seen. Lamps do not talk,
would not inprove his ankles.
but they do shine. A 'lighi-house sounds
Bro. C. was not there. He had been no drum, it beats no.gong, and yet far over
busy through the day, and must needs read the waters its friendly spark is seen by the
the newspaper, which he had not found mariner. So let your actions shine out your
time to read while from home.
religion. Let the maic sermon of your
Bro. D. was not there. He would have life be illustrated by your cofiduct, aud it
come bad there been any chance of his shall not, fail to be illustriots.
-making any turn to trade, or of his coming
——
-intd possession of a five-pound note. As it
was, the preacher hardly expected.to see
F. Baptist Register for 1869.
him.
:
This
work is offered for sale, cash on deSi-ter G. was there, and her litle girl.
She is a widow, and bas hard work to get livery, without the privilege of returning,
“along ; but has hope of a better inheritance,
at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
and a beter lot in the world to come,
-or 87,00 per hundred.
She gt some
and she and
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thought came

Sister H, was there, also,
one to stay with the children,
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The

‘Tonic

en ANI

size of the Star, and otherwise ealarged
our operations, thas necessitating larger

any

Sunday School Libraries at wholesale prices,

)

proved them. Our reasons for selling them
are satisfactory.
We have increased
the

coming into hi® room remarked familiarly,

“In

Vegetable

:

We know these to be good machines, because we have used them inthis office and

at these

last illness,

condi-

3. One Newspaper FoLper,—S. C. Forsaith’s patent, — which will fold a paper
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ng

and different machines.
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ENGINE,

in good
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*ghort-comings”.as the minister was at the

Night Prayer-Meeting.

boiler—all

Lond Fas
3
;
CURTIS & BarLeys ADDRESSING

dition,
2. One

JUST AS the man cannot see through the.
ety purposes here, may not bave in it that
* element whic ‘h shall carry aun into the glass on which he breathes, sin darkens the
er
grave, and through the grave, and into’ the windows of the soul.
presence of God, and make him a fis comGRACE
GREENWOOD
tells
of
a
little
boy’
anion for Gud's angels in. the heavenly | who looked out ut the window
IW—oRe-—frosty|morning, and, seeing but one star, gaid:
who have an overweening. inordinate es- «Jack Frost has killed all the stars but just
timation of your own excellence and your one.” Another little boy surprised his mothown safety therein; though I wou'!d not et by asking her where the fire went when
charge you with drunkenness, nor with lech- it went out,
ery, nor with fraud, nor with lying; though
I would say that you are better in many.
I KNOW a man who at the close of each
respects than persons who are guilty of day's work, turned his steps to the prison,
these great vices and crimes! yer, so far aud with his Bible, on his kaees on the
as the uncovering of the soul betore God floor, spent the evening hours in its gloomy
and God's spi is concerned, the publi- cells, seeking to instruct the ignoraas, and
cans and harlos shall go into the kingdom raise the fallen.
The judgmentday shall
of heaven before you: They believe thav show how manyhe restored, penitent and
they are sinners; they know it; and, by pardoned, to the bosom of God,
bus itis
and by. thers may come an hour in which certain, that, alone and’ single handed, he
they will cry out in anguish and despuir, rescued and reformed four hundred crimi“ God, save me!” But you do not believe nals, restoring them, honest and well-doing
that you are a sinner.
You have never men, to the bosom of society.— Guthrie. |
known the time when you bad a consciousness of the want of diving hlep ;you have nev - THE Christian Register mentions a unigne
er known the moment when you lifted up instance of ** retaliation.” It is that of an
old minister who became so vexed when
bands strained with desire, and said, ‘0
the tons of coal were reduced to the bare
God! change this heart of mine!”
And
» your pride will be your destruction,—Plym- 2000 pounds, and he had to buy his milk by
wine measure, that he at once shortened up
outh Pulpit.
a
his prayers and sermons accordingly!
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be under obligation to sustain it.

he is there or not they should make

Whether

it their

own work and take hold of it with as great

Close Communion
SE

‘1. Our

—

close communion

a
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Again.
:

brethren

are

interest and vivacity as if it were their own very logical on the question of baptism ; but
business in which much is involved; for it are strangely inconsistent and befogged on

%

-An_Answer

—To ‘‘the nut-shell argument” in the Star
of March 3d. Though
I'am no materialist,
yet I think I can expend ingenuity enough
to answer the question and oy some left.
I would
cite 1
Cor. 15: 15, where it is- said
thgt"God ** raised up Christ” the man. Thus
in’the expression ‘‘ I have power to take
it again,” Divinity is of the first person and

shall notbe a repetition of its"predecessor,
which shall occupy half
an hour in the de-|

livery, and -which shall interest, instruct,
quicken and keep awake, two or three
hundred of both sexes and all ages, and all
tastes and degrees of intelligence, is the

latter endured it less than eighteen months.
by their previous training in this field.
earances

threaten

the life of

Ap.

President

rant. He is sick, exhausted, and will be
killed unless the leeches of office seekers
can be drawn off. This curse increases.
There was never such a pressure as has

is so in the highest sense.
the-relations of the Lord's Supper.
¢PosiAnother wayin which the people should tive law for positive rites,” is their demand
task that is imposed upon the minister in
sustain the pastor is, by‘their prayers.
He on the subjectof baptism, but inference is
connection with what else is required of him. crowded around the White House this present month. Time was, in the memory
of
needs them. His labors will be much more their law on the positive rite of the Supper.
Is it any wonder that some one or more of clerks still in Government employ at WashAll communications designed for publication should succesful on the account of them.
life,
of
the
third
person.
1
would
now
refer
He can The positive
these fifty-two sermons, each year, should ington, when the Government hadto adverlaw is, that all saints, until the
16: 10., and Acts
2: 27 and $1, and | “bea little below the mark of “expectation; |
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on_business. -preach-easier—and -more—effeetually.——We--second-coming of Christ; shall partake
of the" |toaskPs.
‘very department of
was
Christ's
soul
alive
in
hell
?
remittances of‘money, &e., should be addressed to have seen repeated instances of sermons re- ‘Supper’; but they set this law aside by the
service
is
bel
ered
with a host of appliespecially
when
each
one,
perhaps,
is
conSTILES.
the Agent. :
cants.
Mr.
Jenckes' Civil Service
Bill
sultingin the conversion of many souls, inference, that immersed -saints only are
trastéd
with
the
las
t
new
and
brilliant'lecA REPLY.
ought to be adopted and applied to all dethe secret of which, was the special prayers to partake, and all others are excluded by
The Pastor must be Sustained. of thie church to that end. Such prayers of the inference. They protest against the We reply that we do not suppose that ture that has been heard, and which the lec- partments. Or, if this does not suit eve
turer took three or six months to prepare? case, the several department officers shoul
faith will be answered.
Now if these baptism of infants, because the law does Christ's soul was in hell at all. We have Were this query kept more prominently be- have exclusive control over these nominaAll will admit that the pastor has a claim prayers are withheld and the sermons in
not command their baptism, and exclude no proof that it was. It went to God as fore the minds of hearers, we imagine that tions, subject to the approval of the Presioh his church and parishioners for pecun- consequence fail to produce their happy
Grant have lasted
there would be less fault found with poor dent. _How long would
unimmersed saints from the supper, though all souls do, and was alive with him.
' tary support. They have called-him to effect who will be held responsible for the
The pastagein Psalms, quoted in Acts sermons than at present.
:
there is no law for excluding them. They
minister to them in spiritual things, and blood of souls?
and applied to Christ is a good example of
:
for a commission,
if all
the ser
condemn those who baptize without authorithey will not think it strange that they are
—— EXTRAORDINARY MANIFESTATIONS.— corporals must receive their appointments
We do not mean that special pains should ty of law, and themselves commit the same Hebrew poetic parallelism,in which the latrequired to minister unto him in carnal be taken to pray for the minister in public
It is stated that a revival is in progress from him, and have the
privilege of presoffence, by excluding saints without the au- ter part of the verse means just what the
things. He is a man, a family man, a soci- by those who would have him know it, but
pet y ambitions iy his personal atformer does, so that the expression ¢* Thou among the fishers of Aberdeen, Scotland.— | sing their
thority of law.
on?
Yet all the army officers were far
ety man. He leads about a wife and has let the family altar and the closet witness
2. They confess that these excluded wilt not leave my soul in hell” means ‘‘nei- Young and old have been prostrated, | ten
less
than
the
civil service.
children to feed, clothe and educate. ‘‘ The the fervency and faith of such prayers.
saints are real Christians owned and blessed ther wilt thou suffer thine Holy one to see and have declared they saw visions—they,
He mustbe protected. A little div
laborer is worthy of his hire.” If he gives They will notbein vain.
meanwhile,
crying
out
to
the
Lord
to
have
corruption.”
This
is
exigetical
of
the
for¢ Pray to thy by Christ, and yet deny them Christian privmust hedgein our king. His life is at
peril.
to his parish his time and strength his claim Father which is in secret, and thy Father
ileges. Paul argues, ‘If children, ‘then mer and determines that it has no such sig- mercy upon them. Some have cried out If this course is long pursued it will be sac. is not merely a nominal one;it is as valid which seeth in secret shall reward thee
rificed. He should assume his prerogatives
heirs; but they deny Paul's logic, and ‘nification as is sometimes put upon it. All ‘that they saw departed relatives in heaven, and refuse admission to all comers, except
for services rendered as any other can be. openly.”
and
reply
to
the
beckonings
to
those
rela
Miri
will
admit
that
the
latter
means
simply
that
drive the children from their Lord’s table.
under the most
circumstances.
God recognizes it; and man can do no less.
Finally, the pastor should be sustained Even a novice can see, that any error which Christ's body would not molder back to tives that they are coming. Their eyes are Stewart, it is said, 1s nearly inaccessible to
“They which wait at the altar are par in every way possible. His character and does not destroy Christian character, ought dust and thus experience corruption. Then, fixed, their lips quiver, and they lie. on the tradesmen ; however high is’ their business,
takers with the altar.” «They which preach reputation should be guarded by you, his not to cut one off from Christian privilege ; if our key be correct, the former means the ground, their limbs being rigid and motion- and howéver solicitous to see him, they
less.
This is declared by the converted have to content themselves with his suborthe gospel shall live of the gospel.” They people, with the utmost care.
:
-We do not but they assert, that the best of Christians same.
are not to live by farming or some other mean that you should cover up anything may properly be excluded from the privilege
Hades, hell, means hore the grave, and fishermen to be the genuine work of the dinates. Much more should the President
the United States be allowed to manage
manual labor, or even by mental labor. that is wrong, but do not criticise him harsh- of Christians. To be consistent, they are ought to have been so translated, as it is in Spirit, all of which may be true. The Spir- of
id rermnGt Withoal the inurivie Ise.
it,
however,
sonfetimes
manifests
itself
in
Ample provision is made for their supportin ly; especially before your children and
meddling of m,
80Vbound to do one of two things, either deny the expression 1 Cor. 15:55, “0 grave
the . *‘still small voice.”
-q \
the gospel, so that both in the nature of the friends who are serious ; do not blaze abroad
ereigns.
He must put his
tary foot
that the unimmersed are Christians,or grant where is thy victory P” Soul signifies percase andin Revelation the principle is clear- his imperfections; do nothing te impair his tothem the privileges of Christians.
down.
He must show the pluck he exhibitson in the popular sense,as when we say e. g.
ed before his inauguration... He must drive
ly expressed and established.
influence ; for it is sacred to you as well as
Spirit of the Press.
3. They make it more difficult to approach ‘ 50 many souls were lost at sea.” Nobody
out these
Egyptian frogs and lice from his
The only doubt about the matter seems to to him. While he is your pastor, Christ's the Lords table, than to enter heaven. misunderstands this, and no one need misee
¥
| presence, or he is a dead man.
rest upon the ability of the parish. Iftheir under-shepherd to you, it becomes you to They exclude heirs to the “marriage sup- | understand’the scripture, ** Thou wilt not
PUNISHMENT.
A DELICATE SUBJECT.
resources are ample there can be no doubt respect the office and esteem him very highper of the Lamb,” from the earthly token of leave me in the grave,” to mingle with the
The Western Advocate concludes an artiThe Churchman discourses thus, with
but the pastor's support should be ample; ly in love for his work’ssake.
Labor with that supper. Sectarian
blindness
has dust.
cle on the certainty of punishment with the
fine discrimination }
but the difficulty is, mer misjudge. as to him, sustain him and you will be amply
That
this
wasnot
designed
to
militate
darkened their vision, or they would see
following paragraph :
Ey
their competency.
They think in the de- rewarded. Oy! Uy
(om
against thie passage asserting that Christ
We do not wish to run into the wholethe wrong and absurdity of this.
‘“Be sure your sin will find you out” is an
_preciation
“of cugrency and the increase of
sale denunciation practiced by that school of
4. They fellowship these excluded saints had power to take his life again, may be admonition ever as freshand pertinent as critics who clench everything inthe way of
prices, that they cannot possibly raise their
in the application of the prophecy to when it fell from the lips of Moses to check
Picture ‘Worship.
in exercises of prayer, worship, preaching, seen
tirade with this formula: * Imagine, if you
subscription in proportion.
The consethe simple fact of the resurrection of the misdoing of an erring people. Let the can, one of the Apostles doing such a thing!”
——
PT
exhortation,
in
the
most
essential
features
of
adrconition
be
stamped
upon
every
heart.
quence is, the pastor is-often—obliged to
He was" not left in the grave,
good brother, which
A great and growing passion for pictures endorsement, and fellowship; but exclude Christ.
-| Especially let the lesson be learned 3nd re- We do many things,
leave on account of ifadequate support.
the Apostles did not.
We do not care to
exists in society. They accumulate in all them from the sign ofthis fellowship; as to neither did his flesh see corruption.” He, learned in childhood.
Let
it
be
placed
in
The parish then give another man a call our dwellings, decorating parlors, sittingthe divinity, or the second person in the golden capitals around the walls of every imagine an Apostle wearing a Slove-pipe
the
substance
of
fellowship,
they
treat
hem
and double their subscription to sustain him, rooms and sleeping-rooms, and become to
trinity, took back his physical life again. Sabbath school-room.
Let the mother im- hat, or running after the same in a high
thus showing that they under-estimate many their Penates, or household gods. as brethren, as {othe sign,they reject them He ““isrisen from the dead and become the
ress it upon the child bending at her knee. wind, for instance; but that does not prove
Is not this a ‘dead
why so many men and women -stove-pipe hats unchristian, or the pursuit of
their ability.
The pastor who leaves -meets As a matter of tdste or illustration, or as as enemies to Christ.
first fruits of them that slept.
The fact arehe reason
simfly in a box of precious ointment ?”
:
committing
terrible crimes in our day thenr under difficulties immoral. The
with similar treatment from some’ other mementos
of Christ's resurrection here in 1 Cor. is is because they were
ple question, which we have just illustrated
of
friends,
they
are, well
not
taught
the
terrible
§.
To
hide
the
fallacies
of
close
commuparish. Thus parishes run the risk and en- enough, but when they become our God,
the great point; and when it says * He, nature of sin when they were at the family a little broadly, in order to bring out its
nion, they dodge, and cry out,—*‘It is close
dure the friction end loss of changing min(God) raised up Christ,” “ Christ i
en,” hearthstone. The Christian church is do- true bearing, is this: ¢“ Whatis intrinsicalengross our affections, and absorb our de- baptism that we.defend, and not close comly wrong?”
This is not so easy to be .deteristers before they will learn their compétenvotions,—when they are the first things to munion at all.” And this, too, when every and ‘‘he (Christ) rose from the dead,” they ing much for the children, teaching them mined concerning amusements. Convency to support the gospel.
beautiful
songs,
telling
them
many
beautiall
have
reference
to the fact that ¢ he took
attract our attention in the morning and unbiased mind sees clearly, that the matter
ful stories,
giving them many fascinating tionality has much to do with it. Decent
But there isa higher sense in which the
the last things to leave our thoughts at of baptism is not involved, in the least; but it (his life) again.” The second person in books; but is she teaching that greatest of apparel even is a question of usage. It is
pastor must be sustained. «He is employed
the trinity was alive all this while and suf- all traths, the inborn depravity of the hu- shameful to see a woman’s face unveiled
night, especially when they are of doubtas a shepherd, a leader and a helper in the ful moral tendency, their influence is any- the whole case turns on this, whether a ficiently conscious to do this very thing,and man soul? On the contrary, has not the in the East. We do not mean fo say that
tfue Christian, a saint in full ‘communion
* church,and not to do the work of the church.
as he says so we believe that he Wy 97 % church become fascinated with infant inno- propriety of dress is all a matter of opinion
thing but salutary. When reverence for
If itis expected, because he is called and them glides into worship and they are with Christ, has a right to partake of the
cency and purity? In the old dispensation among us. We believe that there is a genPi
5
sign
of
that
fellowship,
or
may
he
be
exthe
terribleness of sin was the great lesson eral principle, with delicacy on the one side
receives a competent pecuniary support; introduced-*into ‘Protestant churches, as
Current
Topics.
taught
the children, and lessons were en- and daring on the other; but just because
cluded from that privilege without law, on
that he is to do all the . praying for the
into Catholic, so that the shadow takes a mere inference ?
graved on lintels, and door-posts, ‘and hu- of these two facts, it is impossible to make
church and take all the responsibility, so
the rule ‘precise, or to make it a rule.
place of the reality, or is substituted for it,
The New man hands, and foreheads, thatit perchance Right feeling will be on the right side ; that
6. They earnestly deny the force of ar ap- ——PosT OFFICE CORRUPTION.
that the members have nothing to do but to
might
be
imprinted
upon
the
heart.
Calthen they become nuisances which ought
York
Observer and the
Congregation
peal to the belief or practice of the various
look on and see him do their work for them,
vary more than Sinai reveals the terrible- is all thit can be said. So with dancing.
to be abated. Instead of helping devotion
alist
have
had
some
hard
experience
ness
of sin, and the church of Christ should We do not like to say that all who dance
and pay him his salary promptly, itis a they hinder it. The mind stops with the sects, in support of infant baptism, but lay
with
the
Post
Office
Department
recently.
teach
der lessons than the church of the fashionable dances—that is, “round
great stress upon the assumption that these
fatal mistake, ruinous both to pastor and
symbol, or is diverted by the caricature.
During
the
month
of
February
the
former
Moses, and the lessons appropriate for these dances,” as they are called—are immodest.
people. He is left alone without that sym- How far, then, picture ornamentation should sects believe baptism to be a prerequisite to
Wedo not like
to say this, because it is not
paper received “information: of twenty-four days are lessons on sin, to be taught in the true. “But we must say, onthe other hand,
They set up, that the views of
pathy and eoGperation which are indispen- be carried in-our churches, as well as in communion.
family,
in
the
Suhday
schoool,
in
the
pul“letters which had been mailed to its address,
pit. Let the certainty of punishment, too, that these do not tend to promote modesty,
sable to his success. The pastor needs.tc our houses, is a question of vital interest,— these sects are worthless when against them, containing various
sums of money, amountbe
pealed forth with all the electric of old and that it is a great deal better not to
be sustained by the sympathy of his people. a question of prudence and extravagance and of great weight, when in favor of their ing in all to $127, not one of ‘which:
On the whole, they are a bad
came
Sinai.
Our taxes will be less, and our pris- dance them.
dogma of close communion. What renders to hand. During the same month the latter ons more commodious and comfortable for fashion in society, and .modest women
He must have their affections and good-will, as well as of devotion.
ought to try to drive them out.
~
or he cando them but very little good if
The matter of church adorning is well this absurd appeal still more absurd is, ‘hat paper came to the knowledge of sizty-siz the wards of the State.
0 again with the opera. Music in itself
itis only the more Papal of the sects, which
any. - If they persist in coldly viewing him put by one of our exchanges as follows :
letters ‘which had been mailed for it, conMAKING HASTE TO BE RICH.
is not wicked, thopgh many people think so ;
hold baptism to be so essentially a prerequi- taining $239, every one of which failed to
with the eye of a critic, and in findingfault
neither is acting.
If it were, our excellent
The
New
York
Tribune
touches
upon
the
It May soon be difficult to determine site to the Supper as to justify the excluwith everything they can, and that to his
Methodists would never put
be delivered. - It also says that “‘in our ex- question of getting rich in the following brethren the
where
appropriate
ornamentation
of
a
church
a stage over their chancels and allow their
face without ever commending him, how- edifice ends and picture worship begins; sion ofa Christian, who' has erred on the perience, a letter with three dollars in it is
apt and impressive manner :
students to perform comic dramas thereon.
ever untiring his efforts or meritorious his there is a ‘“ vanishing line” not easily de- question of baptism.
not safe on such quiet routes, and for such
The dreadful domestic
edy which But there is no doubt that the stage, and the
7. They assert that the belief of a large short distances, as between Haverhill and
services, they will surely freeze his spirits tected by close scrutiny. It has been cus:
cular, are on the
has
just occurred in Philadelphia—the musical drama in
and paralyze every function of usefulness. tomary to criticise with some severity’ the majority of Christendom should not influence Essex, and Boston. We have lately failed murder by an insane husband of his wife and wrong side. It is most
probable that they
pictorial
adornméyts
of
Catholic
churches,
The pastor yearns for sympathy and he
ou ufment on the baptismal question, yet to receive letters containing the aggregate two children, and his subsequent suicide— are so far on the wrong side that they cannot
but we are following fast after, and we
must have it or he will fail to do his work must soon settle it with our own con- the entire army of defenders of ciose com- of $12, from Andove¥, Mass.”
is full of warning to a large class of men be brought back.
who
believe themselvesto
uliarly exeffectually. munion,
rihg
the
changes
upon
the
assumpsciences whether we were wrong in our
We have also had a similar experience at
“Can
the church mend the matter?
from intellectual infirmities. Mr.
criticisms, or are wrong in our present tion as conclusive that a large majority of this office. Between Nov. 14 and Jan. 22, empt
When a pastor deserves commendation
rls will do much for their church,
Blackstone, the unfortunate gentleman who Good
practices.
The
new
Methodist
Memorial
Baptists
believe
in
it,
and
that
free
commuvil hoy not godly
to
why not give it —want to keep him humhjle church in Washington has gone beyond any
there were sent from this office letters con- destroyed himself and his family, had in- as we prow.
to live sober,
teous, an
y lives
do you ? —The fact is he needs encourage- thing that we can remember to have noticed nionists are comparatively few and feeble. taining $873, 25, which did not reach their vested his capital in a business which was
may do so for
8. They protest against receiving any destination. Many letters also directed to really prosperous and profitable; but by the o their ohaneh fin
‘ment. There is always enough to dishieart- ‘in any Protestant church, and in strange
other
reasons—we
hope
they
will—but will
dishonesty
of
an
accountant,
a
considerable
doctrine
from
tradition,
and
demand a * thus this office have shared the same fate.
en and discourage him, and what can a contrast certainly with the severe simplicity
amount of cash had
been embezzled. they not do it for their church, in order that
man do in his arduous work without cour- that was once universally characteristic of saith the Lord” for:all faith and practice; | Most of the above sum wasin drafts, so There was no deficiency which the resourc- it may have social power. The church can
age and faith? Anything which you can the houses of worship of that denomination. and yet adopt the dogma of tradition, that that it was not a 16ss to the Establishment, es of the Jortmership were not ample to rule society: A social custom
it would not
The
magnificent stained-glass windows
say or do to augment these ought surely to are, many of them, as emblematical as * baptism is the door of the church, ” though but no thanks to the pilferers. Let th
meet ; but the thef and loss of so large a ‘tolerate, would soon die. No religious body
‘$amroverthréw,the mind of Mr, Blackstone, dare be less strict than ‘we; and. with the:
be done. We do not mean that you should those in a Catholic church ; for instance, the there is not.a word, or reference, in Scrip- Who send money do so, if possible, by
religious world on the .one side, and- the
: nse flattery or any thing of the kind, but ‘pictures, Mary at the tomb of Jesus; an ture, to sustain it. Believers are never in check, Post-office order, or by registered ‘until in his madness he sought with pervert- fashionable. world distinctly on the other,1 ed tendernessto save those who were dear
the Bible said to be baptized into the church;
itinerant
minister
on
horseback;
Ethiopia
you should be under the influence of love
it will, at least, be afair fight.
stretching forth her hands; Moses and the nor is baptism even spoken of in connec- letter, directed to L. R. Burlingame, Dover, to him from want by consigning them to
which will work no ill to yonr pastor but burning
—
We call upon the P. O. Department the tomb. The motive, if a man in his conbush ; cross, crown and scales ; the tion with church membership or the exist- N.H.
,
dition can be said to have a motive, was unwill bind you to him in such a tender re- good
to purge itself from corruption.
0
Samaritan; the star in the East; faith
doubtedly creditable to the best feelings of
lation as shall make his interests and labors personified, &c., &. We would not be over- ence of the church, in any respect, but is
A WITHDRAWAL. — Rev. MarshallB. Smith, his nature ; but the original delusion was a
your own. Then you will guard his repu- particular, but’ while Protestants- are thus always a personal matter between the berecently the working editor of the Protest- mistaken notion, a melancholy and morbid
tation with the closest scrutiny, and sus- adorning their churches, and having pulpits liever and Christ.
overestimate of the value and importance of
of wood
from the Mount of Olives and
9. They boast of devotion to church inde- Churchman, and rector of St. John’s church, money. This delusion has at all times
Our Theological School.
tain him in his work rot only by your baptismal water from the Jordan, it is
in
Passaic,
N.
J.,
has
publicly
withdrawn
beena fruitful source of insanity. It has
rnin,
words but also by your cooperation and hardly consistent to find fault with Cath- pendence, and liberty of conscience, but
olics for the similar practices only carried there is no sect in existence which is more from the Episcopal church. He writes a long filled the brains of squalid alchemists with
your prayers.
Being a student and feeling a deep and
a pleasure and a
pain; it has
and
proscriptive,
on
both and manly letter to Bishop Odenheimer, in dreams at once
The people must work with the minister to a greater extent; for the difference be- intolerant
tween a picture in the window and one on of these points, than the close Baptists. which he plainly states his reasons; he says beguiled the half-clad and half-fed miser personal interest in the location of our Theand the minister with them. The work to the wall is but slight, and the distinction
into a contentment with nakednéss and an ological School, there are a few things I
be done is common to both. = There should between olive-wood pulpits and relic-wor- They wield a perfect despotism over the he can no longer give to the present Book of indifference to hunger; it has destroyed the would like to say.
be unison without theleast appearance of ship is not so great as might at first be consciences of their members, and over: Common Prayer, containing as it does germs sweetest natural relations and changed
The agitation of this subject shows a genthe churches in their associations. No be- of Romanism, his hearty endorsement, or brothers to enemies; it has caused those
* discord. When the people help the min- supposed.
who were at first ingenuous to become bad- eral and instinctive perception to promulhonestly
use
certainexpressions
which
it
ister preach, it is not only easy but profitHere is our danger of veering from one lievers can live with them, no churches
ly subtle and full of dissimulation; it has gate and over-spread this broad land with
able preaching.
If they are present and extreme to the other. We depart from our can enjoy their fellowship, except through contains. * Herepudiates the Canons passed made the hand close and griping which our peculiar doctrines, and that there is a
at
the
last
General
Convention,
and
cannot
nature meant should be generoysly open ; it
identify themselves with him so as to be rigid simplicity, and where shall we stop? the most absolute submission to the decrees
remain in a “‘church whose boasted Catho- has developed new forms of felony
and led loud, unanswered demand that we should be
wide awake, interested and prayerful, they No doubt there is a ‘golden mean” of close communion.
doing it. The ideas themselves are spreadreally help him preach, but if they are somewhere ; but how to find it, that is the
10. They profess that the law of Christ licity and comprehensiveness have vanished men into peculiar and irresistible temptations
;
it
has
provoked
disgraceful
breaches
ing
considerably by infiltration through othat
the
bidding
of
ecclesiastical
power.”
He
asleep, or-absent half the time, or delinquent question; and when
we have reached it, is their supreme rule of action, but practicalof the most sacred trusts’and the cruel s Po- | er denominations, by the mere force of truth }
sees
no
possibility
of
the
suppression
of
at the prayer-meetings, he will feel it; it how to remain satisfied, is no less impor- ‘ly make the decree of the church, the supreme
Romish or other corrupt practices, or a just liation of the widow and the fatherless; and this against unfriendly creeds and preand for more than a moiety of all the
pain
law.
will detract from his preaching and his tant.
Christ teaches the unity of ~ his
guarantee of liberty to the evangelical cler- and misery of this groaning globe it is possessions ; but we ought to back them up
usefulness, and ten to one if they do not find
The rites and ceremonies of Judaism body, the church ; they assert that the local gy;
he has ceased to hope for any such re- either directly or indirectly responsible.
by our own friendly organizations, and,
fault with that very detraction of which had their utility. God saw the necessity of church can monopolize Christian privireaping our rightful harvest,gather strength
sult. The letter referred to shows that Mr.
RAFFLING.
they are guilty. The work being co-opera- signs and symbols in order to reveal him- leges and exclude from them whomsoever
Smith had a hard struggle in breaking his
to push our conquests farther. Hence our
tive, if they decline to perform their part and self more clearly and prepare the way for they will. Christ declares every believer
The Congregationalist censures rafiling
connections with his church, and this only
people
are awaking, and beginning to feel
impose it upon the minister they overburden the introduction of a spiritual religion.
to be a member of his body, the church,
proves the sincerity of his convictions. So as follows:
intensely that our Theological School should
him-and he will fail to do -as well as he
a
branch
of
the
true
vine;
but
they
claim
The time came, the religion of rites and
The principle of a raffle“ and
a lottery be yearly graduating young men enough not
would do if they sustained hiny by their as- ceremonies was abrogated when Christ for the local church, the right to decree it will be seen that the leaven of truth is is one and the same, and the two ofthings
are only to keep alive the old fields, but to adworking.
As might be expected, some of equally reprehensibl
sistance
yor
if by over-exertion he attempts introduced a spiritual religion divorced that all, not of * their faith and order,” are
e.. In.each
the papers of the communion which he has decides which one of the numbercase chance vance our standards to the new. The vital
of sharetodo his work and theirs also, the result from all prescribed forms claiming simply outside of the true church, and rightly exleft are very severe upon him. The Epis- holders, or purchasers of tickets, shall be- question, “Why are we not doing it?” is anwill show the impotency and eo:
cluded from its privileges.. They are now
the homage of the heart.
come sole possessor of a valuable article. swered in many ways,—perhaps some of
copalian, however, says :
’
such an attempt. They must sustain him
Lotteries are forbidden by law in Massa- them erroneous. I would name one which
When Christians depart from the sim- even going to the extreme of asserting, that
We
cannot
gainsay
or
take
exception
, by being actual ‘‘ helps” in the work or plicity of a spiritual religion, attracted by the local church has absolute control, and | any of
chusetts, and in some other States, because I'think to be an important reason,
his positions, and we feel the
at least
they are a Spevies of swindling. Raffling is to
- else they must witness to some extent the the glitter and pageantry of formality and may forbidiaccess to the Lord's table among sure of the same things which burdened presme, it was practically so.
his swindling
also.
This
is
true,
even
when
it
' abortiveness of his arduous and over-taxed fashion, itis very uncertain where they them, to all except the members of that conscience. We have borne them .for a
is engaged in by Christian men and women,
Our people once stood charged with being
This is as ‘* High longer time than he has. The Symputhios deacons
will end, or whether they will end at all particular local church.
and ministers.
It
is
a
method
of
the
enemies of education. 1 do not think
of
those
who
admire
the
action
of
a man in obtainin
‘The pastor cannot possibly make a good short of a religion of formalism and the Church,” as the most bigoted Puseyite could accordance
with his conscientious views equivale g valye without giving’ for it an this was ever their real meaning; but now
wish.
.
5
nt in ‘any sense.
g
eting alone. He may feel
It is a practice |
glestruction of all true heart-felt piety, and
will be with the withdrawing clergyman,
which encourages speculation and
These are some of the inconsistencies of and perbaps the question will arise,—~Wh
gam. especially they are most zealously clearing
ious, talk and pray with profound
, & spiritual religion. Our only safety is
bling,
themselves from _ that imputation. They
and
tends
to
u
inge
the
moral
sense.
ness and pathos, but unless the church re- tobe content with the instruction and spirit close communion, but not all of them.—a. do not all who agree with him in their Let Christians
banish raffles from all their have a high ideal of what schools should be.
views,
and
who
are
fellow-suf
H.
B,
ferers
with
spond and come to his assistance, the pray- of the gospel of Jesus. Let the genius of
octal fairs and festivals, for they are not of
him, do likewise.
When they have established them they aim
Pl
:
oting
prove
a failure. Wehave that gospel inspire and direct us, and there
to give them a high rank. They feel very
Tre Mykrie. The first number of the
——THE LABOR OF THE PREACHER.
is no danger. All will be well, but let sinis;
SHALL GRANT BE KILLED ?
modest, and express their modesty if they
ter motives take possession of us, and like new volume is now out of press, and it is hop- | But fow realize the extent of the mental tax
In answer to this question Zion's Herald reach not that ideal. Our Theological
"a ship without a rudder, it is very uncertain ed that those subscribers whose time has which the preacher is called upon to endure. says:
School does not reach it, as itdoes not sup1 whe
we re
shall land. Then let us as far expired, and who have not renewed their A writer referring to this subject says that
Two
ply
the plainly-felt and proper demand
of
‘our
militar
y
Preside
nts
were
subscription, will do so immediately, and to produce once a week, for; say, fifty-two 4 illed
as possible retain the simplicity and spiri
oy office seekers, Harrison and Tay- made upon us. With great modesty our
that
for
a
larger
package.
weeks
almost consecutively, a sermon which £iy
uality of the apostolic fathers. /_/{,
The © former hardly lasted a month, the people speak disparagingly ef what it is,in
GBORGE T. DAY,
J. M. BREWSTER.
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: urging what itought to be. These words gressive people would doubtless, under the
of God, speedily
cause it to become |
raging | blessing
discouon
more si
fares
createan impr
than the fact will warrant in the minds of ‘what we need, a Theological School, nation-

things, but often dare not speak of them.

and ring their changes in the ears of such
young men as they know to be struggling
under the Spirits call, when if some of those
had schools little,if any,
same denominations

"better than ours, their excellences would be
discoursed upon in such glowing terms,
that some might get an idea that the collect4d wealth, wisdom, and erudition of centuries were there. 1 don’t decry modesty, but

us appear wanting in

denominational spirit. Having seen these
things, I cannot wonder that other denomi-

Lord

revived

his

nations call off quite a large portion’four happy converts.
discourage some of

ours
; you want the advantage of a library.
Then we have highly learned professors and
a more numerous faculty, too, than yours;
besides you are poor, and don’t give students much beneficiary aid ;—your own men
tell you that. Come with us, and we will
aid you enough so that, with what you can
easily do in vacation, and by supplying, you

The offers which

In West Lebanon,

As the result of
some

God,

received into the church.

There are some

fifteen or twenty to go forward at an early
day ; and still the work goes on.

just

published,or immediately to be

.

publish-

L

ig-

that they wish and ought to come here, dare
notgghinking that the question of bread cannot settfe itself when they stop labor for
study. I can but feel that many more
would come, as certainly they ought, if the:

brighter side of facts were known. Yes,
young men, you ought to come, let the lo-

de you good.”—DR.

sam

REVIVAL AT ALTON.
God has been
most graciously pouring out his Spirit upon the church and people of Alton during
the past winter. We have enjoyed a most
precious and interesting revival, such as
has not visited this place for years.
Chris-

far

more so than you have understood, perhaps,
though doubtless more thoroughness would
be better.
:
Perhaps we might be advantaged by more
teachers, but I don’t see how we could

tians, for a long timg,

have been praying

for this, and just previous to the

late ses-

sion of Belknap Q. M. held here, sinners
commenced to seek God.
The Q. M. was
one of unusual interest and power, and was

The world often does not
excel-
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, IRON IN THE BLOOD. When the blood is well supplied with its iron elements, we feel vigorous and
full of animation. It is an insufficiency of this vital
element that makes us feel 'weak and low spirited;
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LUTTRELL”

is the story that was awarded the prize of $h0C, and
is a work of unusual genius, gkill and power.

“ SHINING

HOURS”

will at once arrest attention by its literary brillignce, its vivid portraiture, and its high and whole- some Christian teaching.
=
Price of each book,
|

E
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$1,50,
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Home Missions.
Rev J L Sinclalr, Contoocook,

Va mission, pl
at New Hampton,

and $7,50,

for sale.

AY THO are wanted in every town to sell MOBSE’S
celebrated

EXPRESS.

8 A Jordan, Sweden, Ill.

Ecclesiastical

now

Highly Interesting to Agents,
N H

T N Huntington, Bath, Me

lence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

for 1869”

Price, 50 cts.
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Rev M Merrill, Center Madison, Me

in literary excel-
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and Educational Almanac
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Sicilian
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No
other
Our library is excellent and quite exten-.
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1,00
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Vv.
like
it.
A C James, Laconia, N H, per A D Smith,
3,00
sive if others are larger. There may be those val of a former hope. Many family altars
Ch East Dixfield, Me, vip G W Gould
12,50
For
six’
new
subscribers
and
$15,00,
Ch
East
Sanbornton,
N
H
per
E
Smith,
6.25
who are as I was, very poor, and burdened, have been erected, and the work seems
To S. S. Superintendents.
(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
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who are given tounderstand that, if they deep and genuine.
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—Ee
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for
delivery.
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est
continues
unabated:
E.
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or in part, they can have an education that
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Rev W F Eaton, South Windham, Me, for the
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“ANDY LUTTRELL,” is the story
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Vi.
will be free; but that, coming here, they
Col Huntington Q M Vt, per E B Fuller,
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SpArRTA, N. Y.
The Lord has greatly that was awarded the prize of $500, and is
For eleven new subscribers
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must substantially maintain themselves.
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Conference,
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literary
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‘Walrath, Mrs M Gordon, Lois Tucker, and
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school-house
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preaching. We should need more
aid.
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the other hand, 4 blessing. What .we .can
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(Transportation to
get along safely and surely; though we share of the people trusted in their morality. ess of publication, some of which will soon in Black Walnut Case.
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have to be self-denying,—those with fami- But this delusion hasall left them, and be ready for delivery, the following: ‘“Mas- | be pid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
owe
par or or vestry. Price $125,00.Education Society.
lies often extremely so; yet the faet stands, they acknowledge their own weakness and TER AND PuriL,” ‘“MAy BELL,” ¢ ‘Sabrina
FOR GENERAL FUND.
rely
on
the
strong
arm
of
God
for
their
supHacket,”
and
“Aulit
Mattie.”
The
publica—we can get along. Last spring
pen10,00
For one hundred
and fifty new sub- Rev E N Fernald, Andover, Mass. Interest,
A great many of the converts are tion of each book will ‘be announced as it
niless and went into a club, in which the aid port.

lent,are in obscure places, and nobody boasts

Williamsburg,
Kings County, New York.

III.

familiar to our readers as those who did such servicein the Christian Commission work. A company
managed by these men must have the confidence of
our soldiers as well as the members of our churches,
We predict for it a bright fatu¥e.

iron) can supply this deficiency, and
vigorate us wonderfully,

N

M Baldwin—M

CO Bateman—J J Banks—B

en,

of these books, 75 cents.

the

names

Adams—I

D Baker—H

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will ©

Allard—

CooleyCate (9 E-C Geos

194 pages: or,
i
7. “
The Birth-Day Present,” by M
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of 3

occupied by the New England Carpet Company is to
come down. Now is the time,to. buy your Carpets.
You are sure of bargains. The enormous stock on
hand must be sold, the Company not being able to

In

Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread
information which he conceives to be invaluable; and

and Tan from the face, use PERRY’S MOTH AXD
'RECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists.
opai

5. “ The Boy’s Heaven,” 151 poges or,

Cry Improvements arethe order of the day. The
authorities have decided that the building so long

United Security Life Insurance Company, with: a
capital of $1,000,000, with George H. Stuart, of Philadelphia, as President, Edward 8, Toby as Director,

Abbott—T

N Brooks—E

8. ¢ Making Something,” 184
pages ; or,
4, “ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,

6. * A Rainy Day at School,”

A

tt—Mrs E Bryson—D C Bristol-A
Bailey—H Blaisdell-N Biglow—B F Bux

Our meet- find a place suitable for their business. See their (with 20 cents additional to pay
postage)
ave will send a copy of the new * ook of
so than I advertisement.
Worship.”
Price
$1,00. Or,
have ever known them; and we hope to
MAKE NO MISTAKE! Get Doctor Seth Arnolds
4, For two new subscribers and $5,00,
soe greater things than these. During the Balsam for the cure of all Summer Complaints. The (with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
year we have raised for missions and be- ingredients are perfectly combined to meet all De- we will send one copy of ¢ Butters Th nevolent purposes $469,45 beside paying ‘rangements of the Bowels. It is the result of twenty- ology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
five years’ experience, and has fproved an entire
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
the current expenses of the church. * Our success.
to pay pisiage) we will send one copy of
Sabbath School also is in a ggod condition
History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
ie The
the present number is-488, a- net-increase | LIFE INSURANCE, Henry Ward Beecher says that | pages.
Price $1,20.
ES
“Once the question was, Can a Christian ndw rightof about 88 during the year. Our pastor fully seek Life Insurance?” “That day is past, now
;
IV.
| is laboring with all his energy to carry for- the ' question is, can a Christian * Justify him1. For three new subscribers and $7,ward the work of saving souls, and thus self in neglecting such a duty ?” We are glad te see 50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postthat Christian men are taking charge of this work.
age) we will send ¢‘ Life Scenes from the
fulfilling his life calling. D.R. WALLACE.

cation be where it will; for though yow can
preach somehow, if God has called you, yet
you can bebroader,’ sounder, greater men

notice men who, though learned and

TN

The object of the advertiser in sending the

118, etc.

Letters Received.
D J Apherson—B Andrew—Allen & Tong_3

Brown—A

ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:
1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
2. ¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,

ING FOR FIFTY CENTS.—It will be seen by an advertisement in this number of our paper, under the
head of ‘‘ OFFER, EXTRAORDINARY,” that in order to
make the people better acquainted with their new
magazine, “ONCE A MONTH,” the publishers,
T. 8. ARTHUR & SONS, of Philadelphia, will send the
first six months’ numbers for 1869, of that rarely
excellent and beautiful periodical, containing 576
pages of the choicest reading, for £0 cents. Take
our advice, and send the 50 cents; yon will find it
a first-class investment,

the

tized and twenty-two were received into
the church. On the first Sabbath in April,
twenty-two - were baptized and twenty-six

breath

NEARLY Six HUNDRED PAGES OF CHOICE READ-

souls have been converted, and some

On

the

and sold by most dealers at 25 cts.

first Sabbath in March, eighteen were bap-

feeling

thorough,

and

LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are
sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,
Coativeness, Indigestion, Jaundice,” Headache, and

In Pittsfield, Me,, March 81, Miss Mary A, Nickerson, wife of Hanover 8. Nickerson, aged ¥.

1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,

is “Brown’s Camphorated Saponaceous Dentifrice.” Made only by John I. Brown & Sons,

sixty pre-

backsliders have been reclaimed.

cheaper. But-who gets that idea by such
remarks ?
;
I wish to explaina few facts to some of
though

¢ Buy Ine,

en

,both
of C,

Died

IL.

pv

location is ings are very intcresting, more

men, whomay be, as I was,

Ann
’
Sotho

.

Stephen B
n,
we now make are numerous, varied and. Mr:Stephen
on, Dixo
Maine.

DECAYED TEETH are often caused by the use
of imperfectly powdered charcoal and gritty substances, THE BEST article for cleansing and

JORDAN C. NYE.

Rev. Mr. Perry, of N. Y.
cious

Now our own school does this last; though

have better ones.

J

whitening the Teeth, and correcting

these labors under

can go through and come out free from debt.”

very

braham Brown and Mrs. a
x C; March 25, by the iY

in

subscribers to the Star.

baptized

daration.
Our beloved Pastor, Rev. A. D.
Morehouse, was assisted in the meeting by

ment to a Literary school ; their own men
admitit. Their Library is nothing like

with this course, really

I

This church is small

LowELL, Mass. The Lord has wonderfully blessed his people in this church during the past winter. We have had a protracted meeting of some five or six weeks

Their school there isn’t much, just an attach-

who,

work.

year.

You can't afford to spend your time in getting a mere apology for one, ust for the
name of upholding your own denomination.

our young

year

by and |

Offers to Old Subscribers.

oring to secure a Pastor for the coming

‘Come to our schools. You want the best
education you can get— (and the poor youth
feels that he does want it with all his heart.)

norant of them, and

h the

and

y he willbe rewarded.

3

SHIAWASSEE Q: M., Mich.—Held its last ses-

but it is 4 working church, which is endeav-

They say,—

less aid is given in dollars,the

sul

197

a

Revivals, &c.

I admire it; it forgets that others are not so,

the others from coming here.

-

etting

New Hampshire Y. M.

Other denominations catch up the words,

of our young men, and

:

and continue to work thro

:

March 17, by Rev. F: H, 1,
Haq. and Miss Alma L. Hurd boot
sion with the Ak at: Brady. Newt session
al, central, excellent.
GC.C. T.
“In Wheelock, Vt., Jan. 27,by Rev. ¥. L. Wiley, |Mr
with the church at Bath.
I. ’ALLEN, Clerk. _ liberal. Look at them. .
GeorgeM. Howe, of St. Johnsb:
and Miss "Alma | Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c. They cleanse
C. Nelson, of Wheelock.
id
the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
In Starksbore’, March 14, by Rev.
Mr. purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thorough.
SEBEC
Q. M., Me.—Held its March session
, Vt., J.andTucker,
Miss Lucy
:
x
James
Sturdivant,
of
Waybri
|. What church will entertain the next ses-. with the Sn in Sangerville.- The churches
ly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C.
of South Starksboro’, Vt.
To every old Subscriber to the Star, A.InWhittier,
were not all represented on account of the great
Dexter, Me., Feb. 18, by Rev. B. F. Lawrence, GOODWIN & CO,, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
depth
of
snow,
but
we
had
a
profitable
session.
sion of the N. H. Yearly Meeting? Will the
who will renew ‘his subscription for one Mr. 8. H. Marrow, of Lewiston, and Miss Emma J.
°
Some of our churches reported revival and con- year i 2vance ai any lime bao re the Arse
ower, of
Dexter.
;
pastors act promptly and in two or three versions.
..In South Montville, Me. Feb. 24, by Rev. E. KnowlBro. Tarbox, our Y, M, Missionary,
1869, we will send; postpaid ton, Mr. Nicholas. T.-Giiman. of Li0orty, and Mr .
: day of May,
weeks{ communicate with either
of the | was. present part.of
one
copy
of
either
of the following books, » | ['Jemima Peavy of Montville.
lett,
of
Garland.
We
were
cheered
by
the
presCommittee?
P. S. BURBANK, Plaistow.
HE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
In Canterbury, Jan. 9, Mr. George P. Morrill and
ence of Rev, C. 0. Libby, who spoke to us of our: | viz
Miss Abbie Emery, both of C.
d
afew weeks, by a-very simple remedy, after
I.
D. STEWART, Dover.
Foreign Mission. Long may he be spared to la1. “The Free Communionist,” 214 paIn Pittsfield, Me., March 16, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish, having suffered
several years with a severe lung af
|.
.| bor
in its behalf. In ew of the fact that Rev.
Mr, James L. Merrick, of I) and [Miss Susan H,
ges;
or,
;
SRE
Ai ign Wis about to Jeave the
Q. M., a pin
Ward, of Thorndike; March 20, Mr. W. A, Pushaw fection, and that dread disease, Consumption—{is anx2,
Four
copies
of
¢
The
communion
of
and Miss E.N. Williams, of P.; March 21, Mr. John ious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means
xpressive of sympa
an
an
highly commendatory of
x Mi ability and Saints the communion of the Bible,” pam- L. Davis and Miss Mary A. Hanson, both of Pal- of cure.
:
nya. ; March 26, Mr. Hannibal H, Powers’ and Migs
Christian spirit, was passed. Next session with phlet,-45 pages.
;
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre.
Abbie R. Neal, both of Pittsfield ; April 4, Mr. George
WAYNE, PA. Ourlast Q. M. was at the the Milo church, June 19, 20. Conference Friday
8. Davis and Miss Frances E. Hathorn, both of P,
scription used (free of charge)
the directions
for
Wayne church. We had a good time, pro- at 1 o’clock. Clerks will send the statistics for
Premiums for New Subscribers.
h they will find a
preparing and using the same,
the
Register
and
annual
dues.
tracted the meeting a few days, and the
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHIs
We offer the following premiums for new
B. 8, GERRY, Clerk.

God’s marked young men, who see all such

which often makes

Quarterly -Meetings gr

Ta

Fa

Golden

Pens,

the reputation of which, is well established as the
best in the market. Banks, Insurance Offices, School
Teachers, and
good writers of every grade regard
them as preferable to all others. Samples of geveral
varieties of each sort will'be sent, post paid, on the
receiptof 25 cents. Orders and enquiries will receive prompt attention if addressed to the subscriber,

who is general

Agent for New England.

REV.
MAINE

ELI BARNETT,

WESTVILLE, CONN

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE.

HE Summer term of this Institution will commence

May 13, and continue 10 weeks, The School will
occupy the new building.
OBED FOSS, Secretary.

Pittsfield, April 5, 1869.
MAINE STATE

db

SEMINARY.

will be a Special Meeting of the Trustees
of the Maine State Seminary, on Wednenday

the

28th day of April, inst., at Nichol’s Hall, at 10 clock
A. M.,, to act upon any business that comes properly
before the Board.
A.M. JONES, President.
Lewiston, April 5, 1869.
THE

aR

heads

given for the time paid my board and eleven

of families, and in

many

dollars more. This, with jobs in recreation
hours, paid all other expenses. One stu- | God be all the praise.

dent who had preached regularly and busied
himself vacations, then about to graduate,

Sacckiarra, Me.

said, “I will say for the encouragement of
those beginning, that I have laid up a huadred dollars to pay debts incurred in getting
through the Literary schook”
Still many find it very close, and, moved
to almost any other place, we should require more assistance ; yet I think this will
be easily obtained when our people feel
that we are at last located where, under all
the circumstances, it is right.
The armony

should be near where the battle isto: be,
and not in an absurd location. Iam a New
Englandman. Lewiston and New Hampton are both dear homes to me. Theschool
is in the midst of its friends, but New Eng-

land does not need its help so much as the
West. The great West is building up, but

are we building up in it as we should be?
All instinctively feel that

our great

must be in

in

this direction

the

work

had

a

marked excellence; but they would come
to an intermediate point. I think that point
might be east of the center, should be, for
the greatest number of young men must
come from the East. There are plenty of
young men in the West, but these are not
ours, except as our influence reaches them.

of duty,

we

established a F. W. B. meeting in this village where once we had a flourishing church,
which from various causes became extinct.

Through the generosity of the Mdssrs. Warrens,

we

have

the free use

of

their

large

and commodious Hall which answers
our purpose.

well

With several other large and

flourishing meetings in the village,

and

some prejudices against us, arising from
the disorders which destroyed the former
church, as well as the failure of several
attempts to re-establish it, I did not anticipate a sudden victory, but felt that tha- end
sought was worth persevering effort. Two
months since we organized a little church:
of twelve members (five brethren and seven sisters, instead of three brethren as the

fifteen

earnest, loving Christians, with

would most

benefit, they can forward it to

Bro. A. B. Rand, Saccarappa, Maine; and
their kindness will be duly appreciated.
We have been cheered by several convergions and intend to perseveringly work for
the upbuilding of Christ's cause in this

J. HAYDEN.

young men, radiate warmth and light in
every direction from itself. There is a
warm place around Hillsdale now, and that

we

should

coming regeneration?

«conditions,

our brave,

occupy in its

swift-

Here, and on these

generous, and pro-

BIRTH DaY PRESENT.”

]

:

school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,
can send us their orders which will be filled

with our own
are ready,

publications

or will

of other publishers,
to Sabbath

sale prices.

schools

as fast as they

be filled

and

with the books

will be furnished

in Libraries,

at whole-

Address
i
! L.R. BURLINGAME,

"Dover, N. H.

Premiums.
The

demand

for ;the ¢ Appeal

to

Con-

science,” and * The Spirit of Roger Williams,”

as

premiums,

has

been

that our supply of these books
exhausted. We are obliged to
our last orders for them with
books of the same clpss which
as premiums. We
vill send in
either

of these

books

so

great

is entirely
fill some of
some of the
were offered
the place of

¢‘ Christian

Baptism”

in paper covers;{
or, ‘Thoughts upen
Thought.”
Any one having sent for one of the Premiums offered last year, and not having reinform

us

of

premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.
. By a united effort on the part of the

{which Bro. Turner belongs, commending him,
which are referred to in another column.
Brethren in the West who heed his services:
will take notice and correspond accordingly.
LJ

$375,00,

we

Adapted to churches
Price $240,00.
=
Notices

and

and

Rev

:
™
OIniments

A

,

The Cedar Valley

church members and Sabbath school scholars, the Washington Street church, Dover,
obtained, last, yoar, a sufficient number of

now subscribers to provide itself with two

.
Concord, N. H.

’

@. M., Towa, will hold its | Prooned: Ferre: Me, por

every one who reads this go to work

Given,

1,00

Yates

and

Steuben

session with the Corning
Clerksof churches should

Q. M.

will

hold

its

next

Church, April 23—25.—
be very particular to make

statistical reports for next year’s Register.

G. W. SPAULDING, Clerk.

The Ministers’ Conference of the N. Y. and
Penn. Y, M.

will

hold

its

next

session

day following the June ‘session of that body,

on

Special

Brethrento whom
oceasion.

have

not been

Brethren, shall

we

not

make

yearly festival for both intellect and spirit ?
Post

for

PHOSPHATE

#
of

Pamphlets giving directions for use sent FREE

charge on application.

&

Office Addresses.

TESTIMONIALS.
LONDONDERY, N. H., Apr. 8, 1860.
Wm. L. Bradley:—
Dear Sir: I have tried your XL Super Phosphate
for two years past on corn and most all kinds of
Mr:

D. Green, Ouleont, Del. Co., N.Y,

garden vegetables with very excellent results, but its

power was shown
‘runs may

Mr

Theodore F. Tebbets

and

by Rev.
Miss

A. Caverno,

Ellen

A. Hurd,

both of Sanford; March 17, by the same, Mr. William F, Green and Miss Mary 8. Hanscom. both of
North Berwick; also March
21, Mr, Joseph A. Webber of Cape Elizabeth and Miss Jerusha G. Hatch,
of North
Berwick.
W
In Gonic, March 8, by Rev. G. J. Abbot, Mr. Isaac
Thompson, Jr., and Miss Martha Js Varney, both of
Barrington ; March 6, by the same,

Melvin and Emma

ig Bt

A.

Osborn,

Mr. Clarence

both of

Dover;

JAILED LR

L,

in

Jp do Georg i Ait Stam,
ind Mas Jonni

v a Pike, both of Sprifhee d,
In Concord, March
21, by Rev. A. K. Moulton, Mr.

so plainly on

grass that he who

read.”

1 staked out in i867 a piece of low moist ground,
where it had borne a very light crop of grass, and
sowed your Phosphate at the rate of
300 1bs. per acre
with very
good success—more than doub
the
crop the first year, and I find it quite as good the second

year, as

the first.

.

Work for 8S. 8.Teachers and Officers ever published
in this or any other country.
:
Price 75 cents. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
ga-For sale by all booksellers.

ADANES,
2t14

BLACKMER
:
’

§ LYON,
Chicago,

CAREERS] “asta, sc”
FOR

ANTED

COUGHS,

year, and shall continue to use it more

extensively if it proves as good as heretotore.

Yours trols | ARON P. HARDY.
ie

MANUPACTURED BY
|W M.L.

BRAD

24 Rroad Street, Broston,

COLDS

— AGENTS — $75 to $300

per month, everywhere, mule and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENS!
FAMILY
BEWING
MACHINE.
This Machin»
will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, brai!
and embroider in a most superior manner.
Pric»
only $18.
Fully warranted for five years, We wil!
pay $1000 { r auy machine that will sew a stronge:,
more beautifinl, or more elastic seam than ours. lt
makes tho ** Elastic lock Stitch.” Every secon!
stitch ean be cut, and still the cloth cannot Ve pulled
apart without tearingit, We pay Agents from $75 to
$200
per month and expenses, or a commission from
which
twice that amount can be made.
Address,
SECOMB & CO:, PITTSBURGII, PA.; BOSTON, MASS. or
8T. LOUILS, MO.
CAUTION. —Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming
off worthless cast-iron machines, under the same name or otherwise.
Ours is the only genuine and really practical cheap
machine manufactured.
.

.

:

12t14

*

HARRISON, GLEASON, CALICO, EARLY SEBEC,
EARLY GOODRICH and CUSCO.
Price for the above varieties, 60 cents per peck,
$1,50 per bushel, $4,00 por barrel.
A few early
Rose by he pound only, at 75 cents
per pound.
The Harrison has a smooth, white skin
and fresh, having no hollow at the center, and is perfectly hapdy,.very free from rot, yielding immense
orop-—
$00 to 500 bushels to the acre of smooth,
sold readily last year for
$5,00 per
more kinds sent in a barrel or box by
a
MOSES H.
3t14
North

EY.

This variety

bushel, Two or
rail.
HUSSEY,
Berwick, Me.

— To Sell the
a
— cou
S
ED
GENT
=
NT
WI
ie vented. HITbalk S000 isch por mira Libomt

Ey

MACHINE

N KNITTING
A dklrusy AMUNICAMo.

Be

CO,, Boston, Mass., or St. Louls,

12t14

to $20Wire Cloths
Agents, wantedLinas Voxsverywiers,on:
Co$10Fe
Per Day

Sure, and

mon

Wt

gia.

8¢

y

0 the pac

no risk.—

our

In short, I can say itis the best fertilizer I have ever
used. and have tried nearly pll kinds as fast as they lars, nddress the AMERICAN WIRE
8t., Chic:
have come into the market. I have ordered a ton of | 8t., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn
your XL this

.

AND
eo :
PRACTICAL

handsome tubers, of excellent quality.

A. P. Phinney, Parish, Oswego Co., N. Y.
Joseph Wilson, Gilbert’s Mills, N. Y.
C,
H. Kimball, North Berwick, Me.
R, E. Anderson, Lundy's Lane, Pa.

In North Berwick, March3,

S. Work in all-its De-

QEED POTATOES FOR SALE,

form, making a powerful manure.

this a

« J. A. Stanford, Middleville, Mich.
“

Treasurer.

The Animal Matter contained in the entire is restored to this Compound in the most concentrated

G. W. KNAPP; Bec,

Rev,
‘“
‘
‘‘

2

Warranted Ui niform in Quality.

assign-

invited to prepare something

COMPLETE

1

Notices.

BRADLEY'S

Adventism.

subjects

per

FARMERS BUY THE BEST!

I. J. Hoag.—~The Theater vs. Pulpit.
N. Hart.—Church Discipline.
W. H. Edgar.—Benevolence.
F. C. 8tephens.—How to win Souls.
W. Mack.—The Pressing Wants of our Y, M.
J. Strout.—The Existence of God.
B. F. Mack.—~The Werk of the Ministry.
D. W, Hunt, 8. Butler, A. Dodge, A. Wing.—
Sketches of Sermons.
ed, are earnestly

20,00
5,00

Much

8. C.
Wetherby.—Preaching Doctrinal against Sensational.
E. B. Rolling,—The Interpretation of Prophecy.
J. H. Larison.—~Modern

C. 0. LIBBY,

Dover, N. H.

Mon-

interest was manifested at the last meeting, and it is
hoped the coming session will be'still more profitable.
The following are the subjects-assigned.
ssays:
J. W., Brown,—Moral Government of God,
J. Ingerick.—Election.

the

28,08
5,10
3,00

A full Representation of the churches is | Madison
Union, For Miss So, Me, for the support of a boy in India, to be called LeonH. C. INMAN, Clerk.

both of
Stabe.
Hour A. and
and. vidMuseMoDonial
Mag Eon
and3 March
Miss Frank
17, Mr.

Let

5,00
330

ard Hathaway, per 8 Lawrence,
Rev 8 D Church,
Brunswick, Me,
Almira J Sanborn, late of Meredith, N H,
M Cole,
A
John 8 Rowe, Guies Mills, Pa
A 8S Lansing, W Steventown, N Y,

S.

‘POINTED,

5,00

next session with the
Union Church, Marble Rock, | § 8,
Roger Williams, R I, per 8 W Anthony,
Floyd Co.,) May 21—23.
Church Clerks will please | Ch Fos Cong, North Berwick, Me, per J
Nason,
see that the returns for the Register are made outb
Sary
ers, Lundy’s Lane,
Pa,

that time.
desired.

tothe

.
4,70
Treasurer.

CURTIS,

Rev B 8
Manson, Kittery, Me,
CA Darlite Freepoll, 11,

organ. By a faithful, persistent and united
effort, any church can secure some one o

now,

SILAS

Guide

partments. By Rev. EDWARD EGGLESTON, Editor
of the National Sunday School Teacher.
The most
ey

20,00
5,00
450

Foreign Missions,
Col Kittery, Me, per B § Manson,

Yr Springfield, Me., by Rev. 8. M. Haggett, Deo.

the organs now offered as premiums.

6,20

Ch at Great Falls, for C W and C B Griffin,
Ch at Candia,
i
LS
Mr M A Cooper, Pawtucket, RI, per I Hyatt

ood organs. Let other churches go and
o likewise, and let no one of our churches,

however small in numbers, be without an

J B Higgins, Canterbury, N H, on note

BENBEICIARIES.

large vestries.
eea

.

A Practical

FOR BUILDING FUND.

will give one of

the

fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with money to pay for
Ministers and Churches.

and

Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reeg Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
(Transportation to be paid py the receiver.)

The five other books of this series, viz:
«Tae CHRIST CHILD,” “Good Little Mittie,” ‘Making Something,” . ‘Jamie and
Jeannie,” and the “Boy’s Heaven,” are now
nearly all printed, and will be ready for our
customers just as soon as they can be obtained from the binder. - Price of each book
75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these
are first class books for the family and the
Sabbath school.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath

ceived it, is requested to

Rev. A. Turner, of South Levant, Me., having
located in Southern Pennsylvania meet all
decided to go west with the view, not of taking
these requirements, inspire our hope suda farm, but of laboringin the vineyard of the
denly with faithin it, and energy for it, as Lord, would be glad to correspond with any
being located at last in the focus of action; brethren where a F. W. Baptist minister is
fi
and would it not be spreading ita plane into wanted, as to a location,
Resolutions were passed by the Sebec Q. M., to
the southern country, which manifest duty

demands

have ready for deliv-

the

efforts of its

is well out on our border; but there is a
cold place between there and here which
ought notto beso. Now,would not a school

Series we now

ery, “A R#INY Day AT-ScHOOL,” and “THE

have

prospect of other additions at no distant
day ; and these I am confident will walk in
the unity of the Spirit. We have established a Sabbath School and if any of our
churches have an old library which they
would be glad to give to those whom it

scribers.

comes from the binders. Price of each book,
$1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy

Day

Six months ago, in

with convictions

Again, the school wherever placed, but
especially if wisely placed, strong and hon- ‘place ag the Lord wills.
ored, will, by the diverging

Wat. PECK.

have been since received and we now

the future, if

school

accordance

To

clerk of council stated it.) - Three members

we are true to ourselves and our ideas.
Young men would not go from either extreme of our domain to the other: to be educated, ‘gnless, indeed,

instances

the whole family has been converted.

Sunday School Manual,

a

Elan

onts.—*

system.
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Poetry.

hate the young

“

.

nt

ps

“When the dear young Spring

Quickens every thing,
And the snow-drifts melt away,—
When the wind follows after,

make them

polite ; for in truth the heirs

excited, they were not to be outshone, when

to

the

Richley

hard to be found.
There are two boys,
twins, sixteen years old; a girl younger by

that bay

There

gto

even that

are few

minds

of

daughter

Now melting into air,

Now bubbling like a waterfall, at will.

enough

to

move to a town as they wished to live as became persons of their standing ; they wished ;

* If the swallow’s flight were song,
To the thrush it would belong;

to educate their

For what other notes are half so wild as his?

children.

None

of

the

town's people cared when the Richleys went,

‘When he comes you can't but know it,
For his {luting tones will show it—
His fluting that no human ear can miss.

though they talked as if every thing must go
intoa state of collapse without them.
“Doas well as you car,” Mr. Richley

:

said, when all the arrangements were made.

‘What treasure she will bring,

and his grand carriage was ready to roll
away inthe direction of the new home in

‘What scented grass to tremble in the dew !
‘What birds to sing her praise
Throughout the April days!

town; “I shall think of you,

have stayed,

‘What sunshine shot across the tender blue!

and

but a man of my

«Oh, yes,—all right,

Unlock the frozen river,
And swell the patient germs that wait below;
That wait like those enchanted,
« By frosty terrors haunted,

said the plain

I

neighbor

countryman

would

standing

expected to fill a large place.”

0, hasten, generous giver,

is

Richley,”

thus

addressed,

thrusting his tongue in his cheek and giving a
humorous twinkle to his eye Fee 'tis true you
are big enough for a large place, and we

Till you shall bid them into beauty blow.

will try bard to get along without you.”

— Oliver Optic’s Magazine.

Mr.
while
about
* 1

Where’s my Baby.
.

>

Where’s my baby? where’s my baby?

Richley
nfadam
her and
suppose

took up the lines pompously,
drew her fine cloak closer
said:
x!
you don't come to town very

often, Mr. Willets.”

But a little while ago,

¢‘Oh, yes,—drive in ev-

In my arm I held one fondly,
And a robe of lengthened flow
Covered little knees so dimpled,
And each pink and chubby toe.

ery little while with vegetables, cheese,
butter and so on, the same as you used to
tenyears ago. I will call now and then
and see if you want anything in my line.

‘Where’s my baby? I remember

Good-bye.”
The Richleys

Now about the shoes so red,
Peeping ffom his shortened dresses,

drove

olf,

feeling

uncom-

fortable for a few moments at the

prospect

And the bright curls on his head,
Of thelittle teeth so pearly,
And the first sweet words he said.

of a call from their

couatry neighbor,

the easy roll of the

carriage, the splendor

‘Where’s my baby? In the door-yard

them

of their equipments, soon

Is a boy with shingled hair,

they

With a big boy’s manly air;

completely filled

of turmoil

were setiled

in

and

confusion

theic town

residence,

and Mr. Richley became a gentleman; that

With his pants within bis boot tops,
But my baby is not there.

is, h

hid

nothing to

do.

His

great,

hard,

hogy hands were at liberty to grow shapely and genteel. Butsomehow they wouldn't:
—neither would his feet, long used to cow-

Where's my baby? Ask that urchin,
Let me hear what 1 e will say:
% Where's your hahy, ma?” he questioned,
With a roguish look and way;

> % Guess he’s grown to be a boy. now,
Big enough to work and play.”

hide,

take

great,

unwieldy

kindly

to patent leather.

body

didn’t know

His

what

to

do with itself. He was wriggling round
from chuir to chair when in the house, yawn-

‘Where’s my baby? where's my baby ?
Ah! the years fly on apace!

ing, and,

" Yesterday [ held and kissed it,

it

must be admitted,

wondering

how things were * going on out at the old

In its loveliness and grace:

farm now!”

But, to-morrow, sturdy manhood
Takes the little baby’s place.

:

but

with self-glorification.

Aftera spason

- ‘Whittling, as hié tries to whistle,

;

Mrs. Richley, in silks, trying
with her red,

—Little Corporal.

to crotchet

stubbed fingers, would always

frown when her husband spoke of the farm;

and say she believed he wished himself back

Che Family Circle.

digging and delving in the dirt once more.
This was but too true, but Mr. Richley
thought best not to say it openly. The
young ones went to school; the boys at a

The Bay Window.
BYE,

commercial college, the liftle daughter at
the academy.

oH,

:

acres of land out a mile or so, and farmed
it himself.
He was delighted, and thought

true

politeness. Richina worldly sense, ahead
of their neighbors as to property,—finer
house, broader acres, more government
bonds. The money-bagairis decidedly predominan® Mrs. Richley's silks could only
take an airing on a fine Sabbath; so of Mr.
R's hizb, varnished carriage. It could only
go abroad when mother-earth was at the
best estate. Nomud, nor dust must mar
the shining brightness of the Richley glory.
How came the Richley’s to be rich ? was
their wealth inherited ? No,—Mr. and Mrs.
R. commenced life ina small, brown house

i

Mr. Richley at last heard of a man in
town, rich as himself, who owned thirty

Most of you have seen such people as the
Richleys, pompous, gaseouas,—void of ‘true
wisdom,—void also, we will say it, of

it would do for him to turn his attention to
something of the sort: if one rich man did.

because he is lucky ?,

better manager?

their house and put a bay window in the
front.
After this there was no more peace
for pa Richley. His wife and children were |

clamoring incessantly
for a bay

window;

his family even the necessaries of life. She
called a bay wiidow one of these necces-H
saries.

Is jt because he is a

If may be sometimes ; but

it was from neitherof these reasons, strictly
speaking, that Mr. and Mrs. Richley became

body can look right in, and see all that is

rich.

going on.

Truathcompels us to say

overreaching ;in other

trade.

words, cheating

If Mr: Richley had a yoke

“They are hateful things,” he said, ‘‘every

it was by

off

in

of oxen

enough

to

swallow

his

fice

tale, and

I couldn't even

take

my

without half a dozep dandies

boots

snicker-

ing along the street watching every movement.”
:
“Oh, pa,” said the fair daughter Irene,
‘ you wouldn't never be taking your boots

to sell, he rode'till he found some one weak
pay

him at 1éast a third more than the creatures
were worth. No matter
if they turned out
complete failures to the purchaser. Mr,
Richley seemed rather to enjoy itthan other-

Sin

of

carpet,
Oh,

The thick boots were put aside,
making

blundering

off in the parlor;—you

know

gentlemen

never do that;—but you would be sitting by

and

the

hands once ‘more

attempts

at gentility,

the mother and daughter exchanged glances
at this query from the father.
*¢ A fete?” whispered the fair Irene. The
mother nodded.

A

Mr. Bs, by enw], i grunt, and a fling,
Richleys Jo k feim father to' mother, and liy
up

the less:n thus learned
for futare use.

Eipe owns people of the neighborhood
A
SR

alle
Ar

.

ing off, the

Wo

bay window

became

a fixed

fact. Mrs. Richley felt victorious,
« Then, as people could look direetly into
the parlor and. scrutinize the furaitore,
marks of shabbiness never noticed before
were quickly detected by mother, and daughter. They bad lovking into the drawing-

i

5

consulted

as

to where

they wanted to go, supplied with money and
sent off. Murs. Richley and Irene prepared
to use the parlor as their winter sitting-room,
and enjoy the bay window.
ay

«I am certain you wili agree with me as
to the pleasantness of the window before
spring,” Mrs. Richley said.to ber husband.

mn

an

Harry very unexpectedly.
«The térm cannot be out,” said the mother.
:
‘‘ But our money was,” responded Henry,
“so we could do no better than to come
home."
“You have not

:
spent

two

hundred

dol-

lars already I" exclaimed the father.
Yes, we have,” answered Henry, it is

“A foie”
‘“ What is that?”

very expensive at that college, and

:

‘ Why, u party,—don't you know, papa?”

asked ‘Irene,

* when

we

Mond Gazette, too.”
‘* Yes, and we will have

take

the

Beau

it when

Henry

and Harry come to their eighteenth birthday,” said Mrs. Richley grandly,
and it
shall exceed any thing of the kind ever
seen in this town.”

*“ Humph, I hate parties,—they are the
foolishest things ever thought of in this
world,”

growled

pater,

rubbing

his

red

nose.
‘“ But you will let us have one for the
boys,pa,” said Irene, who was the best hand
in the house to coax * pa'"—

* You may have one for all I care, only
I won't attend it.

I wish

I had

kept

the

meadow so I could clear out that week and
dig a trench through it.”
*‘But you must attend the fete,” said
mater, ** it would be scandalous and ridiculous for a father to be absent from a party
given in honor of bis twin sons’ birthday.”
‘“ Humph, well, it is alla miserable piece
of business, and I wish it was over with.
There has ben no peace since that great

staring glass thing was stuck on the front
of the house.”
“I'm

sure

=

:

every

body ‘thinks

our

bay

window splendid,” said Irene.
It lacked several weeks

to the

birthday,

and Mrs. Richley concluded wot to use her
parlor till the fete. She .would hive it in
the first freshness of its splendor
oceasion,

for

that

Before the time for the-much talked-of
party arrived, the boys were both expelled
from the commercial college.
.. Toe pater was very angry and demanded
to know the cause, saying he had ** money

enough to make every thing all right.” Bat
the principal was inflexible.
IIe said the
rules of the school had been flagrantly vio-

lated, and the boys could not be again

re-

ceived.
Mr. Richley said there were plenty
of much superior schools where his children
could be treated as their standing deserved,

and banged the door in the Professor's face.
« This event

was

rather

a damper for a

over it, and preparations

for the fete went

timé, but self-importance soon triumphed

briskly on.
¢ We will have hot toddy,” said Henry.
““ We will have sherry cobblers,” said
Harry.

¢¢ Oh, no,” said Irene, ‘‘we will only have
lemonade and perhaps champagne.”
** The fete is ours, and we will have what
we want,” said the boysin concert.
I

hope you don't drink wines, darlings,”

said the mother.
¢“ We don’t drink

Henry.

|

ih

anything

else,” said

Harry,

¢ we

drink

‘ Why my dear boys!”

‘“ All young fellows do,—it is the fashion,” exclaimed the twins in concert.
The appearance of the two youths attest-

ed to the truth of the assertion.
‘“ We will play cards, too,” said Henry.
4. 1 will hold the the stakes,” said Harry.

*¢ You sha'n’t,—you cheat like"—

_

¢“ I don't cheat any worse thin you.”
Here the two greatred faced fellows com-

menced a mimic fight and squabble in the
drawing-room which ended in downright
earnest, and the flooring of Henry with his
feet through two panes of the bay window.
“ Merey "—exclaimed Mrs. R,, * what

will father say ? Can't we
lights

set

without

get some new

his knowing

of

the

breakage 2"
* No,” answered Irene, *¢ he has to send
away for the glass for it is nicer and, thicker than any intown.”

The boys looked somewhat sobered by
the mischief they had done, and hung their
heads at the scolding from father.
The fete came, and was fully attended.
There were enough people willing to go to
the rich Mr. Richley’s for sake of the treat and

evening's amusement, buk they were not of
the first class, though the host and hostess
were not discriminating

‘* Well. it wasn't so

enough

to

notice

bad

as

I expovied ;

things went off grand, only I wish the boys
had not been so boisterous.”
;
“They have fine spirits-——such ones al
ways muke the smartest men,” said the

mother proudly.

I think

we had better not go back again.”
:
The futher did not look very well satisfied.
I wonder how many thousand dollars it

takes in these days to get a boy through
his studies,” he said. ‘* When I was young,
I knew a number. that did it for five hundred dollars.”
/
A
‘Ha! ha!" laughed Henry, ‘I guess five
thousand would
wouldn't it Hal?”

about

half

do

it now,

«That is my notion,” was the response.
‘¢ Well, then, I guess

you

had

better

be

done going to college and embark in some
useful business,” said Mr. Richley.
‘Why, pa, we want our sons educated
you know,” put in the mother.
“I don’t at that

figure,” he answered ; it

is pretty costly living in town. At the
present rate I shall be at the end of the rope
before long.”
:
:
““ Why, pa, you are certainly rich!" said
Irene.
’
¢* Oh, yes, we are rich!” added the mother in a confident tone, as if in this assertion
she found her security and happiness. =
“We

are not sos rich

as we

have

been,”

said Mr. Richley.

“Well, Hen. and I wiil go to work,”
-said Hal. *¢it will be Detter fun than college,
after all.”

~

5

** What will you do?" asked the mother.
¢* Keep a restaurateur,” said Henry, *¢ that
is what I would like. I suppose father is
not so poor but what he ean help us sgart.”,

“Keep a dram shop!” ¢xclaimed Mr.
Richley, “I don’t want a buy ef mine in
such business.”
:
*It is the best inthe world to make
money,” asid Henry.

’

The father poked his fingers through
his bushy beard in silence: The subject
was not broached again. The boys stayed,

at home all winter, spendiag their time on
the streets und in salpons.

Oae afternoon when Mes. Richley had a
few friends visiting fin her drawing-room,
and all were drawn b before the bay window, a scuffle around the blicksmith
opposite attracted géneral attention.

shop

** There is a fight,™ said one.

“Tuis between two young

fellows and

a crowd islgathered to witness it,” remarked

another.

“Oh, how brutish!
see a fight?”

How can men bear to

said Mrs. Richley.

Directly aloud ery arose from the crowd;
it parted. asunder, and a man was s-en
prostrate upon the icy ground with another
dealing furious blows upon his head and
breast. The lady guests look quickly from
one to another, and retired from the win-

dow giving
view. Her
fallen man
Before she

Mrs. Richley the benefit of a full
eyes soon recognized in the
and his assailant her two boys.
could move her gaze from the

distressing sight, four men were bearing
interrupted the ‘the prostrate body across the street fo her

the center table in your easy chai "reading this, perhaps, and consequently were not dis. wise.
He would square himself, fold his a paper, and that is very pleasant to see.”
concerted at the absence of the best families.
Thé father looked incredulously af his
arms. complacently over his capacious chest,
The comp iny were fashionably dressed,
;
and, puffing
out his cheeks, say to the man ‘daughter.
they lauded the elegant drawing-room and
*“ Then it is so nice to recline on a sofa praised the elegant suppér. This was quite
he had duped:
A
and look forth on all that is passing in the enough for the Riehley self-esteem. Though
“A trade is a trade, sir; good day.”
And Mrs. Richley on her parlor lounge street, when one is weary of reading and Henry and Harry got boisterous with wine
might be Jooking forth on the scene in the work,” said Mrs. Richley.
and broke the chandelier, it was. declared
yard.
en her husband entered she would
* Humph; the chief sights are at the only exuberant gayety, and paler Richley,
blacksmiths shop opposite,” said her hussay:
.
even, entered
sufficiently into the
spirit
“Who was that person, Mr. Richley ?” and band. *¢ [ don't see what of the charming, of the oceasion to luagh ut the accident, and
the disdainful answer would he:
ed
women folks can find therg.”
;
say ** No matter, I can get another one.”
«The fellow 0 whom 1 sold a Yoke
df ox“1 hope that will not stand many, years
Mrs. Richley was atthe bighest point of
ven Jast week ; he wants me to take them longer,” said Mrs. Richley.
gelf-gratulation next day.
me
back, or deduct from” the price because he
¢* It will belikely to; for it is the chief es*¢
Didn't
L
say
it
shon'd
go
beyond anysays one of them is lunie.”
ks
tablishment of the kiod intown, and has
thing
ever
seen
inthis
town,”
she
exclaimed
“Renlly the impndence ot some people been lately repaived,” answered Mr. Richley.
triamphantly,
*‘
and
what
think
now
?”
Alter a deal of talk, and a deal more of
is astoni-hing,” the Richly lady ‘exclaims,
This was said to heriushand,
who replied,
‘of gourse you will do no such thing, hus
tearing away, hammering, fitting and finish-

gives his fair spouseto understand that he
shalldo no such thing. The three young

‘So-the lads were

¢* Oh, that will be splendid.”

“ What?" asked pater.

;

** Well, they must go off to schol, again

~~ Litray Review

said pater, “I can't have them tear-

ing around here.” -

little after New Year’s,;home came Henry and

i)

mother.

The second year that the Richleys lived
in town their opposite neighbors remodeled

it

again.

round her, or the children. They should
be kept genteelly. He agreed to this, got

day with her ease, hersilks, and her chronic them.
Finally, Mrs. Richley declared her
dyspepsia.
husband was getting t¥ use his family real
How is it that, now and then, a small far- mean ; he spent time and money on the
mer in a country town gets ahead of his boggy meadow he had bought, and denied
4

Turkey

new chuirs, lounges, table, chandelier.

*“ Yes, we do,” said
brandy "—

they were not going to be eclipsed by those
Richley, young, strong and buxom, glory- “folks across the way; they could afford a
lag in hor butter-making and. thriving pig, bay window, and a bay window they would
was a’happier woman then than she is to- have. All the rich and stylish folks had

Is

window,—anew

another might.
His wife frowned, but in
vain.
She said if he wanted to farm, he
might, but she wouldnt have any of it

his land, and went to work.

with about fifteen acres of land around it, a
cbw, a Pig, and six chickens. Ay, and Mrs.

fellows and Fecomes “forehanded” ?

too, to satisfy the demands

poor, untutored feet and

strong

came too plain, farming too diy business,
their neighbors too ignorant. In short, their
weidlth and position (the *‘posiiion” came by
the *‘wealth,™) required that they should re-

If ever was heard such a trili?
IVs a ripple here and there,

~

exceeding

bear riches,so no wonder the Richleys' heads
were quite turned. Their country home be-

And the blithe blue-bird, too,—~
Now I leave it to you,

—

It took months, and

be.

family,

of the

their sons ; for is she not the only
of the golden hou-e of Ricbley ?

For his poor little bones must ache.

So

Mr. Richley

agreeable

quite pretty, and more

1 for her, a spoiling

0, the dear, delightful Spring,

was again bedieged.
the meadow,

He'll find comfort in crumbs,

.

with

overlaid

they could sa easily outshine.

now,”

that parlor was a glittering sight when at
last declared to be completely furnished!
cause not old enough yet.to be entirely
It did indeed let in the sun’s rays through
#4¢ And now what next?” -growled pater
| spoiled. But father and mother havein view | Richley, stubbing about in patent leathers. the short winter afternoons beantifully. A.

-

. Its a fearful long flight,
Quite out of my sight,
“That the little wings know how to take;
I hope. when he comes,
:

The

pride, arrogance and false training, that itis

than ‘any other member

With shouts of laughter,

eh

and

room of the opposite neighbors,” too, and
found it finer than their own. Rivalry was

six years,

The swallow’il-come home, too, soon they say.
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Richleys,
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the butt of many a jest more truthful than
linle sense they haveis so

The Return.

PE NE at

THE MORNING

estate possess hardly average abilities.

i

ES

door. She shricked out, and the ladies, her
visitors, came to her assistance. But she
was senseless when Henry,

with his

broken

limb and bruised face, was brought in and
placed on the drawing-room sofa. Mr.
Richley was away from home.
A surgeon
was called and the limb set, but in the confusion and dismiy nobody thought of Harry
till a number of hours had passed, and then

it was found that he had fled.
When Mr. Ricbley returned he found
wife insensible, one gon fled, and

crippled forlite.

Mrs. R. bad

apoplectic tendencies, and

this

his

the other

always

had

proved

the

last struke., She never came fully
self again, but licgered a few days
died. The last sight she ever saw
her bay window was the broken
her son, made thus by his own

to herand then
through
body‘ of
brother's

hand,

arms

borne toward

her

in

the

strangers.

The

:

father

sorrows.

of

was

quite

The house

unnerved by

in town,

drawing-room and bay

with

window

his

its

were

fine

hate-

ful in bis sight, and as soon as Heory
could be moved he réfired to a quiet spot
with hizh and Iiene, where at last ove or two
of his old countryicighbors found him, and
asked him to come back to his farm.
But
he declined.

‘His riches Seem

to be quite dissipated;

he works at gardening, while Irene, who is
his chief comfort, cats for the house and
her crippled, brother.
Harry has never
réturned.

py

"Thus ended
Richleys,

the short-lived

reminding

observed

the seriptare proverb,

** He

(hat

lory

of the

strongly

of

hasteth

to

be rich shalt not be innocent.

The
A

Word
F—

gentlewomerof

Eternity...
—

this nation,

spent the whole ulternoon and

*

having

a great put

otthe evening at cards, in mirth and joliiy,
came home, late at night,
waiting woman reading,

and finding her
she looked over

her shoulder upon the book and said, *¢ Poor
melancholy soul, why
dost thou sit here
poring so long upon thy book?”
That

night she could not sleep, but Jay sighing
and weeping, Her servent asked her once
again what niled her! As last she burst
into tears und Bid: 0, it was one word
that [ cast. my eye upon

in

thy

book

that

trouties me, Toere
I saw the woid erernityl. How happy were 1if I were provi-

ded for eternity "—Fluvel.

a

‘Brothers.
|’

Embracing educational, religious and

1869.

I.

Octuvo. pp. 824.

Sah ad

coeeae

of this work is made thoroughly

who have followed her career through the previous issues -eager to get this fresh interview

tt

“wither

pear.

signiticunce

proceedings

of the

‘GRACE MANSFIELD'S EXPERIMENT.
By Mrs.
‘A, K. Dunning.
Philadelphia: J. C. Garri-

gues & Co. 1863. 18mo. pp. 274.
An excellent story of a young girl’s effort to be
useful as u Christian laborer in a bard community, and of her

will start the tears in

and

succes-es

a Sabbath

many a regder’s

we hope prompt not a few to go and

in Con-

in es-

school.

It

eyes, and

do likewise,

of less of the

States; gives tubles of the election returns; exhibits the work done in all the various departments of the government servicé; presents an

abstract of the history and condition

of foreign

countries; gives us a record of the important
events during the past year, both at home and
abroad; contains an essay on each ofthe subjects
of Agriculture, Currency, and Finance, Mining,

and Literature, written by eminent

men

who

|THE DANISH

|

to exalt and less to disparage it than

most works

We infer that the publishers intend

an

Boston:

Pamphlet. pp. 76.

affirmative

he set

answer to

out, as he

says, in

the hope of reaching a negative one. The evidence of our obligation, ns he adduces ir, it must
be

confessed,is very

more

strong, and

some

of it is

interesting than creditable to certain offi-

cials,

tunes,

of great value, to all classes, and as having more

Parton.

1869.

Mr. Parton reaches
this question, though

tents and the ample

and excellent index enable

Are we bound in honor

By James

Fields, Osgood & Co.

Choice Songs

one to find at once any item of information that
may be desired.
We commend the work, as one

TSLANDS:

to pay for them?

have made these respective topics a special
study: supplies brief obituaries of the eminent
men of various countries who have died during
the year, etc., etc. The various tables of con-

of its class.

experiences

tablishing and managing

readily rp-

year. both

gress, Conventions, and. in’ more

thut she and

good awe pleasant, though not" especially ‘Tiagnetic, The smaller volume, dealing with Little
Willie; 1s thoroughly entertaining und alive from
the first page tothe last.

It epitomizes in a very admirable way the

political

iofluences

her friends gathered there.
Itis as good as its
predecessors, and that is praise enough.
** Aunt Mildred's Legacy?” is an Engli-h story,

good by the ap-

statistical table, and the information is so classi
its real

ANTONE
thE MoTnrains,

and appropriating the

pearance of the work itself.” We have looked it
over with some care and with great sati-faction.
The amount of information crowded within these
excellently-printed pages is very large, it has evidently been compiled: with great care that it
might be fully reliable, sbd’ithas certainly been
arranged with superior skill and judgment so
that it might be put into the most availuble
shape. It furnishes almost every item of infor.
mation touckiing the resources and thé scommercial, agricultural, financial, political and religious
condition of the country, that can be putinto a
fied as to make

Same Publish-

The Messrs. Carter have sdded tifee pleasant

& Co.

The promise given by. the announcement of the
publishers and the issue of the specimen pages

By the authorof

fighting,” &c.
pp. 339,

juvenile volumes to their long listin these books.
It will be enough to announce ano'her of the
“ Bessie Books,” to make all the young readers,

industri-

Hartford: O. D. Case

LEGACY,

worth
16mo.

+125

al statistics; facts relating to public institutions
and societies: miscellaneous éssuys; important
events; obituaries, ete. Edited by David N.

Vol.

. *‘ Battles
ers, ete,

LitTLE FREDDIE FEEDING HIS SOUL. By Say
Ponam.
Same Publishers, &c.
18mo. pp.

the United States, including every department
of the National and State Governments: together with a brie account of Foreign States, .

Camp.

16mo. pp. 356. Sold
by D. ;
4

AUNT MILDRED'S

“YEAR-BOOK
AND NATIONAL
FOR 1869. Astronomical, Historical,

REGISTER

1869.

Lothrop & Co.

_. Political, Kinancinl. Commercinl, AgriculiaFal,
Edueational and Religious. A general view of
&

AR

TEMPERANCE

HYMN-BOOK.
and

suitable

Hymns,

for

all

A collection of

adapted to familiar

Temperance

Organiza

tions, Prayer Meetings, aud Social Gatherings.
Compiled by J. N. Stearns. New York: National ' Temperance
Society and Publication
House.
lation,

1869.

32mo.

pp. 128.—A

good compi-

to follow up this beginving with the issue of a
volume annually,
and so make up a library of
HYMNS FOR LITTLE CHILDREN.
By Mrs. C.
current information that will be richly worth pre- LF. Alexander.
New York & Boston: E. P. Dutserving.
Sold only by subscription.
Agents
ton & Co, 1869. 32mo.
pp. 63. —A
reprint of

should address the publishers,

©»

an English collection which has
1y 800.000 copies.

THE BRAWNVILLE PAPERS: being Memorialsof
the Brawnville Athletic Club,
Edited by Moses Coit Tyler, Professor of English Literatuie
in Michigun University,
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
1869.
12mo. pp. 215.

circulated near-

It contains many good

things,

and more or less that do not wholly escape the

suspicion of doggerel..

3

1

Messrs. Harper & Bros. issue in book form
the serial of Anthony Trollope, which has been
-running through one of our magszmes for some

If we do not have a genera'ion of muscular
men and women within the next thirty years, it time past —entitled, PHINEAS FINN, THE IRISH
will not be owiigto the lack of effort on the
MEMBER.~— I'hey ulso issue a well-printed edis
part of the advocates of gymoastic training and | tion of BEADE'S GRIFFITH GAUNT. in paper
development, nor to any want of «kill and confi
covers, at the merely nomioal price of 2) ects.
dence in the presentation of their views.
Mr.
That is cheap enough to suggest ante-war days.
Tyler is certainly one of the most interesting und
taking of these preachers. of a ** Mu-cular ChrisTAR WESTMINSTER REvIEW, for Jan. and
finnity.” and in these ur: icles, reprinted from the

Herald of Health, he hus

brought out

the most

ultractive sides of his literary
qualities,
He
strings his various grguments, objections, illus:
trations, protests, pleas and witticism« on the
thread of a narrative, and the whole thing is
most exquisitely done.
His characters represent
several types of men, and the portraiture is done
in a manoer that allows no question 10 be raised
respecting the ability of the artist. Judge Fuir-

play, snd Doctor Drugger, and

1y, and it tells a large amount of wholeséme and
néeded truth in spite of all its perhaps pardonable exaggeration.
A neglected truth is apt to be

when

at length

it fiads

an earnest

champion but this volume as a whole will do
great good by setting intelligent aud Christian
readers resolutely thinking on profitable lines of
thought.
:

TWELVE

toes and

Work:
Flagg,

CE
——
wITH THE

YEARS

Echoes,

in Morals

3
CHILDREN.

and

Mot-

Musionary

Bv W. Warren.
Portiand:
1869.
16meo. pp. 825.

Hoyt &
¢
.

To the many who know the excellent and genial author of this volume jt will need no recommendation,as they will recall his pleasant and
stimulating talks at once and be eager to get the
large numberof them, heard and unheard, that

are found in all their freshness and vivacity

be-

tween these covers.
Po those who have not seen
and heard -bim, we may say that this volumeis
brimfull of excellent counsels, pithy sayings,
stories that have both a meaning and a moral, fumiliar talks that are sure to reach both brain and
heart, and encouragement to * trust in the Lord

und do good”

thyt wittbe

found

both

cheering

and helpful.
Most of what bere appears is especially adapted to children, but few are either
#0 old or so wise as to be beyond the reach of the
author’s far-reaching aim and steady reach after
usefulness,
Itis a book to stir better purposes
und higher ambition, and make the heart abound
still more in charity and hope.

MAGAZINE,

LATIN

GRAMMAR.

Prepared hy Wil

liam F. Alien, A. M., Professor of Ancien’,
Languages snd History in the University o
Wisconsin, and Joseph H. Alles, Canibridge,
Muss.
Third Edition.
Besion: Edwin Ginn.
Woolworth, Ainsworth
Coo 1869,
12mo.
pp. 143.
.
;

We opened this book wilh cing misgivings,
Its dimensions uffarded only a doubtful promise
of un adeljuate view of the grammar of the Latin language, and we feared it'might prove an offered substitute for the hard’and patient work

without

which

LITERARY

al, the information)is cleurly given, and

the im-

portant points are adequately explained and illustrated,
The methods adopted to exhibit the
declensions of the nouns and the paradigms of

the Rerbs

sirike

us as most

excellent,

The

whole plan is a philosophicsl one, und it hus
‘been Jahoriously and successfully carried out,
In the hands of a competent teacher, it appenrs
to us superior to any other grammsr of the lune

guuge that we huve

met,

Its mechunienl

excel

lence are of the very highest order, ~the chofeest typography being set off by the richest ereame
luid paper.
ity
RY

BESSIE AMONG
H. Mawbews.

THE MOUNTAINS. “By Joanna
New York: Robert Carter &

afi

MISCELLANY,

The shores of Like Mono have

a whitish

color, arising from the prevalence of.caleareotusdeposits. The lake is eighiven miles
in length, by about ten or twelve in width,

On

the

western

side are distinct water-

marks, showing that in

former years

it at-

thousand feet above its

present

covering

-afea of the great

tained an elevation of eight hunired 10 one
level.

On

the eastern side isd gav or depression in
the hills, through whichiitmu-t have flowed

an

immense

Walker River basin. A vague idea possesses
the mind that all the great inwrior basins,
including that of Salt Lake, might have

formed a grand intermediate ocean sireiching from the far north to the Guif of Cali
fornia, between the great parallel ranges of
the Cascades and Sierra
Nevidas to the
west,

and

the

Rocky

Mountains

to

the

east,

Almost every conceivable variety of
fora may be found among these incrusta-

tions. White columns and elaborate facades,
like thoseBr the ruined temples of Greece,

stand on the desert shores to the north.
Archways and domes and embaitlements are
represented with astonishing fidelity. It is

commonly supposed that these are formations of white coral; but there can be no
doubt that they are produced by the chemical agiion,of the
water, which’ at fre-

quent, intervals is forced up thriugh the
fissures of the earth by -subterrsnvun heat,
There springs are numerous, avd probably

fqrm around them a base of calcareous matter, which, by
constant accretions, rises

above the surrounding level.
The water of this Jake is strong and
bitter to the taste, and probubly contains
borax ahd soda. To the touch it. feels soft
and soapy ; and indeed has much the effect of
liquid *having soap.
Upon
being rabbed
on the skin or any foreign substauce, it
makes an excellent lather.
Fur washing

purposes it’ is admirable. I wa-hed my
head in it, and was astonished at the Ye-

sult, To quote the language of a patent
advertistment—It
removes
the dandruff
from the hair, purifies the skin, causes a
healthy glow, takes the greage out ot cloth,
and

is

especially

successful

as

a

general

expurgator.
The only difficulty I found
about itis, that it shrinks up the tlesh when
steeped in it for any great length of time,
to get rid of without

tion of fresh water.

of

lye,

und

a subsequent

is

hard

applica-

I think it would extract

all the flesh, blood, and muscolar tissues
out of the human body, and form ‘the usu-

al calcareous deposit over the bones in a
véty short time,
Its buoyant properties

are even more remarkable than those of the
Dead Sea.
To
sink, in it requires the
strongest ¢fforts of a strong swimwer,

i)

Neddir
A Wedding.
»'
——

+ + + » A short time since, at a wedding
in South Carolina, a young lawyer moved that
one wan in the company should be elected

ns president; that this president should be
duly sworn to keep entirely secret nil the
eommunications

that

should

be

forwarded

to liimyin his official department that night;

that each unmarried. gentlemen und lady
should write bis or her name on a piece of

paper, and under it place the namo

of the

person they wished to marry, then hand jt
to the president for inspection ; und it any
gentleman and lady had reciprocally chosen

enoliother the president was to inform each
other of; the resuls; nd those who had not
heen fEdthrocal in in their choice were to be
kept entirely secret.
‘After the appoint
mens of the president, communicativhs were

accordingly hinded up to the chuir, and it"
was found that twelve ladies and geutlemen had made reciprocal choices,
nud elev,
en of the twelve matches were solemuized-

we

#

are at

The Dead Sea of the West.

Latin ccholarshfp is simply im-

possible,
\But we were agreeably disappointed.
Thovgh the *ondensing process muy have been
cuidicd »0 fur us to render 4 teacher's constant
uid necessary in order that most pupils may read.
dly understand
what
is bere offered them, yet
there seems nothing really lucking in this manu-

March,

(5: A

like a strong decoction

MANUAL

for

haud, full of the material that u-uslly renders
their pages attractive.
New York: L. Scott&

Rev, Mr. Bland,

and Schoolmaster Henry, and Deacon Snipn, und
Abdiel Standish, and Leonidas Climax are all
products-of genius as well-as of imaginntion;and
the method und sty le adopted in exhibiting them,
and making them contribute in such
diverse
ways to the development of Mr. Tyler's theory
of gymoastics and physical culture, are such as
deepen interest instead of satisling the reader.
There is not a dull page in the book, even when
it is dealing with dull characters.
Its learning
and its logic, its originalities and its quotations,
its colloquies and its set speeches, its seriousness
and its banter, its careful discrimination and its
extravagant caricature. its audacity and its piety,
—all these are rendered entertaining and made to
help in bringing out the practical lesson which
the author never allows either hims«If or his
reader to forget. The book is sure of populari-

over-tated

BLACKWOOD'S

Vp

&

.

THE
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Life in Alaska.

-*

Stateman.

of New England with better manners.

is a long-waisted

One can hardly imagine the rapidity with

a
+

~

Blaine has all the better - ideas
man,

He

with shoulders

square aud ready for the wheel,

and: there

which snmmer comes on in this region. ‘is a hitch to them when he is anxious. His
On the 27th of May the river was full of ice. ‘eye.is piercing and large,
his head is earTen days after the voyagers had to lie by ried handsomely, and he has vigorous legs
during the noonday heat. The thermometer
and arms, and often looks soldierly, as if
then stood at 80° in the shade. -On the 9th cavalry boots
and buckskin
gauntlets
of June the Americans parted with their would become him. +e is a more manly
Russian companions. On the 23d the
;
¢.to the eye than Co)
howing
“Teached” FOIE Yukon, Having rowec nT] Bthroughout
his life Irish extractions, and
tracked 600 miles against a swift current.
has wit, prehapsimagination, to match.
«Thetrip had lasted twenty-nine days, outof He isa strong executive officer, and he
which they had laid by only three. A few dirécted the Republican vote of the State of
weeks later they descended the same space, Maine last year with a zest and energy in
having the current with them, in seven which you could hear his nerves tingle.
days.
:
is a closer politician than Blauine—
They remained at Fort Yukon until the “notColfux
a more ardent one, but an asgater one—
8th of July, being most hospitably enterI had almost said a more cunning one. Ie
tained. The fort had quite a civilized look. pats
all his opportunities to the . thriftiest
There were freshly-plastered walls, glazed fuse. His Congressional documents, packwindows, and open fice-places, magazines. ages of garden seeds, tickets of admission
stores, fur-room, and ice-well. Camped to public places, abstemious evening receparound the fort were -quite five hundred tions,
and whatever other facilities he enIndians, who had come there to trade. joys, are rapidly applied to the uses chiefly
Some wore their native costumes of skins;
of those who are, or may be, his constivuothers were tricked out in coats and ghirts ents.
of civilized peoples. Oae old chief, known
Colfax’s motherly education made him
«a8 **Red-Leggings,” was gorgeous in a a moral boy, with good habits and fine
scarlet coat, with brass buttons and epanlets. associations, while bis natural adroitness
The Indians were of many tribes. There directed
this prudent life and engaging
were,

for

example,

* Foolish

Folks,”

“Wool Folks,” ** Birchbark Folks,” ** Rat
Folks,” and +¢ Hill Folks.”
:
Tne (ur-room of the fort was a rare sight.
From the beams hung marten skins by the
thousand, while the cheaper kinds of fars
were lying upon the floof in huge heaps.

‘manners to hights of place such as only
genius or reaP force of character common
ly reach,
‘There is neither flint nor fire in
Colfax, and yet he is a capable man.
He
does not-resist, but he avoids; he is not

There was a fair supply of the skins of the
silver gray and black fox,
The latter is by

to young men not possessed of the very first

far the most

valuable.

There.

seintillant nor energetic, but satisfactory.
His career affords an encouraging example
intellectual qualities

is a story

are

the

currency

of

Fort Yukon. The unit is a beaver-skin,
estimated at about half a dollar. Two
martens count us one beaver, and so on.
The one thing which strikes the reader

at once, and which confirms what is told hy
Richardson,
Kane,
Hall,
and all other
Arctic explorers, is the superabundance ot
animal
life existing in these northern
regions.
Strange as it may seem, tropical
and semi-tropical regions are almost bare of
‘living creaturesi++-Strain and his party

“wandered for weeks through the thick
forest
of Cgptral America, never seeing an

Indiana, recently said, at Fernando Wood's
dinner, that he was as fair a presiding

officer as an opponent could expect. Once
or'twice Colfax surprised me by leaving
the chair and joining in pitched buftle upon

some one point affecting the propriety
of his
rulings, and he has displayed much

Bat life abounds

in the

Arctic regions. © The rivers swam with fish
almost begging to be caught.
The Kumgchistdales have reindeerby the thousand.
Whymper

and

his

friends

during

their

briet stay at Nulato bought the skins of 800
white hes,
which
their blankets.
The
them

and

were used to cover
Iadians had caught

appropriated

own use.

the

meat

Moose meat, varied

is the standimg

tood

of

to

by

those

who

their

beaver,

have

got

tired of salmon and such like dish.
The
delicacins are a moose's noseand a beaver's

tail.—Harper's Magazine,

Love

|

That love isthe

Wo

o

leading

;

elemént

I have

of the

mentioned

as be-

longing w a perfect marriage, itsell a jus-

titieation of marriage?

True

love

wonders ; but it cannot prevent

the phy-ical

all house-keepers know, it cannot ‘‘
mike
the pov boil.” Lovealone, when we consider its proverbial instability, and the

small chance it has of surviving under bleak

conditions, is certainly an insufficient capital upon which to commence the partnership of marriage.
This is t-ue of even the
highest and strongest love ; how much more
80 of the hasty and passionate attachments
which leads to so many thousands of marEi

]

There is an infinity of false sentiment
about the passion of love. While I would
not east a doubt upon the existence of noble

love, of devotion, and of passion which no
sorrow or trial can tire, which is even refined and strengthened by suffering, yet the
value, the office, the very nature of love in

our ordinary life is greatly misunderstood.
Loveis the most exaggerated passion in
literature. It holds, in our imaginations, a
position which it does not hold in the life of
one man or woman ina thousand. ** Being
the supreme passion of modern art,” says a
recent

writer,

‘tit

becomes

sound high its praises.

necessary

to

Wae should suppose,

if we read only novels and poetry,

that they are unable to go on with the other

interests of life.
They cannot see men as
they are, engaged in theirdaily work pur-

suing their various ends and living a mul
titarious life. of which love is but a single
element.” Qarcregard for the passion over-

steps the healthy limit, and becomes morbid; we judge of ituntraly ; we attend to its
promptirgs with absurb expectations; we
teach ourselves that the passion is uncontrollahle, and

regard it as

a

kind

of

fate;

and we glorify the supremacy of a first love,

a3 if the heart did not require 4 training a5
varied as the intellect. Considering the
wide-spread

misery

which our ‘misconcep-

tions of love have wrought, we might doubt
whether

this passion

was

not

the greatest

misfortune as well as the greatest

"in the world.

blessing

We may conclude, in spite of

Chaucer, that Love's allegiance is not the
only thing needful to make a permanently

kappy marriage.— Galaxy.

Two

Speakers.
VS.

COLFAX.

The Washington correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune says: A fine antithetical
study would be that of Blaine and his predecessor, Colfax. They are so like in the average that one has to hesitate

fers either.
pire State,

before

he

pre-

Colfax is a native of the Em

Blaine, of the

Keystone.

Both

are Middle States men

in ‘all essentials

temperament,

physiognomy,

figure,

and eight for a fool”

Napoleon demanded

bug five.
But then there is only one Napoleon in a generation, and the Ewperordied before his prime.
We see men around
us, hard brain- workers too, who devote on-

ly four, five, or six hours to sleep.

of

cy of sleep.

in some respects the largeness and

of thé metropolis, retaining

** dash”

in some smill

It will

He

which

Nature

demand-,

and yet

retiin his

Insulation

of the Atlantic Cablé,
er

The Boston

Journalyf Chemglry

asserts

on the authority of a gentleinan iatimately
connected with the working of the Atlantic

Telegraph Cable that the insulation is growing monthly more perfect, and that the first
cable, laid four years since, leaks less thaw
the last one.

The

loss, at the present time,

does not reach half of one per cent. upon
both cables. This is rurprising, and very
encouraging to the owners of the line. The
extreme cold of the deep sea basin, in which

the wires repose, is favorable to the retention of the electrical impulses in the channel provided for them. The time consume
in charging and discharging the conductors

-

him

no

asleep

uncom-

mustache ; while, on the
of the feeblest, poorest,
whom we recall, shave
the matter of aid from

on the rug

When this torpor from the opium had pa%h:

And

who

‘ean

remember.

the last | ays

¥

of

Poe, withouy an’ irrepressiblp regret? He
was on his way to marry a confiding wom.
an, stopped in Baltimore, and was found by
tho ravings

in

of

teli them

Brevity is specially important.
obituary.

the

‘‘Store,” and have a revel with his bottle
Ha
companions.
Rollin says of Alexander the Great, that
the true position which brought him to his
:

end was wine.
The Empress

was

Rassia

of

Elizabeth

completely brutified by strong liquor. She
was often in such-a state of bacchic ecstasy
during the day that she could not be dressed
in the

morning,
attach

loosely

and

her

her

robes,

attendants would
few

a

which

clipsof the scissors would disengage in the
;
evening.
Let every man, especially in publie life,
‘who desires to avoid a drunkard’s death,
remember that he is on the crumbling
verge of such an infamy, when he begins

to feel that in order to prepare himself—
the doctor for consultation] the lawyer for

a cause,

the

clergyman

politici in for a speech—he

for

the

oi

help

sermon,

must take a ping

he

God,

never

will

~ A Model
¥

as life

—

G—

‘“Sqnire Johnson” was a model lawyer,
as the fhllowing anecdote will show :
Mr. Jones ouce rushed into the Sqnire’s

office

in ‘great passion.

** That internal

¢oundrel of a cobbler, Smith, has sued me,
Mr. Johnson, for five dollars I owe him
tor a pair of boots !”

** Then you owe him five dollars?”

»

“T8
be sure
sued me—sued

I do;
me!”

buthe's

*“Then why don’t you

pay

gone

him,

owe him?”

and

if you

¢* Because he’s sued me ; and when a man

does that, I'll’ never pay him "till it costs
him more than

he

gets.

I want

you

to

make it cost him all you can.”
** But ic will cost you something, too.”
“1 don’t care for that.
What do you
eharge to-begin

with?»

‘** Ten dollars ; and more if there's much
extra trouble.”
“ All righy!
There’s the X.
Now go
ahead!”
:

No sooner was his client gone, than
Squire Johnson
stepped across to his
neighbor Swith, and offered to pay the bill,
on condition

that the suit should

be

with-

drawn. The shoemuker gladly acceded—
all he wauted was his pay. The lawger

retained the other five for his fee; and
the case was not ** troublesome,” made
further

demand

on

his client,

as
no

:

Ten days after, Jones came in to see how

his ca-e was geting on.
“ All right!” said the

this obstacle, and thus. enable submarine
cables to perform double the woik in the
same length® of time.
The success of deep

sea cables,is now fully assured, and we may
look for n large increasein the number during the next quarter of a century.

The

True

Yankee.

Cb

The true Yankee is not a model of grace
or of elegance. He is too much in earnéss
about sobér affvirs. He has not the gift of

lawyer.

“ You

Iput it
glad to

won’s have any trouble about that.

to Smith so strongly that he was

of

Yankee

anything

but

complimentary.

The Yankee that grubs and grinds; the
Yankee, that pinches his coin with a finger
less
it;

forceful than
the die that
the Yankee
that smiles, is

reticent, and grasps, and keeps—O poor
Yankee ! Nevertheless, who are they that
build colleges ? Who are they that found
academies? Who are they that beautify
villages? Who are they that plant the public
highway, until, like a garden, town reaches,
through arms of beauty, to town P Who are
they that establish the economies that make
the State richest P Who arethey whose States
have,
It is

in the worst times, the best credit?
the, Yankees.— Henry Ward Beecher,

¢ Vices of Genius,
——

Coleridge was such a slave of liquor that
he was kept-an unwilling prisoner by Christopher

North

on

an

occasion

when

some

EE

Not more

than a

any

single

are inadmissible.

headed old pilgrim cast herself “upon the
youthful corpse, and poured into his deaf

ear many. words of endearment unused for
forty years.
It was a‘touching contrast;
theone so old, the other so young.
They

had both been young those long-ago years;
bué time had goneon withthe living, and
stood still with the dead.

The
.
The

Mustache.

——
Congregationalist

apologizes for the

use of the mustache as follows:

A correspondent declares that clergymen
who wear the mustache, are not as easily

understood

“by auditors

who are hard of

hearing, as those who shave, for the reasons

Mrs. M. AsBiE, wife of David F. Meader, and
daughterof William L. and Mary Chandler. died
in this city, of congestion of the lungs. March T.
aged 21 years.
She was an acceptable memberof
the first Congregational church in this place.
Soon after sad emotions arose from
a belief
that her future plans were not to be realized and
that she was so suddenly to be severed from her
beloved companion and many other dear friends.
she became willing to exchange the joys of
this transitory life for the more sublime, glorious,
and enduring happiness of the fature world.
Rev. Mr. Walker, of Fairhaven, Muss., before
whom less than five months ago the youthful
couple stood at the hymeneal altar, officiated at
the funeral.
How short ths time from the marCoM.
riage to the tomb.
MR. James M. JENNESS, of Boston. died of
consumption, Keb. 13. aged 62 years and 8 mos.
His last hours were quiet and vrusiful. :
N. L: ROWELL.

hope of eternal life through

Christ.

the writer.

Se

J.

prehension by watching the motion of the
speaker's lips. And he asks: ‘‘ as the object of preaching is to be understood ; may
itnot be duty to Christ to put off any ornament which defeats, even in a partial dethat

object P’——To

which

that

the

we

OF

Street Crossings,

Floors,

Carriage

PATENTED

Sheds,

SEPTEMBER
Snow

eagle heading, but I mean

A
This pavement
Star building.

Lizzie A., only child
of Elijah

W. and

Clara

3 years,
severed
to meet
D. C.

CoL. CHARLES WATTS died in Buxton, Me.,
Jan, 31, 1869, of congestion of the brain, aged 61
years: Bro. Watts wus a member of the 2d °F,
W. gaptist church, beloved and respected by sll,
and his sudden death casts a dark shadow upon
and community,

and

especially

over

the interesting family lefc in sadness.
He had
served his town in the Legislature and various
other capacities, and the loss of such an uprighg
man is deeply felt.
OU. BUTLER.
GrORGE F. NELSON. died of consumption, in
Stratford, March 21. 1809, aged 30 years, 10 wmo-~,
His health had been gradually declining foe some
years, but he was coutined to the house only a
few weeks. . As his end approached his prospects.
for heaven brightened,iud he cheerfully exchanged this mortal, tor an immortal tenement.
Juss
as the spirit

was

departing,

his

ear

seemed

to

catch the sound of celestial strains, and he faintly whispered, ** I hear distant-musie, I am going

home,” and calmly pus-ed away

to enjoy the

re-

ality of the heavenly visions leaving a wifey tivo
children and other filends to mourn hisdeparture.
;
L. BRACKET.

RS. A, S,, wife of Rev.

B.

H.

MeMarphy,

died in Alexandria, Feb. 10, 1869. aged 63 yeurs,
6 mos... 22 days.
She wus the daughter of Moses
and Ruth Simons, experienced religion when
fourteen years of age, was baptized by Rev. Wm.
D. Cass. and united with the chureh. of which
she has ever been a consistent and faithful member.
She frequently changed her church relationsh p. as in the Providence of God she changed her place of residence.
Wherever she resided through the forty-nine years of her Christian
experience,
she wus a true, humble Christian,
able in prayer and exhortation, and instrumental
in doing much good.
This is a great source of
ieonsolatio to her ufilicted husband and a great

‘motive to. persevering

usetivity in the cause

of

Christ that he may be prepared to meet her in
the huppy land of the
liereafrer.” The funeral
services were attended By the Rev. E. Fisk, who

preached a sermon from the

words:

‘ Comfort

ye; comfort ye my people, &e.”

CoM.

LyDpiA P., wife of Rev. C. E. Haskell died in
Piustield, N. H., March 2d, aged 39 years, Sister:
H. wag anuative of Rome, Me,, but her parents
now reside in: Mercer.
She was converied in
Lowell,

under

the ministry of Rev.

S. Curtis,

sitting

DEA. JosErH Corw,died at his residence in W.,
Gardiner, Me.,of congestion,of the lungs Dec. 22,
aged 44 years. . Bro. U: made a public’ profession
of religion in 1842, was baptized by Rev. Samuel
Bush. and became one of the first members of
the West Gardiner Center church,
Our brother
has well proved his piety to be not a flickering
flame but a clear and steady light supported by
the principles of uprightness and truth.
He was
liberal in supporting the gospel
and its
ine
stitutions,
The prayer and conference meetings
of the church were his delight; and his place
the sanctuary was never vacant without substantial reason.
He was a good man at home or
abroad. Bro. C,, after he professed religion, en-

Jjoyed communion with his God which gave
divine support and resignation. But few
ed more real Christian traits than he.

him

possessHis pe-

in the hearts of the children of God.
Bro. C,
was Superintendent of the Sabbath school for
sixteen jou and by his request they followed
be more

missed.

the

harmless,

-

Prices

We all felt that no one

TIis wife has lost an

by.the dozen; also Postage

Psalmody, 18me.
in Sheep,
do
do

do

Embossed

do

do

1,00
9,60

,20
2,28

dozen, 10,66

1,96

Morocco, single,
do

do
32mo.
do
do
Butler's Theology,

1,10

dozen,

15,36

8,26

18,62

do,
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
do
do
Church Member’s Book,

single,
ozen,
gingle,
dozen,
single,

,15
144
1,00
9,60
,30

,02
28
20
2,40
08

17
172
1,20
12,00
I

Treatise,

gingle,

do

Bound,
0

.do

do

.

Story

dozen,

o

upon Thaught,

Worship,

Worship,
13
do é ie
of Jesus,
:

do

single, 1,20
dozen, 11,52
single,
,25
dozen, 2,40

2,88

86

2,76

single,

25

04

29

5

1%

y.
do
+
dozed,
Lessons for every Sunday in.

144
.

28

1,7
Te

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,
Appeal to Conscience,
single,
do.
do
do
dozen,
Communionist,
single,

,20
2,00
14
1,35
,08

04
,44
,04
20
02

+24
2,4
18
1,56
16

Choralist, .

y A

dozen,

single,

0
Minutes of General Confer.

ozen,

ence,

=

,77

single,

There is no

discount

20

could

affection-

ate, Christian husband and the son and daughter

5

we

doubt

fact,

,75%

A

di va

:

for FARMERS

and

Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Ves~els and
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it

‘being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for

body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price
$6 per bbl. of 300 1hs., which will supply a farmer for
come.

Warranted

in all

cages

as above.—

pa

ars.

None

nuine unless branded in a
e mark, Grafton
fineral Paint.
Per-ons can order the Paint and remit the ‘money on receipt of the goods.
Address

DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl St., New York.

BEAUTIFUL

HAIR,

put up

style.

;

a

in One Bottle,

~

or

hE

Pa I A.

IATR

i as

one

of the

best

AND

Hair Dressing.

It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is inimediately checked.

JOB

TYPE,

FACES.

:

JOHN K. ROGERS,
55

Waler

Street,

Agent,

Boston.

AF The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,
tf8
=
|

JACKSON’S

CATARRH

SNUFF

AND TROCHE POWDER,
.- A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deaf.
ness, ¢c., and all Disorders
resulting from COLL S in HEAD
YFHROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS,
This Remdy does not “Bry up” a Catarrh, but
.Loosens

it;

frees

the head

of

quickly removing Bad Breath and

all offensive

matter,

Headach;

allays

-and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so
mild snd agraeable in its effects that it

F"CURES
WITHOUT SNEEZING ' 23
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
DELICIOUS

and

Vocal

SENSATION
COOLNESS

Organs a

OF
AND

COMFORT.

Is the best Voice Tonic in the world!
TRY IT/
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free.
Address

COOPER,
FOR

SALE

1869.

WILSON

-

BY

=

=

=

DEALERS

WW.

H

&

=~

CO.,

Philadelphia,

EVERYWHERE.

LV

6m29

AN'S

Floral

1869.

Guide:

And Catalogue of SEEDS
and
PLANTS, is
now published, containing descriptions of over 1,600
varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.
It is splendid
ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engrav
ings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which
will be, the celebrated

¢“Mrs.

Mrs. 8. A ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another

METAL,

Address orders to

Illustrated

RESTORER

FOR ITS

NEWSPAPER

9

Vil)
estore
Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

IN 1817.

And lately for its unrivalled

ALLEN’S

It is a most delightful

SMITH,

And its large. varieties of

BOOK

HAIR

Important Change,
RESTORER AND DRESSING

Combined
:

iva

BENRY

HARD AND TOUGH

Proprietors,
I, HAIR

DR.

ALWAYS NOTED

Is a certain indication
of decay at the roots,
Yew

but in a

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

Yow Must Cultivate it

ADR

by

recommend

gives to the Throat

Nature's Crown,
GRAY

awav ‘whole,

COMMENCED

Gratton

coats well
pu#on, mixed with
pure Linseed Oil, will
last 10 or 15 years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, ‘olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer.
It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
Cairiage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware

ears to

for

in the
It has.

First Letter Foundry in New England.

Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two

fend for Cireular which gives full

known

medeienes in 1.8e, and are confident it will accom:
plish all that he ¢ aims tor it.
.
Mrs. George Kings: ury, Nathanie! Bras ley, Hira;
Co son, Aloert 3. Tash, I. N. Wentwos
th, Leonar
Kicker, Mary E. Baker—Dover N, H.
17

Price $1.25

Pollock?’

Geranium;

colored from nature.
-In it will be found, designs for
arranging tlhe flower garden; together with full directions for Sawing Seed, Transplanting, &¢.
This

work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all

others on receiptof tgnactual cost.

cents,

which

is not half the

I am also introducing to the Public my

to,the
I one
with the other,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Pooprictors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholeselo Druggists,
35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

1y9
ESTABLISHED

A

AT

CARGO

sell them

VALUABLE

(IFT.—80

PRICE LIST OF TEAS,
(Black), 70c, 80c, 00c, best $1 per

YOUNG

HYSON (Green),

$1,10, best $1,256 per 1b.

UNCOLORED

Dr. Sewall’s diagrams.

S

M

17610

E

Ww

N

facture ra’ nse, besides our new

G

“ETNA

70¢, 800, 900, $1,00,

IMPROVED”

A C H | N E LILY MacHINE,
+|

1214

FAM:

Agéncy tor N. E-States,

318 WASHINGTON

DAILY,

@rounp Corrxx,
20c,, 260., 80c., 85c., best 40. per Ib.—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who

use large quantities of Coffee, can economise in that article
ast and

Dinner Coffee,

which

we sell at the low price of 30¢, per pound, and warrant to
give perfect satisfaction, ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 86e,
best 4c. per lb, GREEN (Unroasted), 25c., 80c., 830.
best 860. per Ib,
We warrant all.the. goods we-sell. to: give- ntiere satisfho-

If they are not satisfactory, they oan be returned, at

request, Rev. 8. Bush preached a very impressive
discourse.
J. FULLER.

New York, are authorized to contract for advert
n the Star,

“Asan exhibition of truth

AGENTS

STREET, BOSTON,
H. 8. WILLIAMS, Agent,

WANTED.

’

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

within

York.

Neeille, Simple, Durable, Practical, Adjustable.
We have
four sizes, adapted foi-manu-

GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50,

our expense,

by

Address BLACK VALLEY CHECK Co., Box

«
Ib,

JAPAN, 90c,$1, $1,10, best $1,256 per b

by using our French Br:

8. ‘8

Sent

Shutlte, “Lock Stitch, Stra‘ght

IMPERIAL (Green), T0¢, 800, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
per1b.,

Dr,

PHYSICIAN?

224, Boston.

MIXED; (Green and Black,) 70o, 800, 90c, best

$2,256

prge=.,

FAMILY

‘ DOMESTIC

know of nothing comparable with it.”’—J. B. GOUGH.
Price by mail $2,50.
Half price to Missio naries and

Pastors,

PRICES,

$1 pes in.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 700, 800, 900,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
best

new Toma-

CLUSTER,

Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mass,
17wl

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
OOLONG

IY

INTEMPERANCE
CURKD
and
prevented by a
view of its coascgquences, a8 shown in tne new Chromo, 20x24, of the Black Valley
Railro:d
contaiuin

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
and

TOT

describes all Diseases and their Remedies.
mail, free,
Address DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
mio
714 Broadway,
New

COMPANY

Tea districts of China and Japan,
in quantities to suit customers,

MAN

Jmporter of Seeds,

FITCH’S

GREAT AMERICAN
TEA

LYMAN

Dr. D. Rice, says:
“Everybody should have it,”
For illustrated circular, containing description, rec.
ommendations, &c.
Address Wm, H. LYMA

1861.

THE

and

ate czas

and

& CO., Proprietors.

others.—The

Medicire

.
Dover, N. H., Ort 1868.
We the nnderriged, hereby certify that we nave
used Dr Smith’sceje
by ated Worm
Curdiol, and we

Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover 8t., Boston.
Send for Circular.
0,
:
:
Wholesale Agents in Boston—M, 8. Burr & Co., @. C.
Goodwin & Co.
#%-Sold in Dover by LOTHROP & PINKHAM.
123
AINTS

Afflicted.

al. orders should be addressed.

the

ISAAC H. LAMBERT.

ro-

!

Preparrd

FOR

by all “Druggists.”

At retail
24134

at his Botauic Dispensary,
tign of the Good Sa
ma:itan, No 2 Fourth street, Dover, N, H —to whom

This testimonial is a sample of what we daily
receive.
We warrant it to give immediate and permanent relief as can be attested by thousands who

D. J. DEMERITT

& Co., Port-.

Cordial.

not a'waveé'b i'g tue worms

NORTH
(COHASSET, Dec. 2, 1868.
Messrs. D. J .DEMERITT &’Co.,—
Gent< —For the last ten years I have been a great
sufferer from Catarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy for that disease.
When I commenced
using
Jit, I was partially deaf and had lost allsense of smell.
I can now hear as well as ever 1 could; and my sense
of smell is completely restored to me.
I consider it
the best remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as
such earnéstly recommend it to.all.

A

W, Perkins

ma 8 of strings and shi ds, combined wi'h mucus
and morbid matter.
EVERY BOTTi.E WARRANTED,

. DEMERITT’S

package.

Y.

been t-Etéd for years and never Enown to fail in a
single instance.-wlt'has a double advantage over all
other
preparations,
in that it invariaulythaccomli-hes the oij.ct derired, and at ihe ga
time
iro plessaut and agreeable to ihe {a te.
IT IS A PUBELY VEGETABLE
COMPOUrD.
It does

North American COatarrh! Remedy.

have used it. Sold

7

tie sure d struction of Worms of every kind
stomaot or intestines of chi:dren or acults,

CATARRH.

6m3]

W, F. Phillips,

can cheerfully

CURE

Mass.

3 the best-and only rvJiable

dozen.

A SURE

Kennedy,

Worm

9

by

Use.

SMITH’S

!

20

on the Minutes

the very

,

Great Joy tothe

yi

tion,

dime

Boston.

97

8

1,

to

land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists. Price $1.60 per hottle.

single,
1,
20
ivr
9,60
2
1%
8,15
——0f=———1¢

do

you

‘Wholesale Agents, George C. Goodwin & Co., M,
8. Burr & Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & Willey,
Gilman & Bro. Weeks
& Potter
Reed & Cutler.

29

240

to

Roxbury,

8,48

,04

dozen,

ingle, To

~

Donald

1,40
13,92
29
2.8% '|

,60

26

and driving

of water three times a day, and ’in a few days every
particle of Rhéumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dis

08
9,14
1,88

20
2,40
04
48

the most venomous and hot poison

your heart,

solved and pass off by the kidneys.
MANUFACTURED BY

1,26

8,18
1,

do

|

2

of madness:
3
hen you have the
:
"
SCIATICA,

* Directions

12,52

08
96
y—

do

in the

You will take u table-spoonful and three spoonfuls

1,20
11,88

single,
dozen,
‘single,

History,
do
Christian Baptism,
do
o

suffer,

at night wishing

any ofthese diseases in a few days is not the Greatest

Total

,16

and

Medicgl,Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!

on the same.

Price, Postage.

single,
dozen,

sit

lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
ourself in bed, and eve!
movement will 4 to your’
eari like a knife; now tell me, if relief an a cure of

of Freewill Baptist Books,

Single and

must

(that I have just got Hough with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, most strength-destro ng.most
spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of all the diseases that can afllict our poor human nature:
When you have the
.
LUMBAGO,

}

a kind and tender father. His absence will be
deeply felt ip the family, in the community and

conceive thatall individual cases which may
sh
/

verge

in.

thirty days, and have the money re:

:
ply: (1) nobody, that we know of, wears in the little church of which he was deacon and funded.
GREAT AMERIOAN
TEA OOMPANY,
the. mustache, as an *‘ ornament,” but be- clerk. It seems as though we tould not do withcause God made it to be worn, and, having out him, but God’s wlil, and not ours, be done.
and 33.0 (LRT Otty.
Tg
£20
loss is his eternal gain. The funeral was atso made it, made such wearing essential to’ Our
tended at the church by a large collection of
8. M.PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertis
the best health and vigor of all the parts ad- friends, neighbors and townsmen, to whom by ingAgents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,

jacent;

around

leaves the Hair goft and a beautiful black or brown,
York.

yon

wasp, circulating

stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates’ and

street, New

I

when every nerve in your being is like the sting of 8

Morning
1819

reliable,

ofit.

NEURALGIA,

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye;

in a chair,

morning wishing {twas night, and’
ic was morning:
|
When you have the

hy

whom she was baptized and united to the F. B.
church in that place. She graduated at New
Hampton in the class of 1857, and was married
in Sept., 1860.
Her illness was brief and her
death unexpected,
She left a babe ten days old.
Sister H, diedof effusion of the brain, and. ere
she was aware of any danger, consciousness was
gone, and her husband and friends were deprived
of the precious privilege of conversation with her
in her last moments,
But that she rests with Jesus, all who knew herlife of exemplary and devoted piety, fuel the most satisfactory assurance.
She was buried in Epsom beside her little daughter. where together they wait for the ** voice of
the archangel and the trump of God” to raise
them from the dominion of death into a glorious
3
immortality.
B.A.
8.

him to the grave.

around
i

word

When your system is racked
RHEUMATIC
i
pain, and you cannot even Eirmyourself in bed, or

Co.,

BATCHELORS HAIR DYE,

ors” | The he Book
Book of
of

A-Cariton died in Concord, Feb. 1, aged
9 months, 4 days.
Thus another tie is
and one more soul added to the number
us as we pass over Jordan.
L.

the church

is laid

every

have been there,

1, 1868,

&

AGE.
and Newalg

EADER,you may consider this a sort of a spread.

&c.

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

¥.

THE

fLennedy’s Jihcumatie

Dr.

Ways,

Coal

be

BLESSING.

Warehouse Floors, Gutters,

. BANKS.
AES

J

culiar gifts in prayer, exhortation and phrll
that *“ it muffles the voice, ” and that it gave him acceptance in all religious meetings any
prevents such hearers from aiding their com- where; his meek and quiet spirit gave him a place

gree,

Shop

MEDICAL

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No. 16 Bond

CORDELIA B., youngest daughter of Jenks N.
and Roxanna R. Valleit, died in Smithfield,R. L.,
Jan. 7, in the 22d year of her age.
She was
converted at the uge of 16 and was baptized by
Rev, R. Woodworth, and united with the F, B.
ehurch in Greenville, since which time she has
Singular Preservation,
been a worthy member.
She was an aimiable
girl. Those that knew her best, loved her most,
The London Herald tells the following She had been a worthy member of the writer’s
about six years. She was kind and afsingular and touching story :
:| familyfeciionate
and was much endeared to us. Our
Not many years since, certain miners, hearts are sad and our house lonely because of
ber
absence.
During her sickness, which was
working far underground, came upon the
and very severe, she conversed beautifully
body ot a poor fellow who had perished in short
with her widowed mother and only sister and
the suffocating pit forty years before, Some other intimate friends. requesting them to meet
chemical agent to which the body bad been her in the better kingdom. She found the Savsubjected—agents prepared inthe laboratory four precious. Death was divested of “all
to her and she dreaded not the grave.
of nature—had effectually arrested the prog- terror
She leaves many friends who deeply feel their
ress of decay.
They brought it up to the loss, and especially
the writer with
whom she
surface, and for a while, till it crumbled
spent'much of her time,but we lookto God who
throngh exposure to the a'mosphere, itlay only cun reconcile us to the allotments of his
providence, and hope to meet her on the banks of
there the imag® of a fine, sturdy young
:
man.
No convulsion had passed over ths the river of life and be no more separated.
LYDIA W. MOWRY.

Poverty is never by the grace of God in
the estimation of a Yankee.
It comes to
him by post from the other direction! “The
Shepherd of Salisbury Plain” could never
have been written in New England.
Yon face in death—the features were tranquil ;
the hair was black as jet. No one recogwill seldom find in New Eagland, at least,
a saint in a ragged coat, and with clouted ‘nized the fuce—a generation had gone since
shoes. Itis contrary to the drift
of centuries the day on which the miper went down his
old
of teaching. Itis contrary to public opinion | shaft tor the last time. Bat atottering
and to the genius of the people. It’ the woman, who had hurried from her cottage
at hearing the news, came up, and she know
descendant of the Pilgrim has a metaphysical
religion, he has a physical morality. If his again the face which through all these long
years she had not forgotign.
Tae poor min
religious thoughts dwell in airy refinement,
he is earefal to secure a substantial place for er was tohave been her husband on the day
after that on which “he died.
They were
his feet to staud on while he meditates.
Aspiration for independence, ambition of rough people, of course, who were luoking
social equality, and a determination that on; a liberal education aud refined feelings
love
shall work out for his children a are not deemed essential to the man whose
better lot than their father had—these ave work is to get up coal or even tin; but
mainly the causes
of that pertinacious there were no dry eyes there when.the grayindustry, that restless enterprise, that almost
fierce economy,
which has made the name

Verses

cash

insertion.

FRANKIE, only son of C. D. and Lydia A. Otis,
died at Dos Moines, lowa, Mareh 7. aged 7 years.
Among his last words he said: ** Jesus will take
care of me.
There is no night there.”
¥. L. WILLEY.

Lawyer.

©

Walks,

JOHN THURSTON died in Kenduskeag, March
do
yd | THOSS
the" -28, uged 86 years, 8 mos., 22 davs. * He di

of coffve or a plug of opium; and the
same moment of that discovery let him put
his foet-dowa, raise-his hands, and swear
by

an

single square can well be afforded to

a lie. about his, pressing engage-

meats, heel it over to a groggery called

Side

P ATENENT,|

oF

THE GREATEST

~ |

sep

IX.

patronize it, must accompany them with

and children,

wite

his

kiss

+

equal to five cents a line, to insure

Men wrote of him that he would

dress himself,

:

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not

Douglas Jerrold was a devotee of gin ; so,
Steele the brilliant analso, was Byron.
thor of T'he Christian Hero, was a beastly

drunkard.

;

& DAVIS

Box 701 Dover, N, H,

a gentleman,
who knew him ina state of
beastly intoxication, unconscious as a log.

and’ died that night
delirium tremens.

+

SNOW

has)

As to ( 0 | P
SIT1 0
bat if a

- Obituaries.
:

© Wdbertisements.

© Bdberfisements,

other hand, some
and most inaudible
altogether.
watching the lips,

there may be somethingin that;
ed away, he was ready Tor company until man will wear his beard, and culture his
about daylight. Ta orderto show him off, whole physical nature’as God meant him to
his frivnds had to arrange their supper .do, he will be apt to have suffiient physiparties so that sitting until three or four. in cal vigor to speak
loud enough for the deafthe afternoon he might be brought to that est man who can hear at all, to hear, with
point at which in charm of power and con- his eyes shut—which strikes us as being a
vera ion he wag to truly wonderful,
more excellent way,
7
b
Burns was not less ‘a drunkard than
Coleridge. It was the weakness of Lamb.

wittdraw the suit altogether.”
** Capital I” cried the exulting Jones.
is a bar to rapid communication ; but this is
* You've done it up brown! You shall
to be overcome hy new methods of insula- * have.all my business.”
en
tion. A device has recently been brought
forward which promises to fully remove

literary performance had to be completed
Camdem and Amboy.—Blaine with the’ by a certain time; and on that very day,
open candor of a rural Pensylvanian, caught without taking leave of any member of the
the fire of a Kentuckian as he taught school family, he ran off at full speed down the
in the Blue Grass country, and then he pur- avenue to Ellary, and was soon hidden, not
in the groves of the valley, but in some
sued a sweetheart
into the State of Maine,
and settled there. He is a fine specimen of «obscure den where, drinking among: low
how much better a Yankee is for having companions, his magnificent mind was soon
been first a Middle State or a Western
brought to the level ofthe vilestof the
Ears

, Jt was

before the fire in his own room, his head on

reveal itself sooner or

health for any long period.

regardg the traditional traits of the State of

0

forenoon,

a book and his arms crossedon his bredst.

There

can then multiply the amountof his work
with iinpunity.
Sleep is emphatically *Nutures sweet restorer”—affurding rest both
to the body and the mind.
No one ean expect to curtail the number of hours of sleep

and

hearty common-sense patriotism. Colfax
is accidentally a New Yorker, helng vy
right a Jerseyman, and his disposition lacks

the

mon sight to find

must, however, be a drain on the phvsical
consti‘ution to compensate for this deficien-

scarcely
stamped

a

BLAINE

people sleep too little.
Paysiologists have
decided a nan requires seven hours sleep,
and a woman eight, notwithstanding
the old
adage—*six for a man, seven for a woman, ,

that the -being poor with a romantic contentment.

one thing interesting in life is the relation
of the sexes and the anxieties of pairing.
“Many young people are so dizzy with love

during

It is certain that the great majority of our

works

and mental ailments which develop themselvesin people of feeble organisms.
It
cannot supply a lack of intelligence, a want
of tures, in either husband or wife; and, as

risges!

We

and referred to this

as a ‘cause, were really explicable upon
some other theory. Itis at least certain
of opium that his duily allowance was of that many of the public speakers of the day
more. importance thaw eating. An ounce who are most distinct in utterance, and
of laudanum a day prostrated animal life most easily heard, wearthe full beard and

taste another grain or drop as long
remains. This is the only safety.

LJ

required amount of sleep and exercise,

highest happiogss in marge;
that love,
while it lasts. covers a muliitude ot errors,
privatonsomisfortunes—even cins—I do not
doubt.
Bat the question is, How far is love,
when unaccompanied by any other of the

conditions which

[

return to the society of decent men.
De Quincy was such a slave to the use

that,

On Sleep.

Juter.
It is rarely that overwork breaks
down the constitution when one obtains hs

and Marriage.
—

clever-

ness in such debate. He is one of those
anomalous members who show far stronger
in the presiding chair than on the floor.

animal or rarely even a bird; and, as far as
one can judze, the rivers seemed almost

destitute
of fish.

was

distinguished for his perfect and available
knowledgs™of rulings, for the “rapidity
of his mind in catching
up appeals,
and the shrewdness
with which
he
distributed committees.
Mr. Kerr,
of

been cunningly dyed black, paying for iv
more pounds than he should have paid
shillings; the overplus was deducted trom
¢ Skins"

far along

they ean get with good morals.
Mr. Colfax, as a presiding officer,

that one unlucky employe of the Company
who hought a skin of a white fox, which had

his salary.

as to thow

vile. When
his spree was over, he would | have been observed,

119

3

:

A THRILLING

INCIDENT

In the life of Mrs. Ingalls, in Burmah, is well told in
the Baptist Messenger,” relating
how she was sent
for to visit one of the Buddhist high priests, who had
been nearly killed: and how, while in
t holy

slace in the temple, where none but priests
had ever
sefore been admitted, she was permitted to nse for
him the sacred vessels, which none but the h
priests dare touch, and to even overturn and ait
one ofthe gods to rest; all through the influence of the
Pain Killer, called. by them the “God Medicine,” so

Successfully

had she used it in curing

ands
pe

.

SE

diseases, here.

tofore fatalin that climate, smong which were Chol
era, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, the bites of venpinous reptiles, &o., speaks volumes for the Pain
iller.
’
X
Southern
Rev. J. E. Clough, Missionary at
er v
India, writes: —''We esteem your Pain
highly for scorpion stings, cholera, &o., and oaRnot
very well get along without iv.”
[
Rev. I. D Colburn, Missionary at Tavoy, Barmah,
writes ‘I shall be happy to assist in
L
knowledge of a remedy so speedy and effectual ¥

Pain Killer is sold by all medicine dealers, 4tl4

x. Se

UES FES

HR
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Complete returns from the Connecticut elec.
«

tion show that the majority of the Hon. Marshall

Jewell, the Republican candidate
for Governor,

is 811. The Republican candidates for Congress in
the first, second and third districts are elected.—
The Legislature is strongly Republican, the majority in the Senate being 7, and in the House 26.

A resolution té reject
the Constitution,

the 15th

has been

amendment to

adopted

Legislature.
The Postmaster-General

has

by the Ohio

written a strong

letter on the subject of ocean postage, showing
that the whole influence of his department will
be used to bring about cheaper rates.
General Buchanan

has

relinquished

the com-

mand of Louisiana to General Mower.
Spangler and Arnold, the two pardoned conspirators in the Lincoln assassination, have ar-

rived at Baltimore.

:

Ex-President Johnson is hard at work in Tennessee delivering his well-known speech to his
fellow citizens, wherever they will assemble to

hear him.

i

General Schofield has assumed command of the
District of Missouri, with headquarters at Leav-

enworth, Kansas.
The frost
on the Sea
the season
_migfortune

!

of last week, nipped the early cotton
Islands and in Southern Georgia; but
is not so far advanced as to make the
serious, or to affect the probable crop.

it look as if it had fallen out.

He had sworn not

to reveal it and did so to save his wife. Mrs.
Twitchell left Philadelphia Saturday morning, and
it is reported that she asked that reporters be kept
from her husband till after his execution.
The
press of Philadelphia concur in condemning the
so-called confession as a falsehood, and it has
strengthened greatly the belief in the entire innocence of Mrs, Twitchell.
i

SECOND

German

Polar

expedition is ex-

pected to leave Bremerhaven early in June.
It
is to consist of two vessels, one a steamer of 120
An Irish member of the House of Commons
has moved that the church disestablishment be tons and the other a sailing yacht of 80 tons. The
extended to"England and Scotland,
<j. ‘ latter is to-return before next winter, and bring
Cuban advices state that the government na- home the records of the expedidition down to
that date, while the steamer is to push on northvy will soon be re-enforced by ten gunboats from
wards, and to winter at as high a latitude as posSpain, and others are said to be building in this
sible. The purpose of the expedition is the excountry.
The insurrection in the district .of
ploration of the Arctic central region 75 degrees
Segua de la Grande is reported to be nearly endnorth latitude, on the basis of the East Greened.
.

land coast.

id

curved, nearly

the

he loved, and

Crow.

Ge

The latest charge against the comimon crow
(by E. A. Samuels, in the Report of the Department of Agriculture for 18€9,) is that he subsists
largely upon smaller birds and their eggs. If the
writer has seen the crow thus thieving, a plenty
of men can be found—as a rogue once declared
in court in the face of such evidence—‘‘
who

been made to President Lopez by the Brazillian
sane Ruait

oe

and

cal excitement in Madrid is very |

an outbreakis threatened.

The pro-

a triumvirate
has been abandoned.

: a
1s

a fleet

Be

ustri,

eneral

of’ Cubais soonto

n-clads

from

of on

ne India squadron.—

a were garroted in the presenceof
+

FEMALE

times.

This looks

bad for the crow, if the figures are right. He is
certainly a bold, active and unscrupulous fellow,

who gets his living in the hardest of winters
without asking charity from any one. Perhaps
some of our readers can tell us what he fills his
crop witly while playing “leap frog” over our
old meadows and pastures in spring.
We con-

sider him a cheap and reliable
country.

Cities have none

scavenger for the

more willing or thor-

ough; and, in spite of his faults, we like. him.
He has an appetite for soaked corn, and will fol-

4

is prepared with

SEMINARY

has

just

strychnine

young

all the crow
ed.

tant uses, and

specially a fund with which to

relieve the cost of its privileges to indigent Christian young ladies desiring to become teachers or
missionaries.
LJ]

about

a sudden

lecture

Prof.

Hyde,

before

the

Lowell Institute, was on ‘“Manures, Vegetable
and Animal,” By green manure is meant the
them

while

in

a

green state, for the improvement of ‘the land.
manure

enriches

the

soil.

On

sandy

lands green manure can be used to agréat advan
tage. In plowing in a green crop we only re-

store the saline matter which the plants have already taken from the same ground. In using

sea-weed we bring back from the sea a portion of
what the rivers are constantly earrying into it. In

the muck beds. of the interior there is a mine of

3
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-It-is-a great mistake
in orchardists and planters
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o'clock, P. M., in the ¥. W, Baptist Church in that
city, 17thv8treet, near 6th Avenue, to perfect the legal
organization, and to transact other business pertahnI. ODONNELL, Chairman.
ing thereto,

and

WANED

commend Fall instead of Spring for doing it.
The reason given is that currant wood can be
turned into plant the year it is grown by setting
any time from August to November,
She
The best way is to make a square, clean ‘cut;

10,000
on

AMERICAN

AGENTS

commission or salary, to sell THE
YEAR

BOOK

for

1869.

Itcon-

tains just the information which everybody wants
hundreds of times
a year, and sells with unparalleled
ra] idity, even among ape who seldom look ata
subscription book. « Ne:
every family will buy it,
and it will be found about as great a necessity
among ail clasees as the daily or weekly news aper,
effi
LIBERAL SALARIES paid to experienced,
cient canvagsers, Send for circulars and full Infor.
mation,
oh

make the ground mellow, that the rootlets may
meet, With no obstructions, and then push the

Barto, Con, Gch, kad HeSg, 1.

dirt closely around the bottom of the cutging. |

IY

The Fall is decidedly the best time tv commence
operations ; ‘hecause, in so doing, one gets a two
years’ growth in one. If it is very dry, some
mulching will be required: but, generaly, at this
season, the ground is warmer than the atmos:

BOSTON.
OFFER

0. D, CASE & CO,,

Publishe:

Reading for 60 cents.
In order to give the Jeople an opportunity to become better acquain
with their beautiful magazine, ‘ ONCE A MONTH,” the publishers will send
the first siz numbers

CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE,

Muss,

:

"T1815

’

¢

or

of this year for

80 cents.

Each

number of “Once a Month” contains 96 double.
column pages of the best stories and entertaining
and instructive reading to be found in any magazine
in the country, The subseription price is $2 a year,
Its typographical beauty is not excelled.
Send 50 cents, and yon will jet this beautiful magazine from January to June of this year, containing
667 pages of choice Tending,
Address
, 8.
ARTHUR & SONS,
1616 809 & 811 CHESTNUT STREET, Philadelphia.

UNITED SECURITY
LIFE

INSURANCE

AND

TRUST

CO.

of Pennsylvania.

GEORGE H. STUART, President,
THOMAS W. EVANS, Vice President.
WILLIAM GETTY, Manager.
C. F. BETTS, Secretary.
HOME OFFICE—Corner of Fifth and Chest~
nut streets, Philadelphia.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,—103 State street,
©

Boston.

‘CAPITAL, ONE MILLION

DOLLARS.

CHARTER PERPETUAL,

a

$100,000 deposited with Auditor General
for Seeurity of Policy-Holders,

SPECIAL FEATURES.

F

ocres aT

10

olicies non-forfeitable
"me.
Liberal Sraveling privileges,
Jers
urn of all
pre
.
Annunl avian. ns paid
emales lvsured at same rates as males.
Insures on the Mutual or Stock
plan, as parties
desire, and has all the most desirable ano latest foatures of Life
reliability
and Insu
priv
g that can be combined with
Ne Agents
ny ahdof

integrity
8 ity

andan ability wante

a

5

Bhetusuvt

Full information furnished rt 8
DEMOND & SOULE.
General Agents
for New England,

:

03 State street, Boston,

Hon,
EDWARD 8. TOBEY, New England Director.
8.1 SPRAGUE, M, D., Medical Examiner. vos 3
'OARBOLIO & ORESYLIC SOAPS. (Patent)
For Destruction of Insects, and Cure of Skin
‘Discases in Domestic Animals,
.

For household; physicians’ and toilet uge,

First class and fully licensed. I
Warranted for five years, Exclusive torrito
given.
AGENTS WANTED Tea
here to jutroduogt em. Address CHICOPEE
8. M. CO., 41 Summer St., Boston

i
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Nearly 8ix Hundred Pages’ of the Choicest

7, 1869.
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© 18) |Unwashed......26 8
+ (Sheep Pelts. 150 @

Propagating Currants.

phere.

New

. 23

will give a cracking sound if chewed.
Then add
a little salt, sage,or" whatever you like, and press.
NOTICE.
The whole operation need not require over an
H
orporators, and all others interestedin the
hour’s time.
bi publishing of a Free Baptist paper in N. Y. City,
ser so
ne
A
are requested to meet on Tuesday; the 20th inst., at 2

success,

r RUGS,

ee X

per bu.. 2 60 @ 2 65

Ohiosssevese

two inches square
cut with a knife;
you can put it into
you accumulate as
hold, when you

good

|

10
TALLOW.
00 | PrimeCakes.
...13% @ 14
00 | Barrels..... ... 12 @.. 13
50 Whi
WHEAT:
te,¥ bush 2 25
85

New York......92 @ . 25
Vermont.......

chop the whole, scalding with hot whey, justsd it

with

4

MATS,

LiveGeese#1b 85 @ « 90 | Timothy,eeeees oo @ee on
FLOUR.
Clover oss os 13 @.. 14

warm the milk
to blood heat, add the water which

met

AIT

iteesssenss
700 @ 8 50

Medium..3 50 @ 4 00
B

* There are some people who keep but one cow
who would like to make a little cheese now and
then if they knew how.
An exchange gives
them these instructions :
Takecool weather, either in spring or fall, when
milk and tream will keep and when flies are scarce.
Strain your milk in some deep vessel that will
hold two milkings,in the morning skim slightly;

have

_ FLOOR OILCLOTH |
CANTON MATTINGS,

[4615

April7, 1869.
MAPLE SUGAR.

New

Marrow...... 400@425

:

year

STAIR OARPETINGS,

PRICES.

|... eieiatensees 10 @..

Green Winters 50 @ 6 00
BARLEY,

well ballasted over the roots by heaps ofstones.
The first plan is the best, if the work is carefully

has soaked a bit of rennet about
over night, and as soon as stiff,
let it stand a few minutes, when
a cloth strainer,and lay by until
large a curd as your hoop will

16

2%. @
e

broad bands,to prevent chafing,or they should be’

One

@

@ 13
0...

Powdered..16} @ 17%
. Coffee crush
14 @ 16%
TALL WwW.
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Shing apruse $4
_Shingies,pine
.
a
EE
catue
|a

see such trees. And to obviate this, every newlyplanted tree should be staked and tied up with soft,

from

13

&o.,

neglect.
In allwindy and exposed places newlysettrees are quite sure toget thrown over, if not
staked up; and in all places they are apt to get out
of the perpendicular.

ache
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It makes the head of a systematic man
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HIDES AND
Calcutta Cow,
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And
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Cloves...... see 29

the landscape glowing
with autumnal tints;
but the valuable products of a farm, which are
its products, are mainly out of sight, being stored
inthe barn or in the proprietor’s pocket.
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the aspect of things may change. In the spring
the trees may not have shown leaves, flowers, or
fruit; the roads are muddy, if ever; and the dis-
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tried propagating from cuttings at other seasons

a
sixth
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in which to look for or purchase a farm. At this
season one_canjitdge whether the land can or

This is usual in the Spring; but those who have
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_.Yery few persons seem to know that the
monthsof June and July are the best in the year

i

Green

institution still needs funds for, various impor-

brood

newspapers, pod that

growing of crops and plowing

The

strewed

stomach ache, the item flies like wildfire through

had its spring exaninations, with results enhanc-

on the 8th inst,

and

od

ily

for years for purchasers to supply

‘When to buy a Farm,

rt

through the year, giving him credit for all the
good he does, as well as charging him the harm,
and concludes that where he helps the farmer

ing the previous high public estimate of this as
a training school of first class teachers, There

our govern. ‘The next term commerices

a, April 9, Franéisco
Leon and AoBl

Mr, HOLYOKE

that Spaic. will
try to are about 300 pupils,~all but 15 hopéfully pious.

us méasure of coonomy,
will reduce ts

dink

for juvenile offenders.

plies of ‘every thing he carries off in his crops.

Cheese

haven’t seen him do it.” Mr. Samuels follows him

he hurts him thirteen

com.extras..6
medium do. 7
choice do....8
Southern,su

me-

In case a tree gets out of true line, it can be
righted up by loosening the soil over the roots,
particularly onthe leaning side. It may sometimes be necessary to cut off an obstinate root to
get the tree erect. When once it is up again,
fastenit there by staking as above, or by a rope
extending from one of the branches to a stout
peg in the ground a few feet distant.— Rural
American.

|

once

The

done.

yet one which that woman, wife or lady-love,
would give him to ride when honor and life depended on bottom and speed.’ ”— Atlantic Monthly.

The

of

| ——

wind and the sunshine, so cheerful and so swift
she seems; an animal which a man would pre-

ent as choicest giftto the woman

species

analysis of

Upright Trees.

fall or fire flash, were well brought
out, soft asa
gazelle’s, almost human in their intelligence,
while over the small bony head, over neck and
shoulders, yea, over the whole body and clean
down to the hoofs, the veins stood out as if the
skin’ ‘were but tissue-paper against which thé
warm blood pressed, and which it might at any
moment burst asunder.
‘A perfect animal, I
said to myself, as I lay looking her over,—*an

born from

one

The

chanical effect of manure upon the soil must
also
be considered.
*‘Like produces
like.”
The farmer must add to the soil sufficient sup-

curvature, hard,|

been

for

have thus far been, obtained.

The eyes, from which tears might

if it was abolished the only recourse would be ex-

pulsion, which would empty the schools of the
class of pupils who most need discipline and instruction, and fill. to repletion the institutions

only

devoid of fat, and well cut up under the chops.
Her nostrils were full, very full, and thin almost

have

food

=

are tu
yellow, the grain has been gathered,
the fruits are nearly gone; still the air isfresh and

| black around the borders, and as tremulous as
the leaves of an aspen.
Her neck rose from the

animal which might

is

by ‘another.

§

appears to be much greater than it actually is,
especially to a stranger.
In autumn the leaves

the field, giving some

and that

What

soils and plants has not yet done for agricultural
chemistry all that was hoped.
Approximations

tance

abolition

pupils,

times.

6

ze

deep, oblique shoulders and long, thick fore-arm,
ridgy with swelling sinews, suggested the perfection of stride and power.
Her knees across
the pan were wide, the cannon-bone below them
short and thin; the pasterns long and sloping;

schools; have declined to make any change in the
present system, on the ground thaf corpord] pun-

vicious and refractory

at all

plants is rejéated

OU

Illinois and Ohi

dren in the neighborhood one can determine
whether the locality is healthy or otherwise.
Summer is also a good time to view the neverfailing spring and the trout-pond near by, and a
draught from the one and a lunch from the other
are attractions which those who possess
them
seldom fail to bestow upon those who are likely
to become purchasers.
Even the weeds on a
farm will assist a man in determining its value:
for if nothing but stunted ragweed and fivefinger are to be seen, then the land may be set
down as poor indeed ; but if burdock and catnip
abound, it shows strength to produce crops of
a higher-order.

hip-bones, upon which the shorter ribs seemed to
lap. High in the withers as she was, the line of
her back and neck perfectly curved, while her

as parchment.

2s,

at this time if ever, and by observing the

the barrel, and perfectly symmetrical. She was
wide in the haunches, without projection of the

in perfect

compost.

advantage.
The low lands will show whether
they are really dry enough forpastures in summer, and the upland its capacity for withstanding
a drought.
If there are any mosquitos about,
they will generally make their appearance known

¢ In weight she might have turned, when well
conditioned, nine hundred and fifty pounds.
In
color she was a dark chestnut, with a velvety
depth and soft look about the hair indescribably
rich and elegant. Many a time have I heard ladies dispute the shade and hue of her plush-like
coat as they ran their white, jewelled fingers
through her silken hair. Her body was round in

withers to the head

rich
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choice fruit, it can be seen at this time to the best

Horse.

thin, sharply pointed, delicately

F.

demonstration of the fact; and'if there is, according to the stereotype agsertion,an abundance of

listsis apprehended.
:
a
The Supreme Court of Havana has confirmed

of very

which

for the farmer than its manufacture. It cannot
be applied indiscriminately to all lands, all crops,

waving

low rows of it, if ever so crooked; butsf a little

ishment is necessary, as a last resort, in the'dise

with

.
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Its decomposition may be

does produce good crops: for, if
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think it will injure the plate:

THE BosTON School -Committee,in reply to a
petition from a number of citizens asking for the

the death sentences pronounced by lower courts
on two persons convicted of firing on the volunteers in the street affrays of some months ago,
Paraguyan advices by ‘the way of Lisbon, announce that favorable peace propositions have

animals

Government,
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in itself, but the rapidity

is a powerfnl manure.

The cable despatches state that Ex-King Ferdinand of Portugal, positively declines the offer of
the Spanish crown. Another rising of the Car

of corporal punishment in the Boston

flesh of

Horn, in the form of horn shavings and,

All who can afford it

:

his

land. The

Am.. 11 @..

Am.

18

Print Cloths. .

it may be mixed into active fermentation. - Blood
is very analagous to beef in its composition, but

Old feather beds and pillows are greatly im
proved by putting them on a clean grass plot
during a heavy shower; let the beds become
thoroughly wetted ; turning them on both sides.
Let them lie out until thoroughly dry, then beat
them with rods; this will lighten up the feathers
and make them much more healthful to sleep upon.
It removes dust and rejuvenates the feathersi—Am. Ag.
:

GEORGE 8. TWITCHELL,sentenced to be hanged
for the murder of his mother-in-law in Philadelphia, has stated to his spiritual adviser, that he
wife called him, excitedly and loudly. Heran
down into the dining-room and found her with the
body, and she said, “I have had a quarrel with
motber and killed her. O help metohideit.”
He
helped throw the body out of the window, to have

the

Lead,Red

the

a nuisance

ly to bring other organic substances

I have used it spring and fall for five years,
and neither plated articles nor silver sustain
any injury. Those
who
use
brass andirons
will find it equally efficacious in restoring their
brightness.
i

Whereupon two gentlemén grew offended.
One
was Grant, and the other Wilson, who positively
declined the place. And thereupon Mr. Hamilton
Fish intervened.
This is the talk of very shrewd,
well-informed people, but you can take it for what
it is worth.”

A

FORWIGN.

quantities of them.

od.

said, could not resist the old politician’s’habit of
dispensing patronage, anid beg## Hing the office.

being

Neatsfoot¥’gal 1 do
P
.

fe

with which it undergoes decay enables it speedi-

will"
find it a great improvement to use straw
matting in summer, and in autumn cover it with
newspapers and put the carpets over them.
Cleansing silver is not afi easy task; the use of
kerosene will greatly facilitate the operation.—
Wet a flannel clothin the oil, dip in dry whiting,
and thoroughly, rub the plated or silver ware;
throw it into a dish of scalding soap-suds, wipe
with a soft flannel and polish with a chamois
skin. Your silver or plate will look equal to
that exhibited in a jeweler’s window, and will
retain its brilliancy for six months, if once a
week, when washed, it is polished with a chamois skin. Bright silver adds much to the beauty of a table, and is easily attained by this meth-

“Wilson was offered the State Department, but
doubted his “abilityyand"said so earnestly and in
good faith. To give him time to consider it,
Washburne was putin, with a clear understanding
that it was an ad interim only. Washburne, it is

was asleep on the night of the murder, when

to

also a rich manure

ashes of furnaces

and thin asa thorough-bred’s always is whose
blood is without taint or cross.
Her ear was

correspondent of the Cin-

of

hastened by contact .with fermenting manure
in the compost heap.
Fish can be economically
used for fertilizing the land. The application
of Manure is a not much less important study:

great

cinnati Commercial gives the following among
other stories of the formation of General Grant’s
cabinet:

Instead

walls carefully.

another, from his position. His countenance
wears an expression of sadness, and the physical

THE WASHINGTON

“applied

ice of our rooms, and require vigilant and active
treatment, for their removal.
Carpets absorb

wreck of what was once an’ active and vigorous

manures.

and 8

Vy dd.re16@ 165

Drills,brown....17 @

soil, Sawdust, .tanners’ bark,
useful, -In speaking of the sources

contains more

been writtenby

man ex cites pity from every beholder.

solid

flannel,

her hoofs round, dark, Shiny, and well set on.
Her mane was a shade darker than her coat, fine

the Civil-Tenure bill must have

makes a light,

‘Wall papers are readily cleansed by tying a
soft cloth over a broom, and sweeping down the
The dust and

Sheetings

the

BS2ER

tobacco bill. Phe
conference
report on the
measure had been submitted to the House, and
was under discussion when the report closed.
On Satruday, the session closed at noon, both
branches having met, after the recesses taken
shortly before daylight, at ten o’clock. The Senate passed a bill relating to the Attorney-General, and spent the remainder of the session in de
bating the resolutfon concerning the pay of thesouthern Senators.
In
the House, General
Banks introduced a resolution of sympathy with
the people of Cuba, which was adopted by a vote
of 984024.
A contested election case and the
passage of several unimportant measures occupied the remainder of the session.

in

e000

whiskey and

Vegetable mal

in its

much

itis a blessing to the farmey, and economy demands that it should be composted before being

and stoves are deposited in every crack and crev-

‘of

to muck

of vegetable manure, of all animals man is the
most richly fed, and night soil is the richest of

prised at its effects.

the new Senator from Tennessee excites deep
sympathy.
He sits in the Senate bolt uprightin a
chair with a high back,upon which his head rests,
and seldom changes that position. He is afflicted
with the palsy, and his hands and feet shake
constantly, like anaspenleaf.
He tries occasionally to prevent this involuntary movement by
clasping his hands together across his knees. This
only gives momentary relief, for as soon as he.gets
tired of holding his hands in this position, and
relaxes, both hands quiver and shake as before.
He can’t speak above a whisper,and when his
vote is wanted his son, who sits oy his side almost
constantly, answers forhim.
He can’t write, and
the speech which was read from him last week on

manner.

porous, lo
ete., are also

cleansing white

Take a small quantity on a damp

analagous

066d

of wasthe

letter says the condition

for

‘same

rub lightly over the surface, and you will be sur-

Washington, D. C., April 7, 1869.
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remaining

them in a tin pail or pan for half an hour, strain
through a sieve, and use the tea to wash all varnished paint. It requires very little rubbing or:
‘‘ elbow polish,” asthe tea acts as a strong’ detergent, cleansing the paint from its impurities, and
making the varnish
‘shine equal to new.
It
cleanses window sashes and oil-cloths; indeed,
any varnished surface is improved by its application.
It washes window
panes and mirrors
much better than soap and water, and is excellent for cleansing black-walnut picture and looking-glass frames.
It will not do to wash unvarnished paint with it.

Whiting

Fit CERNE RREORIS SU

The gredk-y

er the
variety of elements introduced
in
the compost, the more efficient it will prove.

Save the tea leaves for a few days, then steep

CARPETING.

%

admitted to representation in Congress until
their several legislatures shall ratify the pending fifteenth amendment to the Constitution.
Both Houses of Congress were in session at 3
o’clock, Friday morning.
The Senate and House
both passed a bill disposing of the Pacific railway
« difficulty, and the only matter of importance

Other manures work well with muck.
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shall be

desirable, I
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condition that neither they nor Texas

that can _mould from.the forest, which is.richer in-potash,-|
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lessen the labor of a housekeeper is
venture to contribute my mite.
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I have no’ doubt that you. will concur with
me in the opinion thatitis desirable to restore
the States which were engaged _jn rebellion ‘to
their proper relations to the government
and
branch of the Central Pacifie Railroad to Port- the country, at as early a-period as the people of
those States shall be found willing to become
land,
Oregon,
occupied
the morning hour,
peaceful and orderly communities, and to adopt
at the expiration of which the joint resolution
and maintain such constitutions and laws as ‘will
concerning
the junction of the Pacific railroads
effectually secure the civil and political rights of
came up as unfinished business,and was discussed
persons within their borders.
The authority of
the United States, which has been vindicated and
until the recess, two amendments to the original
established by its military power, must be asresolution being adopted. At the evening session
serted for the absolute protection of all its citiafter the passage of bills to remove political dis! "zens inthe full enjoyment of their freedom and
abilities from certain specified persons, fofithe re- security, which is the object of republican govlief of Blanton Duncan, and for an extefision of ernment. But whenever the people of rebellious
States are ready toenter in good faith upon the
the time for the completion of the Portage and accomplishment
of this object in conformity with
Lake Superior ship canal, the consideration of the constitutional authority of Congress, it is
certainly desirable that all causes of irritation
the subject was resumed but no further action
should be removed as promptly as possible, that
was taken.
In the House, the bill providing. for
a more perfect union may be established, and the
the taking of the ninth census was amended and
country restored to peace and prosperity.
:
passed.
Reports onseveral election cases were
A convention of the people of Virginia, which
met in Richmond, Deeember 3.1868, framed a
made, and the Indian appropriation bill was considered in committee ofthe whole at both the constitution for that state which was adopted by
the convention, April 17, 1868, and I desire reafternoon and evening sessions. Inthe evening
spectfully to call the attention of Congress to the
the amendment offered by Mr. Dawes asa sub- propriety of providing by law for the holding of
an election in that State some time during the
stitute for making appropriations under, the new
month of May or Jnne next, under the direction
treaties, was agreed to, and the Senate amend_
of the miilitary commander of the district, at
ments were disposed of as recommended by the
which the question shall be submitted to the citicommitee on appropriations.
.
zens of the State. And if this should seem desirable, I would recommend that a separate vote
On Wednesday; in the Senate, the bill to amend
be taken upon such parts as may be thought exthe judicial system of the United States was call- pedient; and that at the same time and under the
ed up, amended,
and returned to the House for
same authority
there shall be an election for the
and
concurrence.
The bill to aid
in the construction. _officers. provided for under such constitution;
“of
a branch of the Pacific Railroad to Portland, that the constitution, or such parts thereof as
shall have been. adopted by the people, be subOregon, was amended and passed.
The bill re- mitted to Congress,the first Monday in December
lating to the junction of the Pacific railroads was
next for consideration, so that if the same is then
approved the necessary steps may be taken for
postponed, and the deficiency appropriation bil
the
restoration of the state to its former relations
In thel,
was discussed until the adjournment.
to the Union.
I am led to make this recom- House a bill appropriating $2,000,000, to be ex_
mendation from the confident hope and belief
pended under the direction of the Secretary of
that the peoplz of that State are now ready to
codperate with the national government in bring‘War for river and harbor improvements, and
several unimportant bills and resolutiexs were ing it into «uch relations with the Union as he
‘ought, as soon as possible, to establish and mainpassed, and the Indian appropriation bill, and. tain, and give to all its people the equal rights unthe bill relating to reconstruction in Georgia,
der the law which are asserted in the Declaration
of Independence in the words of one of the most
were discussed without definite action.
illustrious of its sons.
On Thursday the President’s message concernI desire also to ask the consideration of Coning reconstruction in Virginia and Mississippi
gress to the question whether there is not a just
ground tor believing that the constitution framed
was acted upon by both branches of Congress
y a convention of the people of Mississippi for
‘with
a promptness equally surprising and grati- that State, and once rejected, might not be subfying.
ae
mitted to the people in a like manner and with a
A bill for the reconstruction of Virginia and
probability of the same result.
Mississippi passed both Houses of Congress on
”
U. 8. Grant.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the usual prelimi
nary business and a brief discussion, without
action, of the bill to aid the construction of a

destroy
all insects, etc. As anything
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gress proposes now to remain in session is very
brief, and that it is its desire, as far as consistent
with the public interest, to avoid entering upon
the general business of legislation, there is one
subject which concerns so deeply the welfare of
the country that I deem it my duty to bring it
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To the Senate and House of Representatives:

to pulverized charcoal, and as a basis of compost

coming

8

Union was discussed.

ginia,adopted by Congress on Thursday last, was
as follows:
i

summer.

shaken, beds well

®®

post route bill was passed, and the Indian appropriation bill was reported from the committee
and made the special order for Tuesday. - At the
evening session Mr. Jenckes of Rhode Island
advocated his civil service bill, and the question
ofadmitting San Domingo as a territory of the

of Vir-

a

8g

The
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bodying the plan for the reconstruction

mixed, will make
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large amount of which was disposed of.
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number of bills and resolutions were reported under the call of States, and the House then proceeded to the businéss on the Speaker’s table, a
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beaten, and

muck, well shoveled

mass worth twice as muchas the manure alone.
As an absorbent, dry muck is very nearly equal

®

In the Hpuse a large.

cleared up for the

Carpets must be taken up and

one part of manure and two parts

we
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_tion on the subject,
the legislative sessionof the
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Every closet,
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Union and Central Pacific rail ways came up and
was discussed until 4 o’clock, ‘when, without ac-
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For the week ending, April 7, 1869.

for the proportion in which to compost’ muck
and barn-yard manure, but®it may be stated
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- graph Company to land its cable

. States coast, was debated

Hints on House

swamps were considered a nuisance; now these
swamps are treasured ‘as the most valuable part
of the farm. No definite rules can be laid down

w

‘the New York, Newfoundland and London Tele-

of

The

manure which this ‘generation cannot - exhaust.
It is less than a half century since our muck

E

authorizing

On Monday, in the Senate, the bill

Bural andy Pomestic,

They both main-

w

CONGRESSIONAL,

of ‘spectators.

tained the utmost composure and firmness to the
last. ; Leon, in mounting the scaffold, shouted
“Viva Independencia!”
There was a great excitement among the spectators. Some parties
uttered seditious cries, and the volunteers who
guarded the scaffold, faced about and fired about
twenty shots into the crowd with disastrous ef"
fect. Six men were killed, and many wounded.
Heavy rains have fallen throughout the island
during the past week.
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#¢ Sheep
Dip,” to stroy tick, scalp, &c. ‘‘ Plant
Protector,”
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